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Abstract

Natural language generation (NLG) plays a vital role in many applications. Evaluating the
quality of generated text is crucial for ensuring the effectiveness and user satisfaction of
NLG systems. With the popularisation of deep learning in recent years, many models have
been reported to achieve super-human performance on popular benchmarks. However, it
has been observed that existing holistic benchmarks and evaluation metrics frequently fail
to accurately assess specific evaluation factors that are of interest to the field.

This thesis explores a diagnostic evaluation framework for assessing the grammaticality,
faithfulness, and diversity (GFD) of generated text in NLG tasks. These three metrics
are considered as essential linguistic qualities, which need to be present in the outputs
of NLG models. Grammaticality is examined by analysing the parsability of a sentence
with a well-defined formal grammar. Faithfulness is divided into two facets: grounding
faithfulness and task faithfulness. These two facets investigate how well the model outputs
align with both the information provided in the input, and the inherent requirements of the
task. Diversity is further divided into word-level and parse-level diversity measures. In the
proposed GFD framework, the evaluation of the three metrics does not require task-specific
references to be constructed. By clearly defining and evaluating these generation qualities,
this framework aims to provide insights into the strengths and limitations of NLG models.

To demonstrate the versatility of the GFD evaluation framework, three different
generation tasks are explored: synthetic image captioning, football highlight generation
from match statistics, and topic-shift dialogue generation. These tasks are deliberately
chosen to cover a diverse range of generation scenarios. Each task provides unique
grounding information and constraints that influence the generation process, which in turn
create diverse challenges for the evaluation of NLG models. Experiments on these tasks
reveal the challenges in fine-grained NLG evaluation when the availability of ground truth
representations diminishes or when there is a delicate balance between input groundings
and task constraints. This thesis empirically demonstrates how the GFD evaluation
framework, in combination with diagnostic datasets, can provide insights into model
strengths and limitations to supplement standard evaluations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over recent years, the field of natural language generation (NLG) has experienced re-
markable progress, thanks to rapid advancements in machine learning and deep learning
techniques, coupled with the availability of large datasets. These advancements have
facilitated the development of sophisticated models that can generate human-like text.
The increasing complexity and capabilities of these systems have simultaneously amplified
the challenge of effectively evaluating their performance. Considerable efforts have been
devoted to establishing efficient and straightforward evaluation practices (Hardcastle and
Scott, 2008; Post, 2011; Hastie and Belz, 2014; Lau et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016; Zhu and
Bhat, 2020; Sun et al., 2022). Typical evaluation methods in NLG usually consist of an
automatic evaluation employing generic metrics on a pre-constructed test set (Papineni
et al., 2002; Lin, 2004; Vedantam et al., 2015; Doddington, 2002; Anderson et al., 2016;
Zhang et al., 2019b), complemented by a human evaluation, which is often carried out on
a smaller, randomly selected subset of the test data (van der Lee et al., 2019; Hämäläinen
and Alnajjar, 2021; van der Lee et al., 2021).

Automatic evaluation metrics used for NLG tasks typically provide a holistic score that
represents overall model performance. These holistic metrics, referred to as “black-box”
evaluation in Dale and Mellish (1998), lack clarity regarding the specific qualities they
actually measure. For instance, widely used n-gram overlapping metrics, such as BLEU
(Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004), focus solely on lexical-level similarity
between model predictions and reference texts, displaying weak correlation with human
judgement. Furthermore, most existing metrics rely on a limited number of references
to evaluate model-generated sentences, failing to address the inherent challenge of NLG
evaluation, where multiple valid predictions may lack extensive lexical or semantic similarity
with the references. Existing metrics also fall short of indicating whether model-generated
predictions are consistent with the context on which the generation is conditioned, or the
strengths and disadvantages of a particular model. As such, while these metrics greatly
facilitate automatic evaluation and expedite AI model development, they often fail to shed
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light on models’ specific strengths and limitations.
Whilst typically considered as the ultimate measure of system performance, human

evaluation is susceptible to design deficiencies. Recent studies (van der Lee et al., 2019;
Howcroft et al., 2020) have exposed shortcomings in human evaluations reported in NLG
research, including imprecise specifications, lack of clarity, and inconsistencies (discussed
in detail in section 2.3.1). These deficiencies compromise the effectiveness of human
evaluation in calibrating model performance, which is one of the primary objectives of
evaluation. Confusion regarding terminology usage in existing literature compounds this
issue (Howcroft et al., 2020), where different evaluation frameworks employ the same
terminology to describe different aspects of text quality, or use varied terms to refer to
the same aspect. The unfortunate end result of design failure and confused terminology
is that comparing human evaluation results across different studies becomes extremely
challenging.

The recent surge in popularity of large language models (LLMs), such as ChatGPT
(OpenAI, 2022), has brought to light the impressive abilities of language models in a
multitude of real-world applications. However, in-depth examinations (Li, 2023; Bang
et al., 2023) have uncovered that ChatGPT often produces answers that initially appear to
be highly plausible; yet on closer examination, these responses are found to lack accuracy
and validity. This is unsurprising given that neural language models are known to be
prone to hallucination (Rohrbach et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2019; Ji et al., 2022), where
models generate seemingly correct sentences that are actually inconsistent with background
information or common knowledge.

This highlights the pressing necessity to rethink what evaluation means in the context
of NLG, particularly in the era of large models and neural technologies. The crucial
question to ask is, is pursuing an all-round, holistic evaluation the ideal direction for NLG
evaluation attempts? This thesis argues that while the concept of having a universal and
readily deployable evaluation approach may appear appealing, it is crucial to exercise
caution regarding the potential compromise of quality in pursuit of efficiency. At the
heart of this matter is the recognition that the conceptualisation and implementation of
evaluation ultimately requires a case-by-case consideration. It is essential that evaluation
metrics align closely with the intrinsic nature of the task and maintain relevance to the
focal points of what one wants to measure. Metrics that deviate from these principles, even
if they provide observational insights through experimental efforts, fail to serve as valid
means of assessing and validating models. These principles apply not only to automatic
evaluation practices, but also to the standards of human evaluation.

As a way of making progress on clarifying the issues, I advocate a “glass-box” evalua-
tion approach, and suggest a decomposition of the problem of NLG evaluation and a
conceptualisation of individual measures within this process.
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This approach aligns with the spirit of evaluation efforts in the early days of NLP
research. Galliers and Spärck Jones (1993) extensively questioned the evaluation of NLP
systems. Their work primarily centred around evaluation of generic NLP systems, advocat-
ing a grid organisation which decomposes evaluation into considering both environmental
variables and system parameters. Separately, Mellish and Dale (1998) touched upon the
question in the particular context of NLG, where the generation process is conventionally
pipelined by component tasks including content determination, text structuring and surface
realisation. They advocated for a “glass-box” evaluation approach, which considers the
problem of NLG evaluation by looking at the evaluation of individual component sub-tasks.
This call for decomposing evaluation into component sub-tasks has been echoed in multiple
other studies (Dale and Mellish, 1998; Dale et al., 1998).

However, the architecture of generation models has transitioned from the earlier pipeline-
based design to a neural paradigm that functions in an end-to-end manner. As a result,
the particular manner of decomposing NLG evaluation into examination of individual
sub-tasks (Mellish and Dale, 1998) has fallen out of favour in the field. Nonetheless, it
is my view that the decomposition approach and the mindset it entails for evaluation
remains valuable. NLP evaluation is inherently a customised matter, as emphasised in the
classic publication by Spärck Jones (1994, pp. 104-105):

It is evident that serious evaluation requires a well-understood decomposition
of the whole, in terms of the evaluation aims or remit, and design, and the
precise definition of the evaluation subject. This applies even in the case
where all that is wanted is some snapshot of the performance of an operational
system. [. . . ] Therefore, the methodology required for an NLP evaluation is an
unpacking one, designed to address the very many distinctions involved and
make properly-related choices on each.

1.1 Core of the thesis

This thesis is about NLG evaluation. This thesis explores a decomposition approach to
evaluation, dividing the problem into fundamental language quality measures, and persists
in the utilisation of clearly characterised and operationalised terminology to assess the
qualities concerned.

This thesis aims to achieve several key objectives in the field of NLG evaluation.
Firstly, it seeks to provide an overview of evaluation aspects that have been discussed in
the existing literature, and clarify the commonly used terminologies in NLG evaluation.
Secondly, this thesis aims to investigate the specific aspects to which NLG evaluation
should be decomposed. By analysing the various dimensions and components of NLG
systems, the study aims to identify and determine the crucial factors for evaluating the
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performance and effectiveness of NLG models. Furthermore, it proposes an evaluation
protocol that addresses the identified factors. The objective is to develop a structured
framework that encompasses the essential qualities to be considered during the evaluation
process. Each factor will be characterised and defined to ensure clarity and consistency in
the evaluation procedure. Moreover, the research applies the proposed evaluation protocol
to distinct NLG generation tasks. By conducting evaluations on different scenarios, the
study explores the extent to which the evaluation factors can be generalised, and their
applicability across various NLG domains.

To accomplish the aforementioned objectives, several research questions will guide
the investigation.

1. Which evaluation practices are considered useful in the context of NLG?

2. What qualities should be deemed essential and included in the proposed evaluation
protocol? How should these qualities be conceptualised and operationalised?

3. Is it feasible to conduct a comprehensive examination of these identified qualities?

4. How generalisable is the evaluation protocol across different NLG scenarios?

5. What insights can the evaluation with the proposed protocol reveal about NLG
models?

This thesis aims to address the above questions, by exploring a principled, well-
established evaluation framework for grammaticality, faithfulness and diversity (GFD).
By applying the GFD protocol to various NLG generation tasks, the study will assess
the protocol’s adaptability and its ability to provide meaningful insights across different
domains.

The GFD evaluation framework offers several benefits that contribute to a comprehen-
sive and adaptable approach for evaluating language generation. Firstly, the framework
examines distinct aspects of evaluation, each focusing on specific syntactic or content-
related criterion associated with language generation. By considering multiple dimensions,
namely grammaticality, diversity, and faithfulness, the evaluation framework provides a
sound assessment of generated outputs.

One key advantage of the GFD framework lies within its clear definition and careful
conceptualisation. It offers a well-defined structure that facilitates consistent and rigorous
evaluation. However, the framework also allows for necessary tailoring to accommodate
individual tasks. This flexibility ensures that the evaluation can be customised to fit the
unique requirements and characteristics of different language generation tasks.

Furthermore, the core design of the GFD framework maintains consistency across
tasks, alongside minor adjustments made to address task-specific considerations. This
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consistency, particularly evident in the evaluation of grammaticality and diversity, enables
meaningful cross-task comparisons.

At the same time, the GFD framework also recognises the need for finer adjustments,
primarily in relation to the faithfulness measure. This ensures the alignment of the
evaluation design with the specific requirements of individual tasks. It emphasises the
importance of assessing language generation on a case-by-case basis, considering the unique
nuances and characteristics of each distinct task.

Overall, the GFD evaluation framework strikes a balance between a well-defined struc-
ture and the necessary adaptability for diverse language generation tasks. It offers a robust
and consistent evaluation methodology while accommodating task-specific considerations.

It is worth clarifying the following aspects within the confines of this thesis: 1. The
linguistic discussions and empirical analyses presented in this study pertain specifically
to the English language, which may not be perfectly applicable or transferable to other
distinct languages; and 2. The discussions in this thesis concern text-based generation
tasks, and do not involve speech formats or other alternative forms of language.

1.2 Thesis contributions

1.2.1 Key contributions

In this thesis, I examine the research question of diagnostic evaluation of natural generation
tasks for grammaticality, faithfulness and diversity. The key contributions of this thesis
are listed as follows:

• I examine the importance of fine-grained, separate, disentangled evaluation metrics
for natural language generation tasks, which look beyond surface n-gram similarity,
and inspect model outputs from well-defined perspectives with finer granularity. On
top of this discussion, I explore how this evaluation can be achieved computationally.

• I propose a novel, reference-less and fine-grained evaluation framework for evaluating
natural language generation models for grammaticality, faithfulness and diversity.
The three generation qualities are chosen to be as orthogonal as possible, and are
carefully conceptualised with motivations obtained from deep linguistic analysis and
task grounding and completion requirements. I also provide detailed accounts of
existing works that discussed the three qualities, and provide detailed explanations
regarding what is being evaluated for each of the qualities in this thesis.

• I construct three specific datasets, ShapeWorldICE, FHiG and TIAGE, to
investigate the GFD evaluation protocol under different generation requirements and
constraints.
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• I apply the GFD evaluation framework to three generation tasks: synthetic image
captioning, data-to-text football highlight generation, and topic-shift dialogue gen-
eration. Experiments with the three tasks serve as a proof-of-concept for the GFD
evaluation paradigm, showcasing its versatility across a variety of task scenarios.

1.2.2 Minor contributions in separate chapters

In addition to the key contributions listed above, there are also minor contributions that
spread over the main text of this thesis, and can hopefully serve as useful research tools
for the wider research community.

• I provide an extensive survey of assessment approaches for human-written text and
model-generated text, and a comprehensive overview of existing dialogue systems.

• I have open-sourced the TIAGE dataset, and scripts that were used to pre-process
the data, run baseline experiments and carry out GFD evaluation. I will also release
the ShapeWorldICE dataset and code after code refactoring. I also intend to
open-source the code that I used to collect the FHiG data, and the manually prepared
football highlight templates. This is in the hope that the release of this data and
code for public access can facilitate the research in this field.

1.2.3 Publications

First authored, thesis-related publications:

• Huiyuan Xie, Zhenghao Liu, Chenyan Xiong, Zhiyuan Liu, and Ann Copestake.
TIAGE: A benchmark for topic-shift aware dialog modeling. In Findings of the 2021
Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP), pages
1684–1690, 2021

• Huiyuan Xie, Tom Sherborne, Alexander Kuhnle, and Ann Copestake. Going
beneath the surface: Evaluating image captioning for grammaticality, truthfulness
and diversity. In Proceedings of the MetaEval Workshop at the AAAI conference on
artificial intelligence (AAAI), 2020

First authored publications (not directly related to thesis):

• Huiyuan Xie and Ignacio Iacobacci. Audio visual scene-aware dialog system using
dynamic memory networks. In Proceedings of the DSTC8 Workshop at the AAAI
conference on artificial intelligence (AAAI), 2020

Co-authored publications (not directly related to thesis):
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• Aishan Liu, Huiyuan Xie, Xianglong Liu, Zixin Yin, and Shunchang Liu. Revisiting
audio visual scene-aware dialog. Neurocomputing, 496:227–237, 2022

• Aishan Liu, Xianglong Liu, Jiaxin Fan, Yuqing Ma, Anlan Zhang, Huiyuan Xie,
and Dacheng Tao. Perceptual-sensitive GAN for generating adversarial patches. In
Proceedings of the AAAI conference on artificial intelligence (AAAI), volume 33,
pages 1028–1035, 2019

1.3 Thesis outline

In chapter 2, I discuss text quality in the sense of human-written text and model-generated
text. I then move on to give an overview of NLG tasks, datasets, models and evaluation
methods proposed in recent years. This is to lay a broad foundation for the three evaluation
metrics and the three generation tasks that this thesis is most concerned with.

Chapter 3 introduces the core contribution of this thesis - a principled evaluation
framework for NLG tasks with an explicit focus on grammaticality, faithfulness and
diversity (GFD). I explain the rationale for selecting GFD as the evaluation metrics,
followed by a comprehensive conceptualisation of the three metrics. This chapter lays
the groundwork for the evaluation attempts set out in subsequent chapters, outlines the
insights that can be derived from the GFD framework, and justifies the feasibility of a
controlled, diagnostic and fine-grained evaluation practice for NLG scenarios.

Chapter 4 sets the scene for the rest of the thesis. In this chapter, I describe in detail
the three NLG tasks that are inspected in this thesis. I explain the rationale behind the
selection of the three tasks: synthetic image captioning, football highlight generation, and
topic-shift dialogue generation. I elaborate on my decision to select image captioning as the
starting point for GFD evaluation, as well as why I specifically opted for a synthetic setup
to investigate the evaluation of this task. Following this, I discuss the reasoning behind
selecting football highlight generation as a particular case of data-to-text generation, as well
as the decision to explore topic-shift dialogue generation for dialogue systems. I also justify
how the other two tasks, football highlight generation and topic-shift dialogue generation,
present natural next-level challenges for exploration following the image captioning task.

Chapter 5 presents the first NLG task that I investigate in this thesis: synthetic image
captioning. I begin by providing an introduction to this task, with an overview of existing
work related to the task. I then introduce the ShapeWorldICE benchmark created for
this work in section 5.3, explore the feasibility of utilising the GFD framework to evaluate
the synthetic image captioning task, and present evaluation results, alongside detailed
discussion.

In chapter 6, I look into another generation task - Football Highlight Generation
(FHiG). I consider this task an appropriate next step for investigation following the
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ShapeWorldICE evaluation work, as the FHiG task bridges the requirements for a
controlled generation setup and a real-world scenario, due to the semi-structured nature of
its input. In this chapter, I start off by providing a formal definition of the task in section
6.1. I then introduce the specifically curated dataset for this task in section 6.2. Similar
to the ShapeWorldICE work, a GFD evaluation framework is proposed for the football
highlight generation task. Baseline model implementation and experiment results are
presented, followed by a discussion of the insights obtained from the evaluation practice.

Chapter 7 expands on the use of the GFD protocol for NLG evaluation to another
scenario: open-domain chit-chat dialogue generation with a specific focus on topic shifting.
I introduce the task of topic-shift dialogue generation in section 7.1, followed by a thorough
discussion of the TIAGE dataset specifically curated for this task. The baseline models
utilised in this task are introduced in section 7.4. Furthermore, I test my GFD framework
on this particular task, investigating the feasibility and versatility of the GFD evaluation
in an open-domain chit-chat environment.

Chapter 8 concludes this thesis by reflecting on the work presented in this thesis,
highlighting the main contributions, and outlining potential future directions towards
better evaluation practices for NLG.
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Chapter 2

Background and motivation

Linguistic research has long been exploring properties of human texts in a wide range of
use cases. The advent of text generation technologies generated a new body of natural
language texts from computational systems. In the literature there have been evaluation
attempts looking at the quality of both human-written texts and model-generated texts.
The two sources of texts (human-written vs model-generated) and the two evaluation
methods (human assessment vs automated assessment) form a quadrant. This thesis
investigates the specific quadrant of automated evaluation of model-generated text.

I will start by discussing the qualities of human-written text and how humans assess
them, and then list existing attempts to automate the evaluation process for human-
generated text. I then move on to give an overview of natural language generation tasks,
datasets and models proposed in recent years. This is to lay a broad foundation for
the three generation tasks that this thesis is most concerned with, each of which will
be discussed in detail in chapter 4. In section 2.3, I present two types of evaluation
methods that are widely used for evaluating model-generated text in current NLG research
- automatic evaluation and human evaluation.

2.1 Assessment of human-written text

Despite this thesis’s emphasis on the evaluation of model-generated text, it remains
essential to begin by examining the evaluation of human-written text as a source of
inspiration and guidance for evaluating model-generated text.

In linguistics research, language usage has long distinguished between a person’s first
language (L1) and their second language or the language that they are currently studying
(L2). The analysis of human-written texts is also closely associated with this context. In
this section, I will discuss what is considered as a text, the aspects that denote the quality
of a text, and how human assessment is usually carried out for text quality analysis. I will
then explore existing attempts to automate the assessment process using computational
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methods.

2.1.1 Text quality and human evaluation

Text quality is a broad topic. It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to cover all aspects
of text quality in a single chapter. What I attempt to achieve here is not a clear-cut,
comprehensive definition of text quality and its constituent factors. Instead, my aim is to
survey existing research in text quality and provide a supplementary background for the
GFD evaluation framework, which is the core contribution of this thesis to the field.

In computational linguistics research, we talk about text all the time. What exactly
does this terminology define? In discourse analysis, text is typically referred to as a cohesive
structure of syntactic units such as words and clauses, whereas a non-text “consists of
random sequences of linguistic units such as sentences, paragraphs or sections in any
temporal and/or spatial extension” (Werlich, 1976). Hatim and Mason (2005) refers
to text as “a set of mutually relevant communicative functions”, and it is specifically
structured “to achieve an overall rhetorical purpose”. Though linguists have been actively
arguing about the exact features that make a written passage a text for decades, most
agree on the communicative function of text in human interaction. This purpose-driven
definition places emphasis on the communicative aspect of a text. De Beaugrande and
Dressler (1981) further claims that there are seven standards that a text has to meet
to be considered as a communicative occurrence - cohesion, coherence, intentionality,
acceptability, informativity, situationality and intertextuality. Without any of those
standards, a text is not considered to be communicative. Non-communicative texts are
considered as non-texts (De Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981). This indicates that there are
certain rules that govern the reasons for a passage being a text or a non-text.

When composing a text, a writer needs to make linguistic decisions with regards to
a wide range of aspects, including lexical choices, structural realisation of sentences, the
overarching theme and the relationship between individual text segments and that theme.
All these factors combine as linguistic indicators of text quality. The mastery of such
indicators suggests a felicitous arrangement of text and so indicates an advanced level of
writing competence.

As has been pointed out by Crossley (2020), the majority of work in writing quality
assessment has been focusing on L2 learner texts. For L1 texts, the focus of research has
mostly been on the study of writing development from children to adults (Aparici et al.,
2021).

Text quality assessment for L2 English learners is typically performed using language
ability tests (e.g., IELTS and TOEFL tests). In the writing section of these tests, L2
learners are asked to write a short essay in response to some test prompts that elicit free-
text answers. The assessment of such essays aims not only to examine a learner’s linguistic
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knowledge such as vocabulary and grammar, but also to test a learner’s higher-order
cognitive skills regarding idea organisation, analytical thinking and logical reasoning. The
assessment of L2 writing competence currently relies heavily on the judgement of human
examiners. Consistent marking criteria are crucial for a fair scoring procedure. Take the
second writing task in the IELTS test as an example. The official marking guideline1 asks
IELTS examiners to assess a student’s writing quality based on the following criteria:

• Task achievement examines if an answer fully addresses the task with well-
supported arguments.

• Coherence and cohesion examines a learner’s ability to skilfully manage para-
graphs in a cohesive way that it attracts no attention.

• Lexical resource assesses if there is a wide range of vocabulary and correct control
of lexical features in the written text.

• Grammatical range and accuracy examines whether a learner is able to use a
wide range of grammatical structures in their answer.

There are four aspects that are highlighted in the marking criteria. Task achievement
posits a high-level requirement for an essay to closely address the question displayed in
the task specifics. This examines the relevance of an answer to the writing task itself.
Lexical resource and grammatical range and accuracy investigate important synthetic
properties of a written passage. Coherence and cohesion is a more complex concept in
that it implies not only syntactic attributes of a text being coherent in terms of sentence
structure and lexical choice, but also semantic attributes such as thematic consistency
and appropriate topical transition. However, the ways that these criteria are explained
in the marking guidelines are not directly translatable to computationally executable
schemes. For example, the guidelines state that an essay with good coherence and cohesion
should attract “no attention” from the examiner. Although this is straightforward to
human markers to comprehend, it is hard to formulate this requirement in a way that a
computational model can be designed accordingly. Nonetheless, these guidelines continue
to offer valuable insights for shaping the assessment of text quality for model-generated
synthetic texts. What we appreciate and seek in human-written texts should similarly apply
to the context of model-generated texts. The GFD evaluation framework presented in this
thesis (discussed in detail in chapter 3) aligns with the aforementioned IELTS assessment
criteria in several ways. The grammaticality measure in the GFD framework assesses
grammatical accuracy, the faithfulness measure examines whether a model-generated
output faithfully accomplishes the target tasks (i.e., task achievement), and the diversity

1See https://www.ielts.org/for-organisations/ielts-scoring-in-detail for detailed scoring guidelines.
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measure looks into the extent of lexical and structural variety in the texts (i.e., lexical
resource and grammatical range).

The IELTS scoring scheme is also echoed in modern linguistic studies. For instance,
Dang (2006) proposed five dimensions to examine text quality: grammaticality, non-
redundancy, referential clarity, focus, and structure and coherence. The underlying
hypothesis of these evaluation proposals is that certain language features contained in a
text can be used to predict the quality of the text.

category indicator

lexical features
lexical diversity
lexical density

lexical sophistication

structural features granularity (clause, sentence, T-unit)
measure (frequency, ratio, index)

inter-text features
text coherence
text cohesion

Table 2.1: Linguistic indicators for text quality used in existing literature.

In table 2.1 I summarise some of the linguistic features that have been used as indicators
of text quality in conventional linguistics and computational linguistics studies. The three
text quality factors - grammaticality, faithfulness and diversity - have been deliberately
omitted from the table, as they will be thoroughly discussed in chapter 3.

The linguistic indicators of text quality can be broadly classified into three categories:
lexical features, structural features, and inter-text features.

Lexical features examine straightforward linguistic clues such as lexical diversity (the
ratio of unique words in a text), lexical density (the number of content to function words)
and lexical sophistication (the ratio of advanced words in a text). Read (2000) suggests
that the existence of sophisticated lexical units provides the richest information concerning
text quality. Lexically sophisticated words are usually considered to be words that are less
concrete and familiar, words that are more likely to be found in academic text, and words
that have higher levels of latency in word naming and lexical decision tasks (Read, 2000;
Kyle and Crossley, 2015, 2016; Laufer and Nation, 1995).

Synthetic features concern the level of sophistication and the variety of the synthetic
forms in a given text. Synthetic measures look at three levels of granularity: clauses,
sentences and T-units2 (Hunt, 1965). For each level of granularity, the three primary
methods for calculating synthetic complexity are frequency (the occurrence of a specific
language unit), ratio (the number of a type of unit divided by the total number of all units
or the number of another unit) and index (numeric scores computed by specific formulae)

2A T-unit is a minimal terminable unit of language, which refers to a main clause plus any subordinate
clauses that may be attached to it.
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(Wolfe-Quintero et al., 1998). The motivation behind using this class of linguistic indicator
for quality assessment is straightforward. A skilful arrangement of these structural features
is indicative of a great knowledge of the English grammar and a flexible application of a
variety of language structures.

Inter-text features concern the connectivity of text segments within a given text,
typically in the form of text cohesion and text coherence. A text with good coherence
level makes it easier to maintain a reader’s consistency of mental representation when
reading the text. Coherence and cohesion are connected but subtly different concepts.
Cohesion refers to the use of explicit linguistic cohesive devices, such as discourse markers
and anaphora (Halliday and Hasan, 1976). Coherence is a broader concept in that it can
be observed locally in terms of transitions between adjacent textual units, or globally in
terms of overall topical coherence of the entire text. Cohesion can be roughly considered
as an overt mechanism of discourse coherence that makes use of explicit linguistic cues.
McNamara and Kintsch (1996) argue that, in contrast to cohesion which is treated as
text-based, coherence is reader-based as it relies on individual understanding of a discourse
derived from individual experiences and language proficiency.

In addition to the writer-focused qualities presented above, there are other metrics
analysing text quality from a reader-focused perspective. An example of this is readability.
Text readability is formally defined as “the sum of all elements in textual material that
affect a reader’s understanding, reading speed, and level of interest in the material” (Dale
and Chall, 1949). Text readability is a reader-focused assessment as it examines text
quality by analysing the relations between a given text and the efforts that readers make
to understand it.

Different aspects of text quality are not entirely independent from one another. Certain
aspects are intertwined and correlated in very nuanced ways. For example, lexical sophis-
tication and text readability are two desirable criteria in writing. Lexical sophistication
indicates a writer’s capability of using advanced vocabulary. Readability describes the
favourable feature of a text being accessible for a target group of readers. However, when
the lexical sophistication of a text increases above a certain level, it requires significant
efforts to comprehend the passage, therefore leading to a lower level of readability.

2.1.2 Attempts at automated evaluation of human-written texts

In section 2.1.1, I introduced the concept of text quality and the linguistic aspects
that have been investigated when assessing human-written texts. This section discusses
computational methods that have been proposed to automate the evaluation of text quality.

The evaluation of text quality is non-trivial. There has been an extensive amount of
work on the automated assessment of text quality, which can be traced back to the 1960s
(Page, 1966). Previous work in automated assessment (AA) of learner text has treated
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text quality assessment as a supervised text classification or regression task. The goal of
such a task is to assign a grade that indicates a learner’s language level (Briscoe et al.,
2010; Yannakoudakis et al., 2011).

Early studies in automated assessment use explicit clues in texts that can be highly
predictive of specific attainment levels of a writer (Page, 1966; Landauer et al., 2003;
Elliot, 2003). This is based on the assumption that lexical and grammatical properties are
highly discriminative for linguistic competence revealed in a text. Briscoe et al. (2010)
used a set of linguistic features, including lexical n-grams, part-of-speech n-grams, features
representing phrase structure rules, and features representing other factors such as script
length and error rate. Yannakoudakis et al. (2011) built on the above work by adding
features that capture the syntactic complexity of sentences.

Aside from work that assigns a holistic grade for the overall text quality, many other
studies have approached this research topic through focusing on specific attributes that
reflect text quality, or inspecting text quality in specific use cases.

To measure cohesion between adjacent text segments, explicit cohesive devices are
commonly used. One such device is a discourse marker (Halliday and Hasan, 1976) which
signals text transitions. Other explicit linguistic cues include repeating lexical items
in successive segments, or referring to previous text units using pronouns. Zhu and
Bhat (2020) proposed GRUEN, which measured coherence by predicting a sentence-
order prediction loss with a LITE BERT (Lan et al., 2019). Other works in the field of
coherence assessment formulate the evaluation process as a classification task (Barzilay
and Lapata, 2008; Elsner and Charniak, 2008; Farag et al., 2020). The implementation of
such classifiers relies on artificial incoherent text. To construct negative samples, natural
occurring texts are randomly permuted to serve as “incoherent” examples. The classifiers
are then trained with the combined set of naturally occurring examples and artificially
constructed incoherent examples. Xia et al. (2016) explored the research question of
automated text readability assessment for L2 learners by analysing lexical and syntactic
complexity, level of conceptual familiarity and logical sophistication. In Zhu and Bhat
(2020), non-redundancy was evaluated by detecting repeated language units through
explicit syntactic features. They also proposed an evaluation for text focus by examining
the semantic consistency of adjacent sentences using word mover’s distance (Kusner et al.,
2015).

2.2 NLG tasks and models

The emphasis of this thesis is on the evaluation of text quality of model-generated text.
As such, it is necessary to discuss natural language generation (NLG), which is com-
monly described as the construction of automated computer systems that can generate
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understandable texts in a human language (Reiter and Dale, 1997).
This section provides a broad overview of widely studied tasks in the field of NLG,

with the hope that the following discussions draw an overall landscape of existing NLG
research. This will facilitate the in-depth exploration of the three tasks examined in the
thesis (i.e., image captioning, data-to-text generation, dialogue generation) which will be
discussed in chapter 4.

2.2.1 NLG tasks and datasets

NLG has existed since at least the development of ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1966) in the 1960s.
The most conventional notion of NLG involves generating natural language descriptions
from an underlying representation of information. As Dale and Mellish (1998) put it, the
underlying representation may be symbolic or numeric, but is generally non-linguistic.
Typical examples of NLG tasks in this context include generating weather forecasts
(Goldberg et al., 1994; Sripada et al., 2014; Reiter et al., 2005; Belz, 2007; Murakami et al.,
2021) and automated journalism covering financial news (Kondadadi et al., 2013; Yan,
2022). Certain generation tasks, such as machine translation and summarisation, may not
have been traditionally categorised as NLG tasks based on the non-linguistic data-to-text
definition (Reiter and Dale, 2000). These fields have long been individually investigated
as separate fields from NLG.

As the field has progressed, text-to-text generation tasks such as question answering
and dialogue generation are now commonly referred to as NLG tasks as well. This
unconventional usage of the term NLG encompasses a broader range of language generation
tasks, covering image captioning, data-to-text generation, dialogue generation, and more.
In this context, the initial constraint of the input being non-linguistic is not always strictly
enforced.

These nuances in terminology usage represent customary practices within the NLP
community. This thesis does not seek to establish any specific terminology concerning the
precise scope of what constitutes NLG. However, it is important to include a disclaimer to
clarify that in the subsequent sections, the term NLG is used in a broader sense, where
the output consistently takes the form of textual language, while the input modality can
be either textual or non-textual. In this context, current NLG tasks can be divided into
two broad categories: textual NLG and multimodal NLG, based on the modality of the
input source.

2.2.1.1 Textual NLG

Textual NLG is a form of NLG where both the input and the output of a system are
in a textual format. In the following I will briefly introduce popular sub-tasks and
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accompanying datasets in textual NLG, including machine translation, text summarisation,
question answering (QA) and dialogue generation.

Machine translation is a classic task in NLG which can be traced back to the 1950s
(Hutchins, 2000). Given a sentence in a source language, the task of machine translation
aims to automatically translate the sentence into a target language. Machine translation
has made rapid progress in recent years, especially with the popularisation of WMT
shared tasks (Bojar et al., 2014, 2016, 2017; Kocmi et al., 2022) and easily accessible
large-scale parallel datasets in various language pairs (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016; Koehn
et al., 2003). Alongside the conventional source language - target language translation
framework, existing literature has also inspected particular areas in machine translation.
For example, the Machine Translation of Noisy Text dataset (Michel and Neubig, 2018,
MTNT) investigated the translation process when the training corpus contains naturally
occurring noisy texts. Datasets with a specific focus on automatic post-editing (Fomicheva
et al., 2022; Góis et al., 2020; Negri et al., 2018, APE) explore the automated post-editing
effort of correcting machine translation errors to obtain higher-quality translations. For
long-tailed low-resource languages, the lack of publicly available parallel corpora has been
a major issue in machine translation for these languages. Researchers in this field have
been endeavouring to address this issue. OPUS-100 (Zhang et al., 2020a) is a such attempt
where the authors collected a multilingual dataset with 100 languages and explored machine
translation approaches when one end of the translation is a low-resource language. In
a similar work, Goyal et al. (2022) collected the FLORES-101 dataset to enable better
assessment of translation quality on low-resource languages.

Text summarisation in NLG is the process of summarising large pieces of texts into
short, accurate summaries whilst keeping as much vital information as possible in the
summarised outputs. There is an enormous amount of literature introducing datasets
curated for the particular task of text summarisation. These datasets can be roughly
grouped based on the type of text sources that are summarised, including news articles
(e.g., CNN/DailyMail (Nallapati et al., 2016), Multi-News (Fabbri et al., 2019), NYT
Corpus (Sandhaus, 2008), XSum (Narayan et al., 2018), DUC (Copeck et al., 2006, 2007)),
academic papers (e.g., S2ORC (Lo et al., 2020)), dialogues (e.g., SAMSum (Gliwa et al.,
2019)), Wikipedia pages (e.g., WikiHow (Koupaee and Wang, 2018)), books and stories
(e.g., BookSum (Kryściński et al., 2021)), and Reddit posts (e.g., Reddit TIFU (Kim et al.,
2019), TLDR-17 (Völske et al., 2017)).

Question answering (QA) is the task of automatically generating an answer to a
question given some context or knowledge. Most QA datasets originate from the task
of reading comprehension where a question is raised inquiring about a specific detail
in a given passage. In this case, the generation of an answer is significantly grounded
by the content of the passage. The collection process of such reading comprehension
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datasets typically use crowd-sourcing approaches. When presented with a piece of article
or document, crowd workers are asked to create questions regarding the contents in the
given text, and then produce correct answers to those questions. The given text passage
can be in the form of news articles (e.g., NewsQA (Trischler et al., 2017)), social media
texts (e.g., TweetQA (Xiong et al., 2019)), Wikipedia articles (e.g., QuAC (Choi et al.,
2018), SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar et al., 2018)), cooking recipes (e.g., RecipeQA (Yagcioglu
et al., 2018)), books and movie scripts (e.g., NarrativeQA (Kočiskỳ et al., 2018), DuoRC
(Saha et al., 2018)), knowledge bases (e.g., SimpleQuestions (Bordes et al., 2015) based
on Free base, QALD-9 (Ngomo, 2018) based on DBpedia). The recently collected CoQA
dataset (Reddy et al., 2019) provide QA pairs associated with text passages spanning over
seven domains, including children’s stories, literature, news, Wikipedia articles, Reddit
posts, high school exams and scientific articles.

Another group of QA datasets explore general question answering. These datasets
usually contain real-world QA pairs (often in the form of anonymised queries from search
engine logs), augmented with accompanying text snippets (often Wikipedia pages retrieved
by Google). The related text snippets may or may not provide enough information to
answer the questions. An example of such datasets is WikiQA (Yang et al., 2015), which
uses real-world Bing queries as the question source and each question is linked to a
Wikipedia page that potentially contains the information needed to answer the question.
Many other recent datasets were constructed along similar lines, such as Natural Questions
(Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), MS MARCO (Nguyen et al., 2016) and SearchQA (Dunn et al.,
2017).

Recently, a number of QA datasets have been constructed to examine specific aspects
of textual question answering. DROP (Dua et al., 2019) is a challenging QA dataset which
consists of complex, compositional questions which require discrete reasoning abilities (e.g.,
addition, counting, sorting) to answer. The bAbI task (Weston et al., 2015) was proposed
to examine QA models’ reasoning abilities over a chain of facts when predicting an answer.
HotPotQA (Yang et al., 2018) is a multi-hop QA dataset in which a question is answered
by inferring across multiple documents. TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017) is another complex
QA benchmark which provides compositional questions with a higher level of syntactic
variability, thus requiring reasoning over multiple sentences to generate an answer.

Dialogue generation has drawn much research interest in the past few years. Existing
work in this field can be essentially classified into two groups with regards to their domain
restrictions. Domain-specific task-oriented dialogue tasks (Budzianowski et al., 2018;
Galley et al., 2019) require dialogue agents to help users complete pre-defined goals in
specific domains. Open-domain dialogue tasks (Chen and Kan, 2013; Zhang et al., 2018a; Li
et al., 2017; Tang et al., 2019) allow agents to have open-ended conversational interactions
with users, typically in the form of online chit-chats (Shaikh et al., 2010; Forsyth and
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Martell, 2007).

2.2.1.2 Multimodal NLG

Driven by mature technologies in the various fields of artificial intelligence and the release of
large-scale datasets, there has been an increasing interest in combining different modalities
in a single generation task.

Visual question answering (VQA) is a significant and technically challenging
multimodal NLG task that connects language and vision (Antol et al., 2015). In the
general form of VQA, the computer is presented with an image and a natural language
question about this image. The computer is then asked to predict the correct answer to
that question. A large number of real-world datasets have been released specifically for
VQA. An early attempt to collect large-scale VQA dataset is the DAtaset for QUestion
Answering on Real-world images (Malinowski and Fritz, 2014, DAQUAR). Question-
answer pairs are collected in two different ways. The synthetic question-answer pairs are
automatically generated using predefined templates. Another set of question-answer pairs
are annotated by human participants for the images. The final dataset consists of 795
images accompanied by 6794 question-answer pairs for training, and 654 images with 5674
question-answer pairs for testing. Although DAQUAR enables the development of early
neural VQA methods, its major disadvantage lies in its indoor setup, which limits the
types of images and thus the questions that can be asked. Later work in VQA datasets
(e.g., the VQA dataset (Antol et al., 2015), the COCO-QA dataset (Ren et al., 2015))
are built on the MS-COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014) which contains a large number of
complex, real-world scenes. Visual Genome (Krishna et al., 2017) was proposed to promote
the cognitive modelling of objects, attributes and their pairwise relationships in visual
scenes, with rich annotations for over 108K images.

Image captioning is another multimodal NLG task that has been rigorously studied.
Image captioning aims to automatically generate descriptive captions for images, and has
important practical applications; for example, when combined with speech technologies, it
can help visually impaired people obtain a better understanding of the content of images.
Automatically generating image captions requires computers to be able to understand
images and generate descriptive sentences according to the feature representations learnt
from the images. Although VQA and image captioning both involve visual and linguistic
understanding, VQA focuses more on specific details whilst the general form of image
captioning requires a high-level grasp of visual content. A large number of datasets have
been proposed for the task of image captioning, including MS-COCO (Lin et al., 2014),
Flickr8k (Hodosh et al., 2013), Flickr30k (Young et al., 2014), VizWiz-Captions (Gurari
et al., 2020) and SentiCap (Mathews et al., 2016).

Audio visual scene-aware dialogue (AVSD) was proposed in one of the DSTC
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tracks3 (Hori et al., 2018; Alamri et al., 2019; Hori et al., 2019). Given a video clip along
with its soundtrack, AVSD aims to generate a response to a user input question in the
context of a given dialogue. Textual summaries of the videos are also provided. The AVSD
task extended the VQA task with increased complexity in both the linguistic and the
visual modalities. Instead of using images, one of their main input sources consists of
video clips selected from the Charades dataset (Sigurdsson et al., 2016), which consists of
short videos of daily household activities. The generation of a textual answer is grounded
by multiple modalities, including vision (video clips), audio (soundtracks from the videos)
and text (dialogue history, the question to be answered, and video summarises).

Existing multimodal datasets often contain a large number of training and testing
instances, making them well-suited for training and evaluating deep neural networks.
However, these kinds of crowd-sourced multimodal datasets are notoriously prone to
undesirable biases. For example, multimodal models have been observed to be able to
achieve good results on various benchmarks (Hori et al., 2018; Antol et al., 2015) by
only relying on language priors to predict outputs, ignoring to a significant extent other
modalities that may provide useful information (Zhang et al., 2016b; Agrawal et al., 2016;
Goyal et al., 2017). In response to this, studies have explored a wide range of approaches
to identify the unfavourable biases contained in certain datasets (Agrawal et al., 2018;
Kervadec et al., 2021; Dancette et al., 2021) and to reduce dataset biases (Zhang et al.,
2016b; Cadene et al., 2019).

2.2.2 NLG models

NLG techniques range from simple rule-based systems which generate text using pre-defined
templates, to considerably more complex statistical systems which use large corpora of
human-written texts. There are survey papers (Gatt and Krahmer, 2018; Reiter and Dale,
2000; Dong et al., 2022; Erdem et al., 2022) which give a detailed account of the history of
NLG models. A comprehensive depiction of existing NLG models is beyond the scope of
this thesis. For reasons of space I will only cover models that are relevant to this thesis.

Rule-based models. NLG systems traditionally used hand-crafted templates or
rules written by domain experts (Binsted and Ritchie, 1994; Reiter et al., 1995; Osman
et al., 1994; Robin and McKeown, 1996; Dale, 1990; Reiter et al., 2003; Goldberg et al.,
1994). Reiter and Dale (2000) pipelined NLG frameworks into three stages: document
planning, microplanning and surface realisation. Rule-based systems are suitable for cases
where the application domain contains a limited number of patterns and the rule-set is
straightforward to construct. Building a rule-based system becomes more difficult when
the domain contains complex narratives and rules need to be constructed for diverse edge
cases. Due to the necessity of deploying extensive expert knowledge, rule-based approaches

3http://workshop.colips.org/dstc7/call.html
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tend to incur high maintenance costs, therefore limiting their scalability to new patterns
and their generalisation to new domains.

Conventional machine learning models. The access to suitable corpora has
enabled the transition from rule-based approaches to statistical approaches. The term
conventional machine learning here refers to the data-driven, statistical approaches that
were widely used before the popularisation of deep neural networks. These machine learning
approaches contrast with rule-based approaches in that they do not require hand-coded
rules for generation. Instead, they rely on carefully selected features and representative
data samples to learn a predictive function based on the data. There have been many
successful attempts in applying data-driven techniques to the field of NLG. Examples
include the BAGEL system (Mairesse et al., 2010) which uses dynamic Bayesian networks
to generate phrases from linearised semantic trees. In related work, Konstas and Lapata
(2012) investigated a data-driven method to generate textual descriptions from database
concepts. A classic application in machine learning NLG is statistical machine translation
(SMT) (Chiang, 2005; Koehn et al., 2007; Koen, 2004), in which alignments of source
and target languages are explicitly learnt from bilingual corpora. Before the introduction
of neural translation models, SMT was the most widely used translation method. SMT
models were initially word-based (e.g., IBM HMM models (Brown et al., 1993; Vogel et al.,
1996; Gal and Blunsom, 2013), GIZA++ (Casacuberta and Vidal, 2007)), superseded by
phrase-based translation models where the fundamental unit of translation is a phraseme
(different from linguistic phrases) found in parallel corpora. Facilitated by the great success
of SMT systems, Manishina (2016) proposed a method to cast other NLG tasks as a kind
of translation task so that SMT can be used for such generations. Their attempt showed
decent performance, comparable to that of template-based generation systems. Statistical
methods have the merit of automatically learning a desired representation of real-world
data points which can be used to predict unseen input, thus liberating researchers from
manual template building. However, their heavy dependence on annotated data shifted
human effort from template construction to dataset creation and feature engineering, which
appears to be another instance of the “no free lunch” principle in machine learning.

Neural networks. The advance of text vectorisation approaches (e.g., Word2Vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013), GLoVe (Pennington et al., 2014)) promotes the use of neural
networks in language-related tasks. The vectorisation process maps language tokens to
numeric vectors whilst retaining some level of syntactic and semantic attributes. The
resulting vectors are suitable for use as an input to neural networks. The above vectorisation
methods are generally referred to as static approaches, as their mapping schemes are usually
pre-trained and kept frozen. Hence they are notoriously bad at handling out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) words and context-dependent words. Before the advent of Transformer-based
models (Vaswani et al., 2017), recurrent neural networks (Elman, 1990, RNNs) were
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arguably the most widely used model structure in NLP research. In practice, gated
recurrent units (Cho et al., 2014, GRUs) and long short-term memory models (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997, LSTMs) are often used as improved variants of the recurrent
neural architecture. Built upon RNNs, a sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) encoder-decoder
framework (Sutskever et al., 2014) was introduced. This model architecture was first
tried out with machine translation, but has since gained huge popularity in other NLG
tasks. The encoder and the decoder of a seq2seq model are both RNNs. The encoder
traverses the input and embeds the input information into a hidden representation, from
which the decoder gradually outputs a sentence by predicting one word at a step until the
end-of-sentence (EOS) special token is generated.

The recently proposed Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) is based on the
encoder-decoder framework, with a carefully designed multi-head self-attention mechanism
in its encoder. This model architecture has increasingly become the model of choice for
NLP tasks and has achieved state-of-the-art performance on a wide range of benchmarks
(So et al., 2019; Dai et al., 2019; Rae et al., 2019; Yan et al., 2019) since its appearance.
Inspection of the Transformer model and potential improved variants is still an active
research field. The training parallelisation in Transformer facilitates training on larger-
scale data, which in turn led to the development of contextual pre-trained models such
as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and GPT (Radford et al., 2018). The BERT model is a
language model pre-trained with multi-head Transformer encoders. The training process of
BERT makes use of the context from both directions of an input token (i.e., bidirectional),
allowing it to capture contextual information from both preceding and following words.
BERT is trained using a masked language modelling (MLM) objective, where a certain
percentage of words in the input are randomly masked. The model is trained to predict
those masked words based on the context provided by the other words. BERT is typically
used for text classification but has been also adapted to generation tasks (Rothe et al.,
2020). On the other hand, the GPT model is a unidirectional Transformer, trained with
an auto-regressive language modelling objective where the model learns to predict the
next word in a sequence given the previous words. The model is trained to maximise
the likelihood of the target word given the context. GPT is usually considered to be
suitable for language generation tasks. These two models are both pre-trained with large
datasets and allow further fine-tuning of word embeddings in particular tasks. Other
pre-trained NLG models have also achieved impressive results on various benchmarks,
such as the BART model (Lewis et al., 2019) which adopts a bidirectional encoder (same
as BERT) and a unidirectional decoder (like GPT), the T5 model (Raffel et al., 2020)
which is an encoder-decoder language model pre-trained on a mixture of supervised and
unlabelled data and converts every language task into a text-to-text format, and the now
much discussed ChatGPT model (OpenAI, 2022) which is first trained using supervised
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fine-tuning and is then further optimised using Reinforcement Learning from Human
Feedback (Knox and Stone, 2008; Christiano et al., 2017, RLHF).

Compared to conventional machine learning approaches, the end-to-end property of
most neural architectures relieves developers of the previously-necessary endeavour of
manual feature engineering. However, researchers have expressed concerns about the
lack of interpretability and the heavy dependence on hyperparameter tuning of such
models. The fickleness of these models makes it harder to obtain consistent and reliable
understanding of model behaviours. As van Miltenburg et al. (2020) pointed out, we
have seen “the move away from rule-based systems as a means to evade responsibility for
whatever output our NLG systems produce”, as the learning process for statistical models is
greatly influenced by the texts crowd workers annotated in the collected corpora. More and
more researchers have now realised that, by relieving ourselves from the extensive labour
of feature engineering, we have exempted ourselves from the responsibility of controlling
the generation behaviours of our models, especially for complex generation scenarios and
edge cases. For this reason, there has been a recent swing-back to a rule-based perspective
which urges more engagement with the datasets that we construct, and a more controlled
generation processes (van Miltenburg et al., 2020).

Multimodal models. The typical framework for multimodal NLG tasks (Perez
et al., 2018; Ben-Younes et al., 2017) is to extract features for individual modalities
separately, and to then fuse them into a single representation, from which an output
sequence can be decoded. Convolutional neural networks (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Deng
et al., 2009, CNNs) are often used to extract visual representations. Recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) and their variants (Elman, 1990; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997;
Graves et al., 2013; Peris and Casacuberta, 2015) are used to either encode textual
information in the input modalities, or decode a fused multimodal representation to a
natural language sentence. Recently, vision transformers (Dosovitskiy et al., 2021, ViT)
have been proposed specifically for multimodal tasks. Swin Transformer (Liu et al., 2021c)
is a hierarchical vision transformer which computes its representation via shifted windows,
thus limiting self-attention computation to “non-overlapping local windows” and allowing
image modelling at various scales. Another vision transformer - TimeSformer (Bertasius
et al., 2021) - adapts the vision Transformer framework to video by extending the visual
self-attention mechanism to allow the coverage of space and time. The release of these
pre-trained multimodal Transformers greatly facilitates research in the field of multimodal
tasks.
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2.3 Evaluation of model-generated text

Evaluation metrics are crucial to the R&D of NLG systems, as they serve as a proxy for
performance in real applications. Precisely quantifying the performance of NLG systems
has been a challenging problem, as judging the quality of candidate outputs is ultimately
a context-dependent and subjective matter.

NLG models have long been tested along two broad lines: extrinsic evaluation and
intrinsic evaluation (Belz and Reiter, 2006). Extrinsic evaluation assesses a model’s
performance by integrating the model into a real-world task or pipeline that it is designed for,
and evaluating how well the model improves the overall performance of the task or pipeline.
For example, to measure the effectiveness of an NLG system that produces personalised
smoking-cessation letters, Reiter et al. (2003) recruited several thousand smokers and
divided them into two groups: an experimental group that received personalised letters
and a control group that received fixed non-personalised letters. They collected the
number of people who quit smoking after they received the letters in each group, and
measured whether the personally tailored letters changed people’s smoking behaviours as
the researchers had hoped. As such, extrinsic evaluation highlights the ultimate aim of
NLG systems to be helpful for real-world tasks. Whereas extrinsic evaluation focuses on
whether a model achieves its desired outcomes in real-world context, intrinsic evaluation
directly examines the model’s outputs. There has been a significant decrease in the number
of NLG papers that use extrinsic evaluation. van der Lee et al. (2019) hypothesised
that as the focus of NLG research has recently shifted from pipelines (e.g., Reiter and
Dale (1997)) to sub-tasks of the traditional pipelines, intrinsic evaluation itself may be
sufficient for many of the recent studies. Moreover, extrinsic evaluation can be expensive
and time-intensive as the final judgement of performance often requires expert knowledge.
Potentially due to these factors, the use of extrinsic evaluation has become increasingly
rare in contemporary NLG papers. It should be emphasised that the evaluation approaches
discussed in the rest of the thesis refer to intrinsic evaluation, unless otherwise stated.

2.3.1 Human evaluation

Human evaluation is generally considered as the gold standard for NLG evaluation. It
is seen as the most reliable indicator of progress in the NLG field. Despite wide usage,
many challenges remain in planning and reporting human evaluation. The practice of
human evaluation suffers from a variety of issues including the usage of heterogeneous (and
therefore hard to compare) evaluation processes, lack of standard protocols, and missing
details from reported results (such as the number of annotators involved).

When evaluating NLG systems for weather forecasts, Belz and Reiter (2006) found
that the judgement from an arbitrary non-expert annotator does not correlate well with
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average expert judgements. From this we can see the impact of the expertise (or lack
of) of participating annotators on evaluation credibility. Läubli et al. (2020) investigated
how the design of human evaluation affected the results achieved by machine translation
systems, and discovered that the perceived text quality depends heavily on “the choice
of raters, the availability of linguistic context, and the creation of reference translations”.
They also found that inter-annotator agreement was more consistent between expert
raters than non-experts. In addition, expert raters were able to identify a larger gap
between human-written sentences and model translations due to their higher sensitivity to
translation nuances. Recently, van der Lee et al. (2019) provided a broad overview of recent
developments and suggested practical suggestions for conducting better human evaluation.
The authors examined papers from ACL and INLG in 2018, and found that there is
currently no consensus as to how NLG systems should be evaluated. For example, different
studies employ different number of annotators when carrying out human evaluation, and
only 12.5% of the papers reported their inter-annotator agreement scores. There is also a
lack of agreement on the number of candidate sentences that are evaluated in an evaluation
process. Similarly, Howcroft et al. (2020) evaluated 20 years worth of NLG papers (from
2000 to 2019) that reported human evaluation results from two NLG-specific conferences,
INLG and ENLG. They found that there are more than 200 different terms that have been
used to describe evaluated aspects of language quality. The terms used in those papers are
themselves poorly defined. Moreover, the evaluation results seem to be easily perturbable
if using a different selection of evaluation metrics. As a result, it is hard to either replicate
the human evaluation results of published papers or compare experiment results across
papers.

There is a wide acknowledgement of the importance and necessity of high-quality
human evaluation in the NLG community. NLG researchers stand to benefit from a clearer
protocol of human evaluation practice and a sounder method of result reporting. Based
on empirical findings, Läubli et al. (2020) offered a set of recommendations for those
evaluating strong machine translation models in terms of human-machine parity. These
recommendations encouraged researchers to require professional translation expertise
from raters, and suggested providing access to original source texts and full document-
level context for the raters. Howcroft et al. (2020) provided a set of normalised quality
criterion names as a starting point for a standardised evaluation set. They also advocated
that the reporting of evaluation results should be arranged with great caution, covering
considerations regarding the exact instructions that were given to the raters in an evaluation,
the detailed definitions of all quality criteria that are measured, and the details of the
rating approach (e.g., ranking vs rating scales). In a similar vein, van der Lee et al. (2021)
highlighted the requirement for a clear definition of what is being evaluated and the goal
of the evaluation before carrying out any human evaluation. They recommended using
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multi-item 7-point Likert scales or continuous ranking as the rating method. Furthermore,
they emphasised the (currently often neglected) necessity of making the materials related
to the evaluation process publicly available to assist in future replication.

2.3.2 Automatic evaluation

Evaluating text quality by human preference is slow and laborious. To alleviate this
problem, many automatic evaluation metrics have been proposed. In the following, I
will introduce the automatic evaluation methods that are widely used across NLG tasks,
followed by metrics that are specifically proposed for particular NLG tasks.

N-gram based metrics. N-gram based metrics are arguably the most commonly
used automatic evaluation metrics in NLG fields. The rationale of using these evaluation
metrics is that human-written references serve as the approximate target of generation, and
comparing model outputs to this target on the basis of n-grams is taken as a proxy for how
well a system performs. In this way, a model-generated candidate is not directly evaluated
with respect to the restrictions set by the input or task requirements, but compared to a
set of human-generated statements.

N-gram based metrics approximate the quality of a candidate output by comparing the
surface n-gram similarity of the candidate with a number of human-generated references.
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), CIDEr (Vedantam
et al., 2015) and LEPOR (Han et al., 2012) all fall under this category. BLEU calculates
the weighted geometric mean of overlapping n-gram scores with an extra brevity penalty
for short sequences, whilst METEOR further takes into account synonyms and phrase
matching to capture semantic similarity. CIDEr extends existing n-gram-based methods
with word stemming and tf-idf weighting, and LEPOR takes into account the factors of
n-gram word order penalty, precision, recall and length penalty. These measures were first
proposed for the evaluation of machine translation systems. They have since been applied
in a range of settings for NLG evaluation. Similarly, ROUGE (Lin, 2004) is an n-gram
based metric which was initially proposed for text summarisation evaluation, and has
been widely deployed for the evaluation of other NLG tasks. Compared to other n-gram
metrics, ROUGE presents a different emphasis on n-gram overlapping, skip-bigram based
co-occurrence and longest common subsequence (LCS) matching.

Investigating improved n-gram based evaluation metrics is an active research field in
NLG. There have been a number of variations proposed for the above metrics. For example,
NIST (Doddington, 2002) extended BLEU by adding different weights to particular n-
grams based on their informativeness. That is to say, the rarer an n-gram is in a corpus,
the more weight it will be given by NIST.

Despite their huge popularity, many researchers have noted issues that manifest when
using such metrics for NLG evaluation. Elliott and Keller (2014) reported weak to moderate
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correlations between n-gram based metrics (i.e., BLEU-1, ROUGE, METEOR) and human
judgement when evaluating image captioning outputs. This has been repeatedly reported
in many other studies (Elliott and Keller, 2014; Anderson et al., 2016; Kilickaya et al., 2017).
When investigating evaluation metrics for a text summarisation task, Moramarco et al.
(2022) discovered that the choice of human references has a significant effect on all n-gram
based metrics. The main problem with n-gram based metrics is their heavy dependence
on surface n-grams in a fixed set of references. These metrics treat a set of references
as a proxy for the desired generation target, and proceed from this idealised abstraction.
Fundamental concerns have been raised with respect to the validity of BLEU as a metric
for tasks other than machine translation in general (Reiter, 2018), particularly for tasks
for which the output content is not narrowly constrained (Liu et al., 2016). Furthermore,
there have been questions regarding the variability of such metrics in parameterisation
leading to significantly different results (Post, 2018).

Embedding based metrics. In contrast to n-gram metrics which are generally
believed to predominantly capture surface syntactic similarity, embedding based metrics
aim to evaluate model outputs by comparing their meanings to those of the references. This
is achieved through the use of contextual embeddings derived from word embedding models
(e.g., Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)). Embedding based
evaluation metrics map words into their vector representations. Similarity between a model
output and a target reference is computed by measuring the similarity of their embeddings.
There have been many automatic metrics proposed on this basis. In BERTScore (Zhang
et al., 2019b), a ground truth reference and a model-generated output are both passed
through a pre-trained BERT model to generate contextual word embeddings. These
two sets of word embeddings are greedily matched (Corley and Mihalcea, 2005; Rus and
Lintean, 2012), from which a number of measures (i.e., precision, recall, F-score) are
calculated. Instead of greedy matching, MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019) uses optimal
matching for word embeddings based on Word Mover’s Distance (Kusner et al., 2015).
Other similar works include ROUGE-WE (Ng and Abrecht, 2015), MEANT 2.0 (Lo, 2017),
YiSi (Lo, 2019), BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020), among others.

Supervised metrics. Supervised metrics such as BLEND (Ma et al., 2017), RUSE
(Shimanaka et al., 2018) and SUM-QE (Xenouleas et al., 2019) are trained to optimise
their correlation with human evaluation. This training paradigm allows a desirable, direct
approximation of human judgements. However, these metrics require large numbers of
human annotations to train them, and are prone to generalisation issues when being
deployed in new domains.

The metrics presented in the list above are general-purpose evaluation approaches that
were either initially designed or eventually used for evaluation across NLG tasks. There are
also many metrics that are specifically proposed for particular tasks. For example, SPICE
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(Anderson et al., 2016) is an automatic evaluation metric which makes use of semantic
propositions in scene graphs for image captioning evaluation. SUPERT (Gao et al., 2020)
proposed an unsupervised metric for text summarisation, which rates the quality of a
summary by measuring its semantic similarity with selected sentences from the source
document. For text simplification, Xu et al. (2016) designed SARI, an evaluation approach
which compares model outputs not only to the references, but also to the input sentences.

Automatic evaluation serves as a quick and repeatable way to approximate text quality.
But when aiming to achieve a general evaluation of overall quality, human evaluation
remains the gold standard in the NLG field. Research into automatic evaluation seeks to
find a sufficient surrogate for human evaluation. An ideal automatic evaluation would
not only be quick to perform, but would also correlate well with human judgements. The
validity of automatic evaluation metrics is usually evaluated via the assessment of their
correlations with human preference. There are a variety of methods used in NLG practice
to measure such bivariate correlations, which I briefly summarise below.

Pearson’s correlation (Pearson, 1895) assesses the strength of linear association
between two continuous variables. The calculation of Pearson’s correlation depends on
a number of assumptions. Both variables should follow a normal distribution, and the
relationship between the variables should be linear. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient
always returns a value between -1 and 1. A value of 1 indicates a perfect positive linear
relationship, and -1 indicates a perfect negative linear relationship. A value of 0 signifies
no relationship between the two variables. In contrast to Pearson’s which measures two
variables’ linear dependence, Spearman’s rank correlation (Spearman, 1904) measures
the monotonic relationship between two ranked variables. Spearman’s is a non-parametric
measure, as it does not require the two variables to fall into a bell curve. Kendall’s
Tau correlation (Kendall, 1938) is very similar to Spearman’s and can often be used
interchangeably with Spearman’s. Like Spearman’s correlation, Kendall’s correlation also
measures a monotonic relationship using ranked data.
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Chapter 3

Three metrics: Grammaticality,
faithfulness and diversity (GFD)

Some observers in the field of NLG have noted the presence of a negative cycle in which
people report improvements based on under-verified evaluation methods that are not
inherently suitable for such evaluation (Callison-Burch et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2016; Reiter,
2018). In response to this, the core of this thesis is to explore a principled evaluation
framework for NLG tasks with an explicit focus on grammaticality, faithfulness and
diversity (GFD). The theme of this thesis is not to propose a one-for-all paradigm for NLG
evaluation. That is way beyond any realistically possible single piece of work. Instead,
I aim to raise again the great importance of evaluation methods for NLG tasks and
demonstrate how a principled, diagnostic evaluation framework can help identify model
strengths and limitations.

This chapter commences with an explanation of the rationale for selecting GFD as the
evaluation metrics, followed by a comprehensive examination of these metrics, which are
individually presented in their respective sections.

3.1 Rationale for the choice of metrics

Many evaluation methods that are widely used in current NLG research (Papineni et al.,
2002; Banerjee and Lavie, 2005; Lin, 2004; Sellam et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019b) report
a holistic score as an indicator for model performance. Hastie and Belz (2014) argued
that evaluating a text through its overall delivery of the communicative goal is often too
abstract to computationally measure. As such, they advocated the use of separate criteria
weighted according to their importance to the overall goal. In alignment with their work,
I propose an evaluation framework for NLG tasks that prioritises three distinct aspects
- grammaticality, faithfulness and diversity. These aspects correspond to fundamental
requirements for NLG models: (a) that the outputs are grammatically well-formed, (b)
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that the information contained in the outputs is consistent with the task prior and input
contents, and (c) that the outputs exhibit diverse syntactic constructions. Among these
three metrics, grammaticality and diversity assess the quality of sentences generated by
models at the form level, whilst faithfulness assesses the quality of model outputs at the
content level.

The above criteria are arguably fundamental requirements for any kind of text genera-
tion systems. The importance and necessity of such measurements have been repeatedly
recounted in linguistic literature. The three measures also align well with the evaluation
criteria established by many language assessments for texts written by L2 learners (refer
to the previous section 2.1.1 for detailed discussion). The three metrics are carefully
chosen to be as orthogonal as possible, so they measure relatively different things with
regards to text quality. Grammaticality posits an inherent syntactic requirement for a
sentence to be grammatically well-formed regardless of the concrete context. I consider
this to be the most fundamental criterion for the evaluation of text quality for NLG
model-generated outputs. Faithfulness assesses whether an output is compatible with
the constraints placed by the target task itself, as well as the content of the input. Whilst
grammaticality and faithfulness measure the degree of formal or contextual “correctness”
of an model-generated output, diversity measures the degree of variability at the surface
form, providing a complementary perspective for evaluation. By assessing diversity, the
evaluation framework aims to capture the model’s ability to generate outputs that are not
only grammatically and semantically correct, but also exhibit variability in their form-level
features. The concept of diversity at the form level pertains to explicit variations in
the lexical and syntactic components within a given text. This is in contrast to implicit
dimensions of diversity that relate to semantics and are usually more difficult to measure or
quantify. The metric of diversity is inherently an inter-textual measure, as its applicability
relies on the comparison of multiple texts and the respective complexity of those texts. In
cases where only a single sentence is under consideration, defining the concept of diversity
can be challenging, if not impossible. As a result, this thesis conceptualises diversity as
the syntactic variability observed across the entire corpus or the group of model outputs,
and can be evaluated at both the lexical and constructural levels. Specifically, word-level
diversity assesses the variety of lexical resources, and construction-level diversity pertains
to the grammatical variability present in the generated text. In this context, the terms
“diversity” and “variability” are often used interchangeably.

By dividing the overarching goal of evaluation into three granular evaluation qualities,
we are able to gain insightful information regarding model performance in distinct aspects.
The three evaluation metrics, namely faithfulness, grammaticality, and diversity, serve
distinct purposes. The faithfulness evaluation lays emphasis on content verification in
text, whereas the grammaticality and diversity assessments focus on qualities related
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to syntax. Grammaticality and faithfulness operate at the sentence level, scrutinising
individual sentences for their adherence to syntax rules and content accuracy, respectively.
In contrast, diversity is a corpus-level measure, examining the range of syntactic structures
and word usage across an entire corpus of text. This layered approach of GFD evaluation
serves as an evaluation protocol encapsulating the necessary facets of assessing NLG
systems, enabling better understanding of the performance of NLG models across different
dimensions of text generation.

It is worth pointing out that measures such as cohesion and coherence mentioned in
section 2.1.1 are not considered in the GFD framework, as the target outputs evaluated in
this thesis are usually short-form texts that consist of 1-3 sentences, most of them with
single sentences. As a result, it is sensible to focus on sentence-level evaluations rather than
metrics that usually look at inter-sentence transition (cohesion) or overarching consistence
(coherence). In addition to this, text readability will not be considered in the present
discussion given its status as a high-level criterion (comparable to that of “text quality”),
which encompasses multiple more granular qualities. As reiterated throughout this thesis,
my prime objective is to establish a fine-grained evaluation framework, with a focus on
diagnosing critical aspects of model outputs. To achieve this, it is imperative to carefully
select the criteria for analysis, as the chosen metrics need to satisfy the requirements
of being both essential for the text generation scenario and amenable to computational
formulation.

3.2 Grammaticality

I begin this section with an exploration of the definition of the term “grammaticality”.
Following this, I will present the ongoing debate concerning prescriptive and descriptive
methods in linguistic research. I will then introduce the English Resource Grammar (ERG),
the grammar underpinning the evaluation for grammaticality in this thesis, and discuss
related studies on automated grammaticality evaluation.

3.2.1 What is grammaticality?

A text at the first sight might look like an arbitrary ensemble of lexical symbols. Even
with a limited set of words, we are able to summon up a massive number of combina-
tions of potentially acceptable expressions. It is widely recognised that humans do not
generate incoherent collections of words without structure. Instead, we employ syntactic
constructions that have been either explicitly or implicitly established within certain
communities to facilitate the communication of ideas and information. It can be argued
that grammaticality is a characteristic of language that is inherently embedded in human
communication, whether it is strictly or loosely enforced.
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Grammaticality typically refers to a binary concept that describes whether a sentence
adheres to the rules of grammar for a particular language. While this definition may initially
appear straightforward to understand, determining whether a given text is grammatical
is a more complicated issue than it might seem at first glance. After all, the question of
what constitutes grammaticality in a sentence is not a straightforward one.

When asked what exactly makes a sentence a valid instance of a language, even native
speakers may struggle to come up with a definition. However, virtually every native speaker
is capable of quickly gauging whether a sequence of words arranged in a particular manner
forms a natural-sounding and acceptable sentence in their language. Prior to delving into
types of grammars that have been used to determine grammaticality (discussed in section
3.2.2), I will first explore the existence of what is commonly referred to as “standard
English”, and the commonly used terminologies when referring to concepts related to
grammaticality.

It has been argued that standard English is an artificial construct, as language is prone
to variation and is known to constantly evolve over time (Bickerton, 1991; Aitchison,
2005; Locke and Bogin, 2006). Diverse cognitive and cultural factors can contribute to
shifts in language use that occur over time. So-called standard English at the time of
writing this thesis is unquestionably different from the English of twenty years ago, not
to mention more distant times like Shakespeare’s era. Additionally, the judgement of
grammaticality at a particular time depends on the context. The judgement of grammat-
icality is incontestably subject to the level of tolerance for language uses that are “not
flatly wrong”. A demonstrative example for this is the use of the English word “ain’t”.
The word “ain’t” generally is considered to be a non-standard or informal contraction in
English, and is generally not considered appropriate for formal writing. That being said,
there may be certain contexts where the use of “ain’t” could be considered acceptable or
even appropriate, such as in certain types of creative writing, dialectical dialogue, or other
forms of artistic expressions. Consequently, modern English dictionaries tend to include
this entry but with an accompanying warning of usage. The above discussions indicate
that in order to determine the grammaticality of a sentence, it is necessary to first specify
the standards by which the sentence is being evaluated.

The judgement of grammaticality is also heavily dependent on the domain in which
the language is used. For example, different sports have their own unique jargons that
are considered as common phrases within their respective communities. A sentence like
He bunted the ball foul would be considered perfectly acceptable and grammatical in
the context of a baseball game, where “bunted" and “foul” are common terms that have
specific meanings and are familiar to fans of the sport. In creative writing, writers may
intentionally break conventional grammatical rules for artistic effect, and what may be
considered as completely grammatically incorrect in standard English could be considered
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acceptable or even desirable in this context. Thus, the judgement of what is considered
“correct” or “incorrect” can vary widely depending on the linguistic context in which it is
used.

As pointed out in Howcroft et al. (2020), the exact terms related to grammaticality
vary throughout the literature, with alternative names such as “acceptability”, “fluency”
and “correctness” being present in the literature. To help clarify the meaning of these
terms, I will provide a brief discussion of what they refer to.

In some NLG literature, the evaluation of “acceptability” is often used synonymously
with that of “grammaticality” (Howcroft et al., 2020). However, “acceptability” and
“grammaticality” are related but distinct concepts in linguistic theories. “Acceptablity”
originates from the generative linguistic theory where the judgement of grammaticality is
ultimately attested with the acceptability with its native speakers (Chomsky, 1957). This
theory advocates that a language use has to be attested in the collective memory of its
native users to be considered as being acceptable. An acceptable sentence with regards to
a particular language is a sentence that is commonly acknowledged among a certain group
of people who speak this language as their first language. The assessment of acceptability
is also heavily influenced by the context in which language is used, including factors such
as domain, linguistic registers and the level of formality in language use.

Whilst grammaticality emphasises the judgement of whether a sentence conforms to
the rules of the grammar of a particular language, acceptability is concerned with how
natural a sentence appears to a speaker of the language, regardless of its adherence to
specific grammar rules. As such, acceptability is a gradient concept that characterises the
degree to which a sentence aligns with the speaker’s intuitive sense of what is typical or
idiomatic in their language. In the influential syntax book, Chomsky (1957) presented
the now well-known example of “colourless green ideas sleep furiously” (CGISF)1. This
sentence posits an example that is instinctively grammatical but non-sensical to a native
English speaker. The CGISF example was primarily used to highlight the distinction
between syntax and semantics. Furthermore, the example serves to illustrate the notion
that a grammatically correct language construction may not necessarily be acceptable or
meaningful to a native speaker of the language. In turn, a sentence such as Me and my
friend went to the store might be judged as grammatically incorrect, but it might still be
acceptable in certain dialects or colloquial registers of English.

In line with this viewpoint, Lau et al. (2017) provided a detailed discussion of the
relationship between grammaticality and acceptability. As per their assertions, grammati-
cality refers to “the theoretical competence that underlies the performance phenomenon of
speaker acceptability judgements”, whereas acceptability is what is measured “in experi-

1The CGISF was originally introduced in Chomsky’s 1955 manuscript The Logical Structure of Linguistic

Theory, which was published by Springer in 1975.
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ments when we ask subjects to rate sentences”. They acknowledge that grammaticality is
fundamentally a syntactic concept, whilst acceptability can be affected by multiple factors,
notably semantic plausibility, various types of processing constraints and others. This
underscores the distinction between grammaticality and acceptability. Therefore, in this
work, I employ the notion of grammaticality as a means of establishing a relatively
objective reference for the quality of a text in terms of its adherence to certain standards
of English grammar.

Fluency is another term that is frequently used in the literature. It is concerned with
how smoothly and naturally a speaker can produce a language. In linguistic theories,
grammaticality and correctness are sometimes used interchangeably to describe whether a
sentence follows the rules of the grammar in a given language. However, this equivalence
holds true only when the focus is solely on grammatical correctness, as in some linguistic
contexts, the term “correctness” may have a broader connotation that encompasses not
only grammaticality but also other factors of language use, such as semantic and pragmatic
appropriateness.

3.2.2 Prescriptive vs descriptive

To evaluate the grammaticality of a text passage, it is essential to establish the standards
against which it is to be evaluated. Existing methods for defining or describing grammati-
cality generally fall into two broad categories: prescriptive and descriptive. Prescriptive
approaches typically hinge on pre-written rules that dedicate the preferred usage of lan-
guage, as exemplified by dictionaries and grammar textbooks, which define word meanings
and prescribe language construction rules. Conversely, descriptive approaches aim to
observe and record how language is actually used. It seeks to provide an objective account
of language use in reality, without bias to preconceived notions about how language ought
to be used.

Similarly, the evaluation of grammaticality can also be approached from either a
prescriptive or a descriptive standpoint. A prescriptive approach involves referencing a
pre-existing set of rules that may be inflexible and outdated in some cases, lacking the
ability to deal with nuanced cases. In contrast, a descriptive approach evaluates sentences
by comparing them to representations of actual language use observed in real-life situations.
This approach is more concerned with describing how language is used, rather than strictly
adhering to a rigid set of rules.

The dichotomy between prescription and description continues to be a topic of ongoing
debate in linguistic research (Cameron, 2005; Andrews, 2013). In the field of second-
language acquisition, language prescription has long been criticised by modern linguists for
its disproportionately normative practices and its reliance on predetermined establishments
by linguistic registers and figures of authority (Swain and Canale, 1982; Pennington,
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2002). Modern approaches to second-language teaching usually prioritise achieving fluency
and emphasise communication in the language, rather than adhering strictly to a set of
grammatical rules (Hinkel and Fotos, 2001). As a result, there has been a notable preference
for descriptive methods in second-language education and publishing, as exemplified by the
CEFR2 and IELTS3 assessment frameworks. Similarly, in the field of modern computational
linguistics, a predominantly descriptive perspective has gained widespread acceptance.
Common methods such as generative grammars and data-driven language models are both
descriptive representations of language use. Generative grammars, such as phrase structure
grammars, aim to systematically reflect language use in real-world contexts. Data-driven
language models, on the other hand, are trained on large corpora to automatically extract
language rules by screening and learning from real-world text. Both of these methods
seek to model language use in natural contexts and provide effective representations of
language phenomena, or as Santorini and Kroch (2007) phrased it, they are “intended as
insightful generalisations” about actual language use. As a result, these two methods are
both well-suited to serve as the foundation for grammaticality assessment. Specifically,
grammaticality evaluation can be performed by assessing a sentence’s adherence to either
a thoroughly-designed formal grammar system or a pre-trained language model, which are
referred to as grammar-based and data-driven approaches, respectively.

Both grammar-based and data-driven approaches have their own advantages and
weaknesses. Choosing between these two approaches essentially comes down to a preference
for either a comprehensive empirical coverage of all data, or a more profound explanatory
understanding that may not be representative of all the possible data.

Grammar-based approaches measure grammaticality by comparing a sentence to a
specific formal grammar, typically achieved through sentence parsing. This process involves
analysing the sentence’s structure and identifying how its components relate to each other
according to the rules of the grammar system, allowing for a precise assessment of its
grammaticality. Despite their precise nature, grammar-based approaches have faced
criticism for relying on pre-existing formal grammars and parsers, as well as their perceived
inflexibility in accommodating emerging language phenomena. However, it could be
argued that their inability to fully account for novel or specialised uses of a language
is not necessarily a drawback, particularly when considering their use as an evaluation
tool. By adhering to established rules and structures, grammar-based approaches can
provide a standardised framework for assessing the grammaticality of sentences and
enabling systematic comparison across various linguistic phenomena. While they may not
capture every aspect of language use, their adherence to formal grammar systems can help
researchers establish a clearer understanding of the parsing process involved in sentence

2https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages/table-1-cefr-3.3-
common-reference-levels-global-scale.

3https://ielts.org/organisations/ielts-for-organisations/ielts-scoring-in-detail.
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analysis. This level of granularity can be particularly useful in diagnosing subtle nuances
and irregularities in language use, and in further refining existing formal grammars to
better reflect real-world language phenomena.

In contrast to grammar-based approaches, data-driven approaches rely on training
language models to learn the distribution of language from existing corpora. These models
are designed to capture established patterns and precedents of language use, which can
then be used to assess the grammaticality of previously unseen sentences. The main
strength of data-driven approaches is that they reduce the need for manual labour in
creating formal grammar systems for a particular language, and instead rely on large
corpora to inform their models. Additionally, they allow greater flexibility in adapting to
new use cases, provided that a sufficient amount of relevant data is accessible. However,
this method is not without issues. Collected datasets often contain noise, which can
complicate the identification of correct grammar usage. Conversely, most datasets tend
to exclude certain instances of grammatical usage. This problem is exemplified by the
previously discussed example of CGISF. Although the CGISF sentence is grammatically
correct, it was likely not included in any known corpus when it was introduced. This raises
concerns about relying entirely on statistical modelling of data from multiple collected
corpora to make grammatical judgements, as grammatically correct sentences may not
always be statistically probable. A further consideration is the use of manual annotations
in many datasets. The annotation practice, as a whole, grants considerable influence to a
restricted group of annotators who may have limited familiarity with linguistic theories.
This issue is further compounded by the inherent diversity of annotators’ underlying
assessments of grammaticality, resulting in potential issues with data quality.

To enable the automation of grammaticality evaluation, it is necessary to establish a
technical formal definition of grammaticality. In this thesis, I have opted for a grammar-
driven approach to assess grammaticality, focusing on the acceptability (more specifically,
parsability) with a generative grammar. There are two primary reasons for this choice.
Firstly, for a syntax-based concept like grammaticality, it could be argued that a linguistics-
inspired method would lead to a clearer and more comprehensible analysis of grammatical
status. Secondly, relying solely on large amounts of data for grammaticality judgements
may not be the most reliable approach, as the collected datasets often contain errors and
inaccuracies, and the exposed usages may not always be entirely correct. Additionally, such
models have been known to unfavourably encourage passive acceptance of misuses. Based
on these considerations, I contend that for the particular evaluation of grammaticality, a
concept with a relatively clear definition and a set of well-studied rules to refer to, adopting
a grammar-based method is a sensible choice.
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3.2.3 English Resource Grammar (ERG)

In the previous section, I discussed the distinctions between prescriptive and descriptive
approaches regarding grammaticality judgement, and introduced two widely used varieties
within the descriptive category: grammar-based approaches and data-driven approaches. In
this thesis, I use the English Resource Grammar (Flickinger, 2000, ERG) for grammaticality
evaluation. The ERG is an instance of the grammar-based approaches.

The ERG is a broad-coverage, high-precision grammar for English. Its development
and maintenance encompass many variants of language structures. It belongs to the
broader family of head-phrase structure grammar (Pollard and Sag, 1994, HPSG). The
ERG was engineered to cover as many grammatical sentences as possible whilst correctly
rejecting ungrammatical sentences. This is in contrast to statistical evaluation approaches
which are trained on existing textual data, which will generally provide some analysis for
a given text, regardless of its actual state of grammaticality.

The ERG is predominantly motivated by linguistic expert knowledge. However, the
ERG’s dependence on pre-defined generative rules does not limit its reflectiveness, as it
is under active development to keep up with new vocabularies and language patterns.
Despite this continuous maintenance, the ERG also offers stable releases to support research
consistency and reproducibility. For the purposes of this research, all experiments were
conducted using the 2020 release of the ERG. The ERG provides a vocabulary consisting
of more than 30K unique lexical entries. The heuristic handling of unknown words in the
ERG utilises part-of-speech (PoS) information and specifically designed regular expressions.
Its curatable lexicon inventory and great tolerance to relaxation and mal-rules allow flexible
adaption to any specific domains. The ERG has long been used to assess human-written
texts. For instance, Flickinger (2011) tested the ERG on a variety of collections of English
text and noted that the ERG had a coverage of 87.4% for English Wikipedia and 96.1%
for E-commerce corpora. Similarly, Baldwin et al. (2013) used the ERG to examine the
degree of syntactic noisiness in social media texts.

In this thesis, I employ the concept of parsability with the ERG as a proxy for
grammaticality evaluation. In other words, a sentence is considered grammatically
well-formed if a parse can be successfully obtained using the ERG. By contrast, a sentence
rejected by the ERG or its relaxed versions is considered to be ungrammatical. The ERG
is intended for applications where precision is required. By employing a well-defined,
broad-coverage formal grammar to map grammaticality to parseability, it becomes possible
to accurately specify the precise notion of “grammaticality” under investigation. This
clarity is particularly valuable for diagnostic inspection, which is a primary objective of
this study.

Parsing with the ERG usually yields one of the three cases:

(1) Parseable.
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(2) Unparseable due to exhaustion of search space. The parser exhausted the entire
search space of derivations for an input, and concludes that it does not have a
derivation in the ERG.

(3) Potentially unparseable due to resource limitations. The parser reaches its limit of
either memory or time without finding a parse for an input.

As previously mentioned, the outputs generated by the models evaluated in this thesis
consist primarily of sentence-level units. The maximum length of these generated outputs
is approximately 50 words. To prevent false negative failures caused by resource shortage
(i.e., case (3) in the list above), I experimented with an Intel Xeon Gold CPU 6142
@2.60GHz and a RAM size of 100G, with a generous timeout threshold of 10 minutes for
all experiments. These settings proved adequate for parsing all the sentences analysed
in this thesis. Parsing the majority of sentences in this research took less than 1 minute
and consumed less than 1GB of RAM. The maximum RAM consumption observed for all
parsed texts was around 32GB. Consequently, it is reasonable to conclude that the parsing
results in this thesis are restricted to cases (1) and (2), and that if a sentence does not
obtain a parse with the ERG within the time threshold, it is considered unparseable by
the ERG.

3.2.4 Existing work on automatic grammaticality evaluation

A substantial amount of research has been dedicated to examining issues related to text
grammaticality. This section highlights the current body of work related to automatic
grammaticality evaluation, with a specific emphasis on publications that explicitly evaluate
grammaticality. It is important to note that metrics designed for assessing general text
quality, where grammaticality is considered only one aspect among several others, will not
be discussed in this section.

The task of grammaticality judgement is typically framed as a classification task (Cherry
and Quirk, 2008; Post, 2011; Wagner et al., 2009; Warstadt et al., 2019; Cherniavskii
et al., 2022), where classifiers are trained using datasets consisting of both naturally-
occurring grammatical examples and negative examples that are ungrammatical. Negative
examples are often artificially constructed using simple adversarial operations (such as
insertion, deletion, or replacement) or through round-trip translation - that is, translating
grammatical sentences into other languages and then back into the original language (Pauls
and Klein, 2012; Bernardy et al., 2018). Early work in this area investigated feature-based
approaches that utilised features derived from parser outputs and part-of-speech n-grams
(Wagner et al., 2009). A similar idea was investigated in Mutton et al. (2007), where the
outputs from multiple parsers, including the log probability of the most probable parse,
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the number of invalid parses and the number of partially parsed trees, were combined to
create discriminatory features for a feature-based grammaticality classifier.

Other works argue that the judgement of grammaticality should be viewed as a
regression task, where gradient scores are assigned to indicate the degree of grammaticality
achieved by a text. In light of this, Heilman et al. (2014) implemented a linear regression
model for grammaticality scoring for L2 learner texts with a selection of linguistic features,
in particular misspelt word counts, outputs from a variety of parsers and scores predicted
by an n-gram language model. In their work, parsing results with the ERG are used as a
minor feature in a statistical model, without any adaption to the domain. Along similar
lines, Napoles et al. (2016) proposed a feature-based, reference-less metric to predict the
gradient of sentence grammaticality for the task of grammatical error correction (GEC).

Other studies have suggested that evaluating grammaticality should be approached as
a regression task, wherein the likelihood of a sentence with pre-trained language models
is used as an indicator of its grammaticality. Such likelihoods are typically estimated
using a variety of inherent language model parameters, with model perplexity being the
most commonly used measure. Additional measures include negative cross-entropy and
synthetic log-odds ratio (Pauls and Klein, 2012, SLR), the latter of which computes the
log-probability of a sentence under a given language model, normalised by sentence length
and word frequency. There are a wide array of language models that can be employed
for this purpose, ranging from the traditional n-gram language models, Bayesian Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs), and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) models (Lau et al., 2015;
Niu and Penn, 2020), to contemporary neural network based language models such as
the pre-trained BERT-based language model (Devlin et al., 2019; Lan et al., 2019; Zhang
et al., 2019b).

An additional class of grammaticality evaluation methods is motivated by existing
work on grammar error correction. These approaches are classified as edit distance based
metrics as they gauge grammaticality by measuring the number of edits required to
transform a generated sentence into a reference sentence. Common examples of these
metrics include the word error rate and the Levenshtein Distance (Levenshtein et al., 1966).
These evaluation approaches require previously collected reference data to compute the
edit distances.

The most closely related work to the grammaticality evaluation in this thesis is the study
conducted by Wei et al. (2018), which investigated the relationship between parseability
with the ERG and grammaticality for output texts generated by sequence-to-sequence
machine translation models (Sutskever et al., 2014). The authors asserted that the ERG’s
extensive coverage of linguistic phenomena renders its parseability an effective indicator of
grammaticality in input texts. Similarly, I concur with their advocacy of the ERG as a
tool for grammaticality evaluation. In fact, I began exploring this possibility around the
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same time as their study. Whilst their work primarily focused on the feasibility of using
the ERG for neural machine translation, this thesis incorporates the ERG component into
a broader framework of GFD evaluation.

3.3 Faithfulness

The primary objective of natural language generation (NLG) is to generate textual output
that effectively conveys a specific message or information. Thus, it is of utmost importance
that the generated text faithfully represents the content in the input text. Faithfulness
serves as a metric to measure the extent to which a text generated by a model reflects the
intended meaning of the input data. Faithfulness is crucial for real-world applications that
rely on NLG systems. For example, in the fields of medicine and law, inaccuracies in the
generated text can have significant ethical and legal implications, potentially leading to
serious consequences.

Evaluating the faithfulness of generated text is therefore critical to guarantee that the
text accurately communicates the intended purpose of the generation task and is free from
errors or misunderstandings. Furthermore, by improving metrics and methods used to
evaluate faithfulness, researchers can gain a better understanding of the strengths and
weaknesses of different generation techniques, and develop new approaches that produce
more faithful texts.

In this section, my aim is to provide a clear explanation of the concept of faithfulness
that I will be evaluating in this thesis. I will also explore similar concepts that have been
used interchangeably with faithfulness in existing literature. Additionally, I will discuss
the concept of hallucination, which is closely associated with faithfulness in the context
of language generation. Finally, I will provide an overview of the current research on
automatic faithfulness evaluation.

3.3.1 What is faithfulness?

The discussion around the concept of faithfulness in linguistics has its roots dating back
to at least the 1700s. Herder, in his early exploration of translation theory (Herder, 1767),
emphasised the importance of semantic faithfulness as the primary goal of translation.
To achieve this, he advocated for an “accommodating” approach, where the content of a
translation is made to closely conform to that of the source text.

In modern NLG research, faithfulness has been extensively examined in tasks such as
machine translation (Weng et al., 2020; Feng et al., 2020) and text summarisation (Cao
and Wang, 2021; Chen et al., 2021; Aralikatte et al., 2021). In these tasks, the generation
of model outputs is strictly grounded by the input content, making faithfulness an essential
criterion for evaluation. The faithfulness evaluation proposed in this thesis is intended for
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general NLG scenarios. While the specific implementation of the faithfulness evaluation
may be tailored to adapt to different task scenarios, evaluation in this work is uniformly
focused on two key aspects - the generated text should be faithful to (1) the underlying
requirements of the generation task itself, and (2) the content of the input source. In this
thesis, I refer to the first faithfulness aspect as task faithfulness, and the second aspect as
grounding faithfulness.

The requirement for evaluating task faithfulness in NLG is to ensure that the generated
text is aligned with the inherent requirements of the task. This stipulation is relatively
straightforward to comprehend. For example, if the NLG task is to generate a summary
for a news article, the generated text should contain the key points and important details
of the article, and present them in a concise manner. If the NLG task is to generate a
weather report, the generated text should effectively convey the current weather conditions
and the forecast for the coming days. In other words, the generated text should meet
the specific requirements of the task at hand. Given that contemporary NLG research
has primarily focused on developing specific model architectures to meet particular task
specifications, such as the Moses system for machine translation (Koehn et al., 2007) and
DialoGPT for dialogue generation (Zhang et al., 2020b), it is reasonable to assume that
most existing models meet this requirement.

The requirement of grounding faithfulness emphasises that the generated text should
remain faithful to the input content upon which the generation process is grounded.
Arguably, every generation task is inherently constrained by some form of grounding in
the input. For example, in machine translation, the information contained in the source
sentence must be effectively conveyed during the translation process. Similarly, in image
captioning, the input image serves as the grounding for the generation process. While
having direct access to the ground truth is ideal for conducting faithfulness evaluations,
most NLG tasks lack complete or direct access to ground truth. In such cases, it is necessary
to identify underlying representations that suitably reflect the information contained in
the input. Such representations are commonly referred to as world models. Once the
world model has been established for a particular generation task, it can be used to assess
the degree of faithfulness in the model outputs. In faithfulness evaluation, the input
information and the output information are both converted to symbolic representations,
which are compared to decide if they are equivalent. If so, the output can be considered
as faithful to the input content.

3.3.2 Faithfulness and related concepts

In existing literature, the concept of faithfulness is often used synonymously with related
terms, in particular “factuality”, “appropriateness”, “correctness”, and “goodness”. I will
provide an overview of the connections and distinctions between these concepts.
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Factuality is a concept that is frequently used in NLG literature (Gabriel et al., 2021;
Goyal and Durrett, 2020), measuring whether the content of a text is factually true or
not. In other words, it refers to the degree to which the generated text reflects reality or
conforms to known facts. I argue that the concept of faithfulness differs from factuality
in that faithfulness is grounded in the notion that outputs should be firmly based on
the underlying purpose of the generation and the contextual facts which are presented
in the input. In contrast, factuality implicitly contains a requirement for consistency
between an output and general world knowledge, the evaluation of which inevitably requires
complicated constructions of knowledge bases to represent real-world common sense, and
is therefore beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore, while factuality is an important
consideration in NLG, it is not the primary focus of this thesis.

Appropriateness refers to the degree to which an output is appropriate in the given
contexts (Webb et al., 2010; Horbach et al., 2020). The judgement of appropriateness is
inherently subject to factors such as the register and domain of interest. Goodness, as
defined in Howcroft et al. (2020), refers to the degree to which an output is good. Although
these two aspects share similarities with the concept of faithfulness, objectively assessing
whether a model’s generation is appropriate or good can be challenging because these
terms are highly generic and subjective in nature.

The term correctness has also been used to measure properties similar to faithfulness
(Li et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020c). Correctness measures the degree to which outputs
are correct. Evaluations of this criterion typically ask whether an output is correct or not
given the context. However, correctness includes not only content consistency, which is
similar to what faithfulness measures, but also form-level correctness and several other
factors. Therefore, it is essential to provide further specification when using this term.

Based on the above considerations, I have chosen to use the term “faithfulness” to
describe the particular aspect of NLG evaluation that I am proposing in this thesis. While
there are other terms that have been used in the literature (such as “factuality”), I believe
that “faithfulness” better captures the specific focus of my evaluation framework. This
reinforces my previous argument that the selection of terminology for NLG evaluation
should be conducted with great caution to avoid potential confusion and to allow empirical
comparisons across different papers.

3.3.3 A brief note on hallucination

Deep neural networks are known to be prone to the undesirable phenomenon of halluci-
nation, as has been observed in many existing works (Lee et al., 2019; Rohrbach et al.,
2018). Hallucination in psychology is defined as a perceptual experience where someone
has a visual experience as of an object, but is actually not seeing an object at all (Bleuler
and Brill, 1924; Hinsie and Campbell, 1970). Although there is not a commonly agreed
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formal definition of hallucination in the context of NLG, the term is typically used to refer
to the phenomenon in which models generate seemingly persuasive information which is
unfaithful to the provided source content (Ji et al., 2022). Hallucination is closely related
to the concept of faithfulness, and can be considered as an opposite to faithfulness. In
other words, a model output that is confident but unfaithful to the source content can be
considered a hallucination.

It is crucial to emphasise the distinction between a hallucination and a plausible
inference, as they represent two distinct aspects of language understanding. A hallucination
refers to a situation where a model generates or produces content that is not supported by
the input or context, leading to unreliable or misleading information. On the other hand,
a plausible inference signifies a valuable reasoning ability that we expect models to possess.
Plausible inference involves determining whether a natural language statement logically
follows the given information. This reasoning ability has received significant attention
in text entailment research, where researchers have studied methods and techniques to
effectively capture the logical entailment, contradiction, or neutral relationship between
pairs of statements (Dagan et al., 2005; Bos and Markert, 2005; Bjerva et al., 2014; Bowman
et al., 2015; Poliak, 2020; Alharahseheh et al., 2022).

Many instances of hallucination have been observed in the outputs of various NLG
models, including those designed for machine translation (Koehn and Knowles, 2017; Lee
et al., 2019; Raunak et al., 2021), data-to-text generation (Parikh et al., 2020; Wiseman
et al., 2017; Dhingra et al., 2019; Nie et al., 2019; Wang, 2019) and summarization
(Huang et al., 2021; Maynez et al., 2020). The frequent occurrence of hallucination in
neural NLG highlights the necessity of incorporating a faithfulness evaluation into the
evaluation checklist, as well as for improved automatic evaluation metrics, especially when
the concerned approaches are neural networks.

Existing studies have explored various methods to reduce data noise and mitigate
the problem of hallucination. These methods include augmenting an existing corpus
with additional information, and filtering out data pairs that are considered mismatched.
Data augmentation techniques (Fan et al., 2019; Gunel et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2020;
Chen et al., 2021; Bi et al., 2019) involve adding new training examples or incorporating
additional contextual information to existing data, which can help reduce the chances of
generating hallucinated text. Alternatively, corpus filtering techniques (Raunak et al.,
2021; Liu et al., 2021b; Shen et al., 2021) involve removing examples that contain errors
or inconsistencies, which can improve model performance by reducing the likelihood of
generating incorrect or irrelevant outputs. Additionally, researchers have also developed
new datasets with hallucination reduction in mind. One such example is the TOTTO
dataset (Parikh et al., 2020), which was proposed specifically for table-to-text generation.
Another line of exploration addresses the issue of hallucination by modifying the current
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structure of generation models, either by incorporating an additional encoder that explicitly
models the fact tuples in the input source (Cao et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2020), or by
applying purposefully designed attention mechanisms that force the model to condition
the generation process on the relevant knowledge contained in the source documents (Wu
et al., 2021; Aralikatte et al., 2021). These approaches have shown promise in reducing
hallucination and improving the overall quality of generated text.

3.3.4 Existing work on automatic faithfulness evaluation

In light of the varied use of terminology related to faithfulness (as discussed in section
3.3.2), I will discuss existing research that explores faithfulness and its associated concepts,
in particular factuality, factual consistency and factual accuracy.

The evaluation of faithfulness in text summarisation has been extensively explored in
existing research. One common approach involves using question answering (QA) models.
This QA-based method generates questions based on the source documents and then uses
QA models to generate answers based on the summary (without access to the source text).
The faithfulness of the summary is assessed by examining whether the generated questions
can be correctly answered using only the information in the summary. This approach
transforms the faithfulness evaluation of a model-generated summary into the evaluation
of the extent to which the summary provides sufficient information to answer questions
proposed based on the source document. Some recent studies, such as Honovich et al. (2021)
and Scialom et al. (2021), have applied this QA-based approach to knowledge-grounded
dialogue and text summarisation tasks. Furthermore, Honovich et al. (2022) proposed
a meta-evaluation protocol for this method which covers various tasks, including text
summarisation, knowledge-grounded dialogue, fact verification and paraphrasing. However,
this approach requires a separate question generation component and a question answering
component, and the creation of new datasets with manual annotations is often necessary
to enable this type of evaluation.

Another research approach involves using textual entailment based methods. For
instance, Goyal and Durrett (2020) employed dependency arc entailment (DAE) to assess
the faithfulness of summaries and paraphrases in tasks of summarisation and paraphrasing.
In this method, a dependency arc in the dependency tree of a generated text is deemed
entailed by the source if the semantic relationship between its head and child (such as
“nsubj”, “nmod:about”, “amod”) is entailed by the source sentence. In this way, dependency
arcs are treated as semantic units that can be interpreted independently. This approach
decomposes the evaluation of faithfulness of model-generated text into the evaluation of
individual components of their structured representations (in this case, dependency trees).

Various studies have explored entity-centric methods for evaluating the faithfulness of
generated text, which involve extracting information entities and subsequently verifying
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their authenticity in relation to the source information (Novikova et al., 2017; Rohrbach
et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2021b). One recent metric proposed by Goodrich et al. (2019) employs
a two-step pipeline to extract fact tuples consisting of entities and their accompanying
relationships. The pipeline first extracts all named entities in the sentence to be evaluated,
and then classifies the relations between the extracted entity pairs. The authors also
experimented with an end-to-end transformer-based model for fact tuple extraction. The
resulting faithfulness evaluation is performed by measuring the precision of the set of
relation tuples inferred from the generated text with respect to those of the ground truth
text. Although the faithfulness evaluation approach used in the FHiG task in section 6.5
follows a similar vein, it differs from the techniques suggested in other entity-centric studies,
which are specific to their respective application domains and rely on assumptions about
the nature of the input content and the structure of the sentences used to express that
content. While the high-level perspective of these techniques is useful for that particular
task, I advocate for generalising the faithfulness evaluation and incorporating it into a
larger evaluation framework that can be applied to a wide range of tasks, provided that
an underlying world model of the ground truth is available.

In recent years, fact-checking has become a significant research area, with a growing
number of studies dedicated to benchmarking systems and evaluating their effectiveness.
For example, the FEVER benchmark (Thorne et al., 2018, 2019) and similar tasks have
garnered significant attention in this field. A number of studies have explored meta-
evaluation for metrics related to faithfulness. Meta-evaluation involves assessing existing
evaluation methods to ensure their accuracy and reliability. For example, Gabriel et al.
(2021) introduced a meta-evaluation framework for various factuality metrics proposed for
summarisation tasks.

3.4 Diversity

While grammaticality and faithfulness are crucial requirements for language generation,
focusing solely on these elements can lead to exploitation by using generic phrases that
are often true. For instance, in the case of image captioning, descriptions such as There
is an object or A minimum of zero people are in the picture (which is technically correct
even without any individuals present) are grammatical and faithful captions, but exhibit
excessively generic comments that could be applicable to nearly all images. In addition,
recent studies indicate that while maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) training prompts
generation models to create texts with a high likelihood within the training set, these
models frequently produce monotonous and generic texts due to this method (Dai et al.,
2017; Jiang and de Rijke, 2018; van Miltenburg et al., 2018). These insights motivate the
third fundamental requirement of NLG output to be diverse.
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This section discusses the concept of diversity in text, which can be broadly categorised
into three types: lexical diversity, syntactic diversity, and semantic diversity. I will first
discuss the three dimensions of diversity, followed by explanations of the two diversity
measures that are implemented in this thesis - word-level diversity and parse-level diversity.
In addition, I will provide a synopsis of prior work that analysed the three dimensions of
diversity.

3.4.1 The multi-faceted nature of diversity

Diversity, particularly within textual content, can be examined through various lenses.
Broadly, this examination can be divided into three categories: lexical diversity, syntactic
diversity, and semantic diversity. Each of these categories provides a unique perspective,
collectively contributing to a multidimensional understanding of text diversity.

Lexical diversity essentially pertains to the variance in word choice within a text.
Texts that exhibit high lexical diversity use a wide range of vocabulary, thereby enhancing
the richness and nuance of the passage.

Syntactic diversity shifts the focus to the diversity in syntactic structures within a
text. Techniques like parsing and part-of-speech tagging are typically employed to analyse
syntactic diversity. A high level of syntactic diversity tends to result in more dynamic and
engaging text, as it prevents the overuse of certain sentence structures.

Semantic diversity, on the other hand, relates to the variety of meanings or topics
covered in a text. A text with high semantic diversity often covers a wide array of topics
or ideas, leading to more engaging and insightful text. However, assessing the semantic
dimension of diversity is generally deemed challenging due to the inherent difficulty in
evaluating the similarity and divergence of semantic meanings across multiple texts.

In this thesis, the evaluation of diversity within the GFD framework is primarily
confined to lexical and syntactic diversity. More specifically, a word-level diversity is
examined as an instance of lexical diversity, and a parse-level diversity as an instance of
syntactic diversity.

The word-level diversity examines the variation in word usage within a text, defined
as the normalised type-token ratio (Richards, 1987; Covington and McFall, 2010) of the
text. Whilst word-level diversity examines lexical difference, parse-level diversity focuses
on structural variety within model outputs. This facet of diversity specifically analyses
the various language constructions that a model is able to generate, utilising derivation
trees (Ivanova et al., 2012) obtained with ERG parsing (Flickinger, 2000).

Both the word-level and the parse-level diversity evaluations are versatile and applicable
across various generation scenarios. Importantly, these two diversity measurements are
both reference-less, circumventing the need for manually curated reference sets. The
diversity evaluations within the GFD framework are particularly advantageous when
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references are unavailable or the underlying construction rules are not readily accessible
during evaluation. Details regarding the implementation of the two facets of diversity
measurement for specific tasks are elaborated in chapters 5-7.

3.4.2 Existing work on automatic diversity evaluation

Although there is a lack of principled method for evaluating the diversity of NLG systems,
the concept of diversity has been assessed in various ways in the existing literature, primarily
classified into three dimensions: lexical diversity, syntactic diversity, and semantic diversity.

Lexical diversity. The most fundamental measure of lexical diversity is the type-token
ratio (Richards, 1987, TTR), which quantifies diversity by calculating the ratio of unique
words (types) to the total number of words (tokens). Various other measurements, such as
the measure of textual and lexical diversity (McCarthy, 2005, MTLD) and moving-average
type-token ratio (Covington and McFall, 2010, MATTR), provide methods to assess the
range and variety of vocabulary utilised in a text.

Syntactic diversity. A multitude of evaluation methods have been proposed in
recent years to assess syntactic diversity. Li et al. (2016) introduced the DIST measure,
defined as the ratio of distinct n-grams in evaluated sentences. The usual considerations
for this method include unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams, and it has been widely adopted
in numerous studies (Nakamura et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018b; Xu et al., 2018; Gao
et al., 2019a). Zhang et al. (2018b) further proposed an Entropy metric, a modification of
the DIST measure, which accounted for the frequency difference of n-grams.

In another approach, Zhao et al. (2017) designed a syntactic diversity measure using
an inverse version of BLEU, where the generated texts are taken as the “reference” for
the BLEU calculation, and the actual references provided in the test set are taken as the
“hypothesis”. They argued that a higher score in this context implies greater diversity in
the generated texts. Similar methodologies were also employed in subsequent studies (Shi
et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2019b).

Semantic diversity. Several studies have recently ventured into developing evaluation
methods for semantic diversity. Wang and Chan (2019) introduced an automatic metric to
measure semantic diversity in image captioning, based on latent semantic analysis (LSA)
which was kernelised using CIDEr similarity. A high evaluation score in this measure
indicates a varied set of topics in the evaluated texts, and therefore a high semantic
diversity. Other approaches include the NLI Diversity (Stasaski and Hearst, 2022), which
leveraged pretrained natural language inference (NLI) models, and the Sem-Ent metric
(Han et al., 2022), which measured the semantic diversity of generated responses by
mapping these responses into a semantic latent space using pre-trained language models.

Despite the recognised importance of semantic diversity in model evaluation, it is
important to re-emphasise that the proposed GFD framework predominantly focuses on
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the lexical and syntactic facets of diversity. The primary objective of the GFD framework
is to serve as an initial effort towards a clearly-defined, diagnostic tool for NLG evaluation.
The selection of the metrics is thus steered by the practicality of finding an appropriate
method to operationalise them. As such, lexical and syntactic diversity was emphasised in
the GFD framework due to this practicality consideration.
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Chapter 4

Rationale for the choice of NLG tasks

The main objective of this thesis is to propose a structured, diagnostic evaluation framework
for natural language generation tasks. To apply the GFD evaluation framework proposed
in section 3, I have carefully chosen three different NLG tasks for examination: image
captioning, data-to-text generation, and dialogue generation. Within the general framework
of these three tasks, I specifically explore three variants of each generation scenario,
namely synthetic image captioning, football highlight generation, and topic-shift dialogue
generation.

The objective of this section is to present the three NLG tasks and the particular
variants that are being investigated in this thesis, and provide the rationale behind the
selection of these tasks, and especially the variants. I will elaborate on my decision to select
image captioning as the starting point for GFD evaluation, as well as why I specifically
opted for a synthetic setup to investigate the evaluation of this task. I will discuss the
reasoning behind selecting football highlight generation as a particular case of data-to-text
generation, as well as the decision to explore topic-shift dialogue generation for dialogue
systems. I will then introduce how the other two tasks, football highlight generation
and topic-shift dialogue generation, present natural next-level challenges for exploration
following the image captioning task.

4.1 A brief summary of three NLG tasks

This thesis investigates three different NLG scenarios: image captioning, data-to-text
generation, and dialogue generation. In section 2.2.1, I provided a brief introduction to
these tasks as well as other NLP tasks. To facilitate discussion, I will provide a concise
summary of the three tasks below.

• Image captioning involves generating textual descriptions of images. In this task,
the input is an image and the goal is to generate a natural language description of
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the image. Image captioning is commonly used in image search engines and social
media platforms where users can search for images using keywords.

• Data-to-text generation involves generating natural language text from structured
data. In this task, the input is structured data, such as a table, diagram or database,
and the goal is to generate a natural language text that summarises the data or
presents it in a more readable format. Data-to-text generation is commonly used in
financial reports, weather forecasts, and sports summaries.

• Dialogue generation involves generating natural language responses in a conver-
sational setting. In this task, the input is a conversation between two or more
participants and the goal is to generate a natural language response that continues
the conversation. Dialogue systems are used in chatbots, virtual assistants, and
customer service applications.

These three tasks are widely studied in the field of NLG. All three tasks come under the
broad category of natural language generation, which involves producing natural language
text from various types of input data. This shared characteristic leads to similarities such
as the requirement to produce coherent and grammatically correct text. However, they
differ significantly in terms of their intrinsic task requirements and focuses, thus providing
a good spread of NLG scenarios.

4.2 Three particular variants

It should be noted that for each task, I have selected a specific scenario to research on
within the larger context of these three tasks. More specifically, for image captioning, I
examined the synthetic scenario composed of abstract visual scenes made up of coloured
shapes. For data-to-text generation, I chose the English Premier League football as the
domain of interest and focused on generating match highlights from match statistics. For
dialogue generation, I focused on the particular phenomenon of topic shifting and aimed
to model the behaviour of topic shifts in dialogue generation.

In this section, I will provide detailed explanations of the specific cases chosen for each
NLG task, taking into account the particular constraints posed by each case scenario1.
Specifically, I will explain why I chose the synthetic scenario for the image captioning
task and how it facilitates the core aim of this thesis. I will then discuss the details of
football highlight generation and how it relates to the general definition of data-to-text
generation, as well as how the additional constraints impact the generation task. Finally,

1Note that the formal definitions of each task will be introduced in their respective chapters, namely
chapter 5 for synthetic image captioning, chapter 6 for football highlight generation, and chapter 7 for
topic-shift dialogue generation.
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I will introduce a specific case of dialogue generation, where the focus is on modelling the
phenomenon of topic shifting in utterance generation during dialogue turns. When the
three NLG tasks are mentioned in the rest of this thesis, reference is made to the three
variants with specifically defined task constraints, unless otherwise stated. Furthermore,
it is critical to emphasise that all three tasks focus on short-form generation. The target
generation candidates typically consist of only a few sentences, with the majority of them
containing only one sentence.

Synthetic image captioning. In this thesis, I examined image captioning under a
synthetic scenario, where visual scenes are made up of abstract coloured shapes. Objects
in the image were randomly sampled from predefined shape and colour options, and the
combination of multiple objects and their relative positions were also randomly selected.
This synthetic setup provided a precise control over the generated visual scenes, which is
particularly helpful for the GFD evaluation. Additionally, the random rendering of image
content allowed for a diverse inventory of possible visual images, facilitating the study of
image captioning under different visual constructions.

Football highlight generation. Following the synthetic image captioning task, I explored
data-to-text generation, specifically in the domain of football highlight generation. The
objective of this task is to generate a concise highlight of an event during an English Premier
League football match, based on the structured data records of the match results, which I
interchangeably refer to as match statistics. This task represents a natural progression
from the synthetic image captioning task, as it involves real-world input information that
is structured but not entirely controlled. This allows for a level of generalisation while
maintaining a reasonable degree of control for diagnostic evaluation of a real-world task.

Topic-shift dialogue generation. The previous two tasks involved generating textual
outputs from structured input contents. Unlike these two tasks, the dialogue task is a
text-only generation task. To expand the scope to an open-domain free-form generation
scenario, my investigation proceeded to explore topic-shift dialogue generation. This task
represents a specialised form of dialogue generation, with emphasis on modelling the
topic shifting behaviour commonly observed in human conversations. The open-domain
chit-chat nature of this task ensures that the generation occurs in a considerably broader
candidate space. The quality of a generated utterance is judged by how well the utterance
responds to the previous conversation history. There can be a large number of possible
realisations spanning diverse topics and fields. Consequently, the generation of the next
utterance is not as strictly constrained by the input content compared to the other two
tasks. However, by imposing a topic-shift constraint, the generation process is explicitly
required to produce topic-shift utterances in response to the dialogue history. This imposes
a strong grounding in the task target itself, thus forming an intriguing combination of
grounding to inspect and a much more challenging setting for the GFD evaluation.
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These tasks are diverse in nature and involve a wide range of language generation
scenarios, which present unique challenges for evaluating their performance. Therefore, it
is important to carefully consider the specific characteristics of each task with regards to
level of grounding from input, task constraint and language use, and how these aspects
might affect the GFD evaluation process.

Level of grounding from input. The process of generating textual output is typically
dependent on the content contained in the input information. The three tasks provide
varying levels of grounding forms. For instance, in image captioning and data-to-text
football highlight generation, the generated text must strictly align with the content of
the input information, whether it is represented in the form of images or match statistics.
This necessitates a high level of grounding to ensure that the generated text accurately
corresponds to the input information. In contrast, in open-domain chit-chat, the generated
output is expected to be coherent with the overall conversation context. While this level
of grounding is still important, it is more relaxed compared to the other two tasks, as
the generated response must simply maintain relevance to the conversation history rather
than strictly aligning with the input content.

The degree of grounding required for each task has a significant impact on the design of
evaluation strategies. The strict grounding required in image captioning and data-to-text
generation tasks necessitates more rigid evaluation strategies to ensure that the generated
text aligns with the input information. In contrast, the more relaxed grounding constraints
in open-domain chit-chat may require more flexible evaluation strategies to evaluate the
relevance of the generated text in the context of the conversation history. In such cases,
evaluation metrics may need to focus on the coherence and relevance of the generated text,
rather than on its alignment with the input information.

Task constraint. As demonstrated by the three tasks evaluated in this thesis, there
are notable differences in their respective task purposes. For instance, image captioning
involves generating a textual description that accurately corresponds to the visual content
of an image, while football highlight generation requires the generation of a concise
summary from structured data records. Topic-shift dialogue generation involves generating
responses that naturally change the topic of an ongoing conversation given a dialogue
history. Furthermore, the distinct requirements of each task introduce varying sizes of
potential output spaces. Generating topic-shift responses results in a relatively large
potential output space, as there are various possible directions to take the conversational
topic. The generated text can vary widely, making it challenging to evaluate the quality of
the generated text accurately. In contrast, the potential output space for the data-to-text
generation task is relatively small, as the output text must closely adhere to the specific
data records. Therefore, it is crucial to account for the unique task constraints and their
corresponding potential output spaces when applying the GFD evaluation framework to
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each task.
The aforementioned two factors have a significant impact on the evaluation of faithful-

ness, as the level of grounding in the generated text can directly affect the implementation
of faithfulness evaluation. Faithfulness essentially examines two aspects: (1) the degree
to which the generated output is faithful to the input information, and (2) the degree to
which the generated output adheres to the requirements of the task itself (i.e., whether the
requirements are met or not). In the case of topic-shift dialogue generation, faithfulness
may require the generated response to be grounded in the previous conversation history
whilst also naturally shifting the conversational topic. Therefore, the requirements for
faithfulness can vary significantly between tasks, and it is crucial to design evaluation
strategies that account for these specific factors to accurately assess the quality of generated
text.

Language use. The three language generation tasks examined in this study are diverse in
nature and belong to different domains, which results in the use of distinct domain-specific
vocabulary and language styles. For example, the first task requires the generation of
text that describes simple visual scenes using a controlled vocabulary, whereas the second
task generates concise texts from real-world semi-structured data in a specific football
domain. In contrast, the third task generates text in an open-domain chit-chat setting,
but with a specific topic focus specified by the task. This variation in domain-related
language use has a crucial impact on the evaluation of grammaticality, as the evaluation
of grammaticality requires the consideration of linguistic norms and patterns specific to the
domain for an accurate assessment. This highlights the importance of domain adaptation
when evaluating the quality of language generation systems. The evaluation process should
carefully take into account the specific context in which the generated text is intended to
be used to ensure that the evaluation metrics accurately reflect the quality of the generated
text.

In summary, we can observe a common thread that ties the three tasks together when
zooming out from specific task features. This thread is the level of grounding of the input
information imposed on the generation process, which ranges from the highly grounded
description-focused captioning and highlight generation tasks to the more loosely-formed
dialogue generation task. Additionally, the availability of the underlying ground truth
decreases from the fully controlled synthetic image captioning setup, to the partially
accessible match statistics and finally the implicitly referred dialogue context.

Examining each task individually allows us to discern how task-specific differences,
such as the number of input modalities, introduce new dimensions to the generation and
evaluation processes. While it may be challenging to establish a standard practice for
evaluating natural language generation models, adopting better-designed, finer-grained
evaluation practices holds potential for improving the field. This ultimately will lead to
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a more focused evaluation process, and enable more meaningful comparisons between
different NLG models.
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Chapter 5

ShapeWorldICE: Synthetic image
captioning and evaluation

5.1 Introduction

The first task that I investigate is synthetic image captioning1. To begin, I will provide an
introduction to this task and existing work related to the task (see section 5.2), followed
by an introduction to the ShapeWorldICE benchmark created for this work (see section
5.3), and an exploration of the GFD framework proposed to evaluate this task, the
evaluation results and detailed discussions (see sections 5.4-5.6).

5.2 The task of syntactic image captioning

Image captioning is a multimodal task that has drawn much interest in recent years. In
the general form of image captioning, a model is presented with an image and the goal is
to generate a natural language description for the image. More formally, given an image x,
the image captioning task aims to generate a natural language sequence y = y1, y2, . . . , yN

1Acknowledgement: The results presented in this chapter are a continuation of the work the I did in
the first year of my PhD. The content of this work was accepted and published as a conference paper with
the title “Going Beneath the Surface: Evaluating Image Captioning for Grammaticality, Truthfulness and
Diversity” at the MetaEval workshop of the AAAI 2020, co-authored with Thomas Sherborne, Alexander
Kuhnle and Ann Copestake (Xie et al., 2020).
Preliminary work on using the ShapeWorld framework for captioning was carried out by Thomas Sherborne
in an MPhil project co-supervised by Alexander Kuhnle and Ann Copestake. Sherborne’s main experiments
were on the very simplest ShapeWorld datasets (mainly on OneShape) since his evaluation methodology
could not be extended. I co-developed the GFD evaluation for the image captioning task with Alexander
Kuhnle. Kuhnle developed the ShapeWorld data generation framework, which served as the foundation
for the diagnostic ShapeWorldICE dataset presented in this chapter. He also proposed the ShapeWorld-
specific diversity evaluation approach for the task. Nevertheless, I extended the diversity evaluation by
incorporating two measures, word-level diversity and parse-level diversity, which offer better generalisation
to other generation scenarios beyond ShapeWorld. All other experiments and findings presented here
represent my own work.
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A few boats that are in a small body of water.

Many people are in boats sailing down a river.

A boat travelling along a river surrounded by

grass fields.

A view of a river with a few boats on it.

People on a barge paddling down the river.

Two wooden benches sitting on a field of grass.

Cat sleeping on wooden park bench on grass

near stone wall.

A cat sits on a wooden bench in the grass.

A wooden bench is sitting in a grassy area.

A park bench that has a cat on it.

Figure 5.1: Example images and reference captions in the MS-COCO dataset.

Caption 1 : A shape is to the left of a semicircle.

Caption 2 : A blue triangle is to the left of a semicircle.

Caption 3 : A semicircle is below a gray triangle.

Caption 4 : A semicircle is to the left of a triangle.

Figure 5.2: ShapeWorld example: spatial statements in the context of multiple shapes.
The first three statements are faithful and diverse descriptions of the image. The fourth
statement is wrong, but nonetheless exhibits a high degree of n-gram overlap with the
faithful reference captions.

which describes the visual contents in image x. Figure 5.1 shows two example images and
human-annotated captions in the MS-COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014). Note that in this
section, the terms caption and description are used interchangeably.

This task is not only significant but also technically challenging, as it requires a precise
grasp of both the content of and the correlation between vision and language. Driven by
recent advances in deep learning techniques along with the release of large-scale datasets
specifically curated for the image captioning task, many recent image captioning models
have been reported as achieving “super-human” performance on this task (Zhou et al., 2020;
Hu et al., 2022; Demirel and Cinbis, 2022). However, researchers have observed that models
tend to exploit the unfavourable biases present in the training data to game the generation
task and achieve superficially impressive evaluation results, whilst their fundamental ability
to understand images and generate text remains questionable (Mohamed et al., 2022;
Bhargava and Forsyth, 2019; Zhao et al., 2021; Bakr et al., 2023). This is unsurprising for
two main reasons. Firstly, the majority of existing real-world image captioning datasets
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are collected through crowd-sourcing, which almost always compromises the quality of the
collected data due to both the inherent limitations of the collection approach itself and
the varying levels of expertise among the crowd annotators (Aker et al., 2012; Hossain
and Kauranen, 2015; Daniel et al., 2018). Secondly, current evaluation methods for image
captioning primarily rely on automated evaluation metrics such as BLEU, supplemented
by coarse-grained human evaluations. Overall, there is an abundance of unfavourable
biases hidden in many existing image captioning datasets, and a general inadequacy of
current evaluation benchmarks to capture the crucial aspects of a model’s performance
on a specific task. As such, it becomes necessary to conscientiously explore alternative
automated standards and accompanying datasets that can genuinely assess the actual
performance of models.

To address the above two challenges in image captioning evaluation, I constructed a
synthetic dataset specifically tailored for image captioning, utilising the publicly available
ShapeWorld data generation framework (Kuhnle and Copestake, 2017). By focusing on a
synthetic setting, it is possible to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of image
captioning models. This synthetic dataset brings several significant advantages in terms of
model evaluation:

1. Control over bias. By constructing a synthetic dataset, it is possible to carefully
control unintended biases presented in the data. This enables a more balanced and
controlled environment to evaluate image captioning models, mitigating the influence
of unfavourable biases that may be prevalent in real-world datasets.

2. Availability of ground truth representations. In a synthetic setting, we have the
advantage of knowing the ground truth representation behind every image. This
enables a reference-less evaluation of model performance, as we can directly assess
model-generated captions against the underlying ground truth representation of the
images, rather than a couple of human-written reference captions.

3. Systematic evaluation. With a synthetic dataset, we can systematically vary the
properties of the images and captions, which allows us to investigate the robustness
and adaptability of image captioning models across different scenarios.

4. Generalisation ability. Using a synthetic setting allows us to design specific scenarios
to test the generalisation ability of particular models. By evaluating model perfor-
mance on unseen images generated under controlled conditions, we can gain deeper
insights into how well the models can handle novel inputs.

A more comprehensive discussion of the rationale behind using synthetic benchmarks
for fine-grained evaluation can be found in Kuhnle (2020, pp. 35-36). While I acknowledge
the limitations of employing an entirely synthetic specification, such as the inherent
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dissimilarity between synthetic and real-world data, I believe that the synthetic nature
of the data does not diminish its utility for my purposes. The primary objective of
this synthetic task is to facilitate a more comprehensive evaluation of image captioning
models. The synthetic dataset coupled with the GFD evaluation benchmark serves as
a supplementary approach to mainstream evaluation practices. As such, it should not
be considered as the perfect test-bed for assessing model performance, but rather as an
essential preparatory test that models must pass to demonstrate a certain level of genuine
image understanding and linguistic composition.

5.2.1 Related work on image captioning

5.2.1.1 Existing datasets

A wide range of real-world datasets have been used for benchmarking image captioning
models and evaluating their performance. These datasets usually contain complex scenes
from the real world, with each image associated with multiple captions in which detailed
information about the image is described. An early attempt at collecting image captioning
data is the Flickr8k dataset (Hodosh et al., 2013), which consists of 8k images collected
from Flickr. Each image is paired with five different crowd-sourced annotations that
describe the entities and events depicted in the image. Flickr30k (Young et al., 2014)
extends the Flickr8k benchmark to include more image-caption pairs, consisting of 30k
images with 150k human-annotated captions, which are collected in the same way as
Flickr8k.

The Microsoft Common Objects in Context (MS-COCO) dataset (Lin et al., 2014) is
one of the most commonly used datasets to train and evaluate image captioning models.
MS-COCO consists of 328k images collected from Flickr presenting real-world objects and
scenarios. This dataset is created with extensive use of Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT),
with each distinct image paired with five human-annotated captions describing its visual
contents.

Visual Genome (Krishna et al., 2017) is a another large-scale dataset for image
captioning collected by crowd-sourcing. It consists of over 108k real-world non-iconic
images from Flickr, each of which contains an average of 35 objects, 26 attributes and 21
pairwise relationships between objects. Visual Genome annotates separate captions for
multiple regions in an image, providing a dense set of image descriptions.

VizWiz-Captions (Gurari et al., 2020) consists of 39K images originating from real-world
use cases of captioning services for visually impaired people, while SentiCap (Mathews
et al., 2016) provides several thousand images and accompanying captions with positive
and negative sentiments.

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in using synthetic datasets as diagnostic
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tools for image captioning models, with examples including CLEVR (Johnson et al.,
2017) and ShapeWorld (Kuhnle and Copestake, 2017). The primary motivation behind
developing these synthetic benchmarks is to reduce complexity that is considered irrelevant
to the evaluation focus, and to enable better control over the content of training and testing
data. These datasets can be highly valuable for evaluating image captioning models under
controlled conditions with known ground truths, allowing researchers to identify areas for
improvement and to explore the impact of specific model architectures and features on
performance.

5.2.1.2 Existing models

Early approaches in image captioning addressed the task using a retrieval-based method
(Ordonez et al., 2011; Gupta et al., 2012; Patterson et al., 2014). When presented with
a query image, these models search for similar images in a database. A caption is then
constructed based on the descriptions corresponding to the retrieved set of similar images.
The caption for the query image can be generated by simply reusing the caption of the
most similar image from the retrieved set, or by crafting a new description drawing from
the descriptions of the similar images.

As deep learning approaches developed, they have increasingly been proposed for use
in image captioning. Many of these models (Vinyals et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2015; Donahue
et al., 2015; Yao et al., 2017c; Aneja et al., 2018) are built upon the typical end-to-end
encoder-decoder framework, which is inspired by the neural machine translation framework
(Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014). In this framework, image captioning is
treated as a translation task from images to natural language descriptions. These models
learn to encode a source image into a static representation using convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) and to decode a target caption from the image representation using
recurrent neural networks (RNNs). In practice, long short-term memory models (LSTMs)
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) are often used as the decoder given their ability to
retain short-term memory over a relatively long period, alongside their performance in
sequence tasks. The end-to-end design of neural models guarantees that all the parameters
of a neural model can be jointly learned from the training data, alleviating the user from
the burden of extensive feature engineering.

Building on the encoder-decoder architectural paradigm, various attention mechanisms
have been adopted in recent work to enhance the performance of neural image captioning
models. For example, Xu et al. (2015) integrated a hard stochastic attention mechanism
and a soft deterministic attention mechanism to the encoder-decoder framework to decide
which parts of the image should be attended to at each time step. You et al. (2016)
proposed a neural image captioning model with semantic attention that detects semantic
concepts as candidates for attention using a bottom-up approach, in addition to deciding
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when and where to activate the attention according to a top-down visual feature. This
guides the model to attend to semantically important regions or objects whilst encoding
the images, thus preventing the model from being distracted by indifferent objects in
the background. More recently, Anderson et al. (2018) further combine bottom-up and
top-down attentions to enrich the visual feature information extracted from images, which
has proven beneficial for both image captioning and visual question answering (VQA).

Whilst most image captioning models focus on the generation of captions in general,
some studies have aimed to tackle more specific and challenging aspects of image captioning.
These areas of investigation include generating captions for rare or unseen objects in visual
scenes (Anderson et al., 2017; Yao et al., 2017b; Demirel and Cinbis, 2022), handling
complex scenes containing multiple objects (Venugopalan et al., 2017), and producing
captions that are more diverse and creative (Aneja et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2015; Khare
and Huber, 2019; Padmakumar and He, 2022).

Inspired by the prevalent success of pre-trained NLP models such as BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019), other recent studies have investigated vision-language pre-training approaches
(Zhou et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021a; Changpinyo et al.,
2021; Hu et al., 2022). These pre-trained vision-language models are usually trained on
large-scale image-text corpora to learn universal multimodal representations, which can be
further fine-tuned on various downstream vision-language tasks. The most commonly used
pre-training tasks for such training are arguably multimodal masked language modelling
(Yang et al., 2021), a multimodal counterpart of the masked language modelling (MLM)
task in the BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019). Other pre-training tasks such as image-text
matching and multimodal contrastive learning are also widely used (Yang et al., 2021).
Utilising these pre-trained multimodal representations has been reported to have achieved
promising results for the downstream image captioning task, as well as for a variety of
other multimodal tasks (Zhou et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2022).

5.2.1.3 Existing evaluation metrics

In addition to the automatic metrics that are widely used for most NLG tasks (e.g., BLEU,
METEOR, etc), there are a number of metrics that are specially designed to evaluate
image captioning models. SPICE (Anderson et al., 2016) is a recent evaluation metric
specifically designed for the task of image captioning. SPICE parses both the candidate
caption and reference captions to scene graphs, and then examines the agreement between
logical tuples extracted from these scene graphs. The SPICE metric with its focus on
semantic propositional content most closely relates to our faithfulness evaluation, although
it still approaches propositional analysis as overlap comparison to reference captions.

An alternative approach used for image captioning evaluation proposes a ranking
task for plausible alternatives (Hodosh et al., 2013). This approach offers the possibility
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for adversarial evaluation where decoy captions are chosen based on their similarity to
the target caption (Ding et al., 2016), or automatically generated as minimally different
adversaries (Hodosh and Hockenmaier, 2016; Shekhar et al., 2017). However, these
approaches are ultimately constrained by the quality of the images and captions, which
are usually obtained from crowd-sourcing.

Recent work has further explored increasing the diversity of generated captions, for
which various measures have been proposed. Devlin et al. (2015) investigates the concept
of caption diversity by evaluating performance on compositionally novel images. van
Miltenburg et al. (2018) frames image captioning as a word recall task and proposed
several metrics, predominantly focusing on diversity at the word level. However, this
direction is still relatively new and lacks standardised benchmarks and metrics.

5.3 The ShapeWorldICE benchmark

In this thesis, I constructed a synthetic benchmark designed for diagnostic image captioning
evaluation. This evaluation benchmark is named ShapeWorldICE (ShapeWorld for
Image Captioning Evaluation). Before diving into the ShapeWorldICE benchmark, I
will first introduce the ShapeWorld framework (Kuhnle and Copestake, 2017) upon which
this new benchmark is constructed.

5.3.1 The ShapeWorld framework

Recently, a multitude of synthetic datasets have been proposed as diagnostic tools for NLP
models, such as CLEVR (Johnson et al., 2017) for visual question answering (VQA), the
bAbI tasks (Weston et al., 2015) for text understanding and reasoning, and ShapeWorld
(Kuhnle and Copestake, 2017) for visually grounded language understanding. The primary
motivation behind building artificial data in these projects is to reduce visual or language
(or both) complexity considered irrelevant to the evaluation focus, to enable better control
over the content of training and testing data, and to provide more detailed insights into
strengths and limitations of learned model behaviours. van Miltenburg et al. (2020)
advocated the use of synthetic data which enables practitioners to learn more about the
models that they build for real-world applications. As one can control the level of cleanness
(or messiness) of the synthetic data that is curated, the evaluation for models trained and
tested on such data is likely to be more informative about what a model can or cannot
handle.

In this work, I developed an image captioning evaluation benchmark utilising the
ShapeWorld framework (Kuhnle and Copestake, 2017). ShapeWorld is a controlled data
generation framework consisting of abstract coloured shapes (see Figure 5.2 for an example).
ShapeWorld has proven to be useful for in-depth inspection of VQA-style models (Kuhnle
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Type Variant Caption Image

Exist

OneShape
There is a green cross.
A rectangle is green.

There is a cyan shape.

MultiShapes
A shape is a gray triangle.

There is a square.
There is a yellow circle.

Spatial

TwoShapes
The lowermost red shape is a pentagon.
There is a cross above a yellow shape.

A yellow square is to the left of a pentagon.

MultiShapes
A triangle is to the left of a semicircle.

A circle is above a green rectangle.
A semicircle is to the left of a circle.

Quant

Count
Exactly one circle is yellow.

More than one of the green shapes are rectangles.
Exactly zero shapes are ellipses.

Ratio
A quarter of the shapes are rectangles.

A third of the rectangles are magenta squares.
At least half the shapes are green rectangles.

Table 5.1: Examples from the ShapeWorldICE datasets (faithful captions in green,
false in red). Images from Existential-OneShape contain one object, while images from
Spatial-TwoShapes contain two objects. Images from the other four datasets follow the
same distribution with multiple abstract objects present in a visual scene.

et al., 2018). In this thesis, ShapeWorld is used to generate training and evaluation data
for two major reasons. Firstly, ShapeWorld supports customised data generation according
to user specification, which enables a variety of model inspections in terms of language
construction, visual complexity and reasoning ability. The second benefit is that each
training and test instance generated in ShapeWorld is returned as a triplet of <image,
caption, world model>. The world model stores information about the underlying
micro-world used to generate an image, internally represented as a list of entities with
their attributes, such as shape, colour and position. During data generation, ShapeWorld
randomly samples a world model from a set of available entities and attributes. The
generated world model is then used to realise a corresponding instance consisting of an
image and a caption. Each image is a direct visualisation based on the attribute values
contained in the sampled world model. On the linguistic side, ShapeWorld utilises deep
semantic representations based on dependency minimal recursion semantics (Copestake,
2009, DMRS) and the broad-coverage English Resource Grammar (Flickinger, 2000, ERG)
to realise an underlying world model representation to a textual caption. As such, every
image rendered within ShapeWorld is a straightforward visualisation of a particular world
model, whilst every caption is also directly realised from the world model. The world
model provides the actual semantic information contained in an image, which allows the
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evaluation of faithfulness of a caption to a particular image.

5.3.2 ShapeWorldICE for image captioning evaluation

The present study introduces the ShapeWorldICE benchmark, which comprises synthetic
data specifically tailored for the task of image captioning using the ShapeWorld data gener-
ation framework (Kuhnle and Copestake, 2017). Expanding upon the original ShapeWorld
framework, three distinct types of ShapeWorldICE datasets were constructed, including
Existential, Spatial, and Quantification. Each dataset emphasises a specific aspect
of the captioning task. Existential captions focus on determining the presence of objects
within an image, while Spatial captions describe the fundamental spatial relationships
between objects in a visual scene. On the other hand, Quantification captions pro-
vide count-based or ratio-based descriptions of objects within an image. Moreover, two
variants were developed for each caption type, emphasising different levels of visual com-
plexity or specific reasoning aspects. For example, the Existential-OneShape (denoted
as Exist-OneShape) images consist of a single coloured object in an image, whilst the
Existential-MultiShapes (abbreviated as Exist-MultiShape) images contain multiple
objects in a visual scene. The Spatial images also contain two variants. The first variant,
Spatial-TwoShapes, consists of images containing only two objects. The correspond-
ing captions for these images aims to describe the spatial relationship between the two
objects. The second variant, Spatial-MultiShapes, pertains to images with multiple
objects, typically exceeding two. In this case, the captions focus on spatial relationships
involving two of the objects within the multi-object image. The Quantification-Count

captions, referred to as Quant-Count, concern the number of specific types of objects
within a multi-object image. Conversely, the Quantification-Ratio captions, referred
to as Quant-Ratio, approach the quantification problem from a different perspective,
describing the proportion of a particular type of objects relative to the total number
of objects in the image. A comprehensive overview of the ShapeWorldICE datasets
developed in this work is presented in Table 5.1.

In accordance with standard machine learning practices, every ShapeWorldICE

dataset is partitioned into three splits: a training set containing 200,000 instances, a
validation set containing 4,096 instances, and a test set containing 4,096 instances. Each
training and validation instance comprises an image and a corresponding reference caption.
Note that the GFD framework is a reference-less evaluation framework, meaning that it
does not rely on reference captions to carry out evaluation on the test set. However, to
enable the comparison of our proposed GFD framework with reference-dependent metrics
such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and SPICE (Anderson et al., 2016), I randomly
sampled ten reference captions for each instance in the test set.
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5.4 Evaluating grammaticality for generated captions

An essential requirement for an image captioning system to be considered as competent is to
be able to produce captions that are grammatically well-formed. Assessing grammaticality
for a general piece of text is a difficult task in itself, but becomes more feasible within a
constrained context such as the synthetic ShapeWorldICE benchmark.

5.4.1 Parsability with the ERG as a proxy

As introduced in chapter 3, the parsability of a model-generated caption with the ERG
(Flickinger, 2000) is taken as a surrogate for the evaluation of grammaticality. In this
sense, a candidate caption is considered as grammatical if it is possible to obtain a valid
parse using the ERG. Given a set of N captions generated by an image captioning model,
the grammaticality score (denoted as G) obtained by the model on the test samples can
be formally defined as:

G =
#{parsable}

N

where #{parsable} denotes the number of captions that can be successfully parsed with
the ERG.

5.4.2 Baseline models

I conducted experiments with two contemporaneously proposed image captioning models:
the Show&Tell model (Vinyals et al., 2015) and the LRCN1u model (Donahue et al., 2015).
Both models follow the typical architecture used in image captioning tasks. They employ a
CNN-based component to encode images into feature representations, and an LSTM-based
component to decode a natural language sequence based on the image representations.
The main difference between these two models lies in how they handle inputs during the
caption generation process. In the Show&Tell model, an image representation is only
provided once at the beginning of the decoding process to inform the decoder about the
content of an image, whilst the LRCN1u model feeds the image representation along with
the embedded representation of the previously generated word to the decoder at each time
step during the caption generation process.

In this work, the Show&Tell model was implemented using the open-sourced im2txt
library2. The LRCN1u model is a TensorFlow implementation of the initial Caffe code3.
Word embeddings in the LSTM were randomly initialised, whilst initial weights in the CNN
component were obtained by pre-training the component on a relevant object detection
task.

2github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/research/im2txt
3github.com/jeffdonahue/caffe/tree/recurrent/examples/coco caption
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Figure 5.3: Evaluation results of grammaticality for the Show&Tell model and the LRCN1u
model on Exist-MultiShapes. SnT denotes the Show&Tell model, whilst LRCN denotes
the LRCN1u model.

Following established best practice in transfer learning, I fine-tuned the models on
the ShapeWorldICE datasets. Models are trained and tested in an end-to-end process.
Each training instance consists of an image and a reference caption. During fine-tuning,
the CNN encoder and the LSTM decoder of both models are jointly trained by optimising
the cross-entropy training loss. I used the Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a
learning rate of 0.001 and a batch size of 64. I fine-tuned model hyperparameters based on
the performance on the validation set. At test time, only the test images were available to
the evaluated models. Underlying world models were kept from the models, and were only
used for later GFD evaluation.

5.4.3 Results

Model comparison. Figure 5.3 presents the grammaticality scores obtained by Show&Tell
and LRCN1u on the test set of Exist-MultiShapes. All reported results were measured on
the test split, employing the model parameters that yielded superior validation performance.
To investigate the progression of model performance throughout the training process, the
grammaticality scores obtained by each model on the test set were systematically recorded.
This recording took place as the models underwent training for a fixed number of 100,000
iterations. The observed trend reveals that both models exhibit an early ability to produce
grammatically well-formed captions, even from the initial stages of training.

Model inspection. I further examined the ratios of grammatical sentences pro-
duced by the LRCN1u model for different types of ShapeWorldICE datasets, includ-
ing Exist-OneShape, Exist-MultiShape, Spatial-TwoShapes, Spatial-MultiShapes,
Quant-Count and Quant-Ratio. The objective was to investigate whether language struc-
ture variations in captions across different datasets impacted the grammaticality of the
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Figure 5.4: Grammaticality scores for LRCN1u on Exist-OneShape, Exist-MultiShapes,
Spatial-TwoShapes, Spatial-MultiShapes, Quant-Count and Quant-Ratio. Results
are cropped to only report the first 20,000 iterations, as the grammaticality scores stay at
1.0 afterwards for all ShapeWorldICE datasets.

model’s generated descriptions.
Figure 5.4 presents the curves of grammaticality scores obtained by LRCN1u on different

ShapeWorldICE datasets during the first 20,000 training iterations. The Show&Tell
model exhibited a similar trend. Notably, the graph indicates that the LRCN1u model
consistently achieved near-perfect grammaticality scores for captions generated across all
ShapeWorldICE data types in under 5,000 training iterations, showcasing the model’s
rapid acquisition of the ability to generate grammatically well-formed sentences.

It is important to mention that all training captions in ShapeWorldICE are meticu-
lously rendered using the ERG in a controlled manner. Consequently, it is unsurprising that
statistical models trained on the ShapeWorldICE data can generate captions that suc-
cessfully pass the parsing tests within the same grammar engine, attaining correspondingly
high grammaticality scores.

5.5 Evaluating faithfulness for generated captions

The combination of a fully controlled data configuration and full access to underlying
world models in ShapeWorldICE enable a thorough examination of the consistency
between a caption and the actual visual content the caption aims to describe.

5.5.1 Evaluating faithfulness against world models

The evaluation of caption faithfulness relies heavily on the underlying world models, as
they encode the ground truth attributes and values of specific visual scenes.
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In this work, I adopted a deep-semantics inspired approach leveraging the DMRS
representation (Copestake, 2009), which was initially used in the ShapeWorld framework
to render captions from world models. During the faithfulness evaluation process, a caption
generated by a model is first parsed with the ERG, following a similar procedure to the
aforementioned grammaticality evaluation. The resulting ERG parse is converted into
a DMRS graph using the pydmrs tool (Copestake et al., 2016). As such, each DMRS
graph serves as a logical semantic graph representation of the original caption. I then
construct a logical predicate based on the converted DMRS graph and evaluate it against
the underlying world model associated with the corresponding image. By examining the
logical agreement between the logical predicate representation of a caption and the world
model of an image, it is possible to assess the agreement of the caption to its corresponding
image.

Figure 5.5: Evaluation results of faithfulness for the Show&Tell model and the LRCN1u
model on Exist-MultiShapes. SnT denotes the Show&Tell model, whilst LRCN denotes
the LRCN1u model.

5.5.2 Results

Model comparison. Faithfulness results for the Show&Tell model and the LRCN1u

model on Exist-MultiShapes are presented in figure 5.5. It can be seen that LRCN1u

is clearly superior in terms of faithfulness, achieving 100% faithfulness halfway through
training, whereas Show&Tell only slowly attains around 90% faithfulness by the end
of 100,000 iterations. This indicates that incorporating visual features at every gener-
ation step is beneficial for producing faithful captions. I observed similar results with
other ShapeWorldICE datasets that I experimented with, validating the superiority of
LRCN1u over Show&Tell in terms of generating faithful captions on ShapeWorldICE.

Correlation with BLEU/SPICE scores. The analysis of the results presented in
figure 5.6 highlights a noticeable lack of correlation between BLEU/SPICE scores and
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(a) Exist-OneShape (b) Exist-MultiShapes

(c) Spatial-TwoShapes (d) Spatial-MultiShapes

(e) Quant-Count (f) Quant-Ratio

Figure 5.6: Evaluation results with different metrics for LRCN1u on Exist-OneShape,
Exist-MultiShapes, Spatial-TwoShapes, Spatial-MultiShapes, Quant-Count and
Quant-Ratio. Faithfulness refers to the faithfulness score, i.e., the ratio of generated
captions that agree with ground-truth world models. BLEU and SPICE denote the average
BLEU-4 score and the average SPICE score obtained across the test split, respectively.

caption faithfulness. While the BLEU score seems to be a reliable indicator of caption
faithfulness in the simple scenario of Exist-OneShape, its effectiveness diminishes in more
complex scenarios. Specifically, in the case of Spatial-MultiShapes, spatial descriptors
are chosen from a fixed set including “above”, “below ”, “to the left of ” and “to the right
of ”. In this case, there is a high likelihood that a generated spatial descriptor matches one
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Figure 5.7: Faithfulness scores for LRCN1u on Exist-OneShape, Exist-MultiShapes,
Spatial-TwoShapes, Spatial-MultiShapes, Quant-Count and Quant-Ratio.

of the descriptors in the reference captions, leading to inflated BLEU scores. As such, it is
evident that an increased BLEU score does not necessarily imply improved performance,
thereby underscoring the limitations of BLEU as a comprehensive measure of caption
faithfulness.

Despite SPICE’s consideration of the semantic aspects of a visual scene to a greater
extent than n-gram-based metrics, it still faces an inherent and systematic challenge due
to its reliance on surface reference captions as a proxy for the actual visual contents.
Figure 5.6a demonstrates this issue, as the SPICE curve exhibits a downward trend in the
later stage of training on the Exist-OneShape dataset, while both the faithfulness score
and BLEU score show rapid early improvement followed by plateauing into a high score
afterwards. SPICE is calculated as the F1 score of scene graph matching between the
candidate and reference scene graphs. In cases where multiple objects are present in an
image, there can be multiple valid descriptions that are not referred to in the reference
captions. Consequently, a caption that overlaps only partially with the scene graph will be
penalised due to an imperfect recall score, regardless of its actual agreement with the image.
This issue highlights the limitation of SPICE in accurately capturing the faithfulness of
captions, particularly when considering the full complexity and variability of visual scenes.

Model inspection. Similarly to the grammaticality evaluation, the faithfulness
evaluation metric can also be used to inspect a specific model architecture. The closed-world
controlled specification of ShapeWorldICE provides an ideal setting for a diagnostic
evaluation of caption faithfulness, especially across varying training data scenarios. To
investigate how visual complexity and linguistic construction affect the behaviour of an
image captioning model, I trained the LRCN1u model on various ShapeWorldICE

datasets and subsequently generated faithfulness curves for these model variants over
100,000 training steps, as depicted in figure 5.7.
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An important observation from the evaluation results in figure 5.7 is the model’s
inability to effectively learn complex spatial relationships. While caption faithfulness score
remains relatively high in the simple Spatial-TwoShapes scenario, it significantly drops
when dealing with more intricate visual scenes in the Spatial-MultiShapes dataset. This
substantial decrease in faithfulness clearly highlights the model’s deficiency regarding its
ability to directly acquire spatial relationships from complex visual scenes.

Furthermore, the experiment results obtained from the count-based and ratio-based
Quantification datasets display the poor performance of the LRCN1u model in terms
of caption faithfulness. Specifically, the model achieved faithfulness scores of 0.50 and
0.46 on the Quant-Count and Quant-Ratio tasks respectively. These findings indicate
that counting-related tasks pose a significant challenge for the LRCN1u architecture,
further underscoring the limitations of the model in accurately capturing and expressing
quantitative information in captions.

5.6 Evaluating diversity for generated captions

Recent studies have highlighted that maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) training
encourages models to generate captions that closely resemble those in the training set.
Consequently, models tend to generate uniform and generic descriptions for similar images
(Dai et al., 2017; van Miltenburg et al., 2018). This proven deficiency provides the impetus
for diversity to be established as the third fundamental criterion in caption evaluation.

It is worth noting that the initial diversity evaluation described in the paper “Going
Beneath the Surface: Evaluating Image Captioning for Grammaticality, Truthfulness
and Diversity” (Xie et al., 2020) was tailored to ShapeWorld4, utilising the pre-defined
construction rules available in the world models in ShapeWorld. In this thesis, I have
focused on two other aspects of diversity evaluation: word-level diversity and parse-level
diversity. These two aspects are more versatile and applicable to complex scenarios where
the underlying construction rules may not be readily available. They will also be utilised
in the diversity evaluation for the two upcoming tasks introduced in subsequent chapters.

5.6.1 Word-level diversity

Another level of diversity I consider is word-level diversity. The word-level diversity of a
sentence is defined as the normalised type-token ratio (TTR) of the sentence.

4Given that ShapeWorld inherently exploits a pre-defined set of caption constructions, it is possible to
measure the diversity of model-generated caption constructions by comparing them to those rendered in
the training data by the ShapeWorld generation framework. To achieve this, the language constructions
sampled in the training captions are taken as a proxy for optimal caption diversity. Further details on
how to calculate the ShapeWorld-specific diversity score can be found in Xie et al. (2020).
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The conventional version of TTR (Richards, 1987) calculates the ratio of the number
of different types to the number of all tokens in a text:

TTR =
#type

#token
(5.1)

Conventional TTR’s usefulness primary lies in revealing lexical richness when the texts
to be compared are of the same length. A high TTR indicates a significant level of lexical
variation; the larger the resulting TTR, the less repetitive the vocabulary use. However,
when text lengths vary, the conventional TTR is negatively correlated with the number of
tokens in a text (Richards, 1987). Long sentences tend to get rated below shorter sentences
using the conventional TTR. This is understandable - the longer a text runs on, the fewer
examples of novel vocabulary will be introduced. To address this issue, I implement an
alternative variant of TTR with length normalisation - moving average type-token ratio
(Covington and McFall, 2010, MATTR) - as the word-level diversity measure. MATTR
works by computing a conventional TTR for every n running words (called a window) in
a text, and then taking the average of the TTRs for all chunks as the normalised TTR.
Formally, given a set of model predictions y1, y2, . . . , yN and a pre-set window n, all tokens
in the concatenated sequence [y1; y2; . . . ; yN ] can be sliced into chunks of tokens of the
window size n. Denote the resulting chunks as T1, T2, . . . , Tm, where Ti is the i-th trunk
containing n tokens, and m is the number of all sliced chunks. The word-level diversity
(denoted as DIVwl) is defined as

DIVwl = MATTR(y1, . . . , yN)

=

Pm
i=1 TTR(Ti)

m

(5.2)

When computing the number of types in a text, there are multiple linguistic elements
that can potentially be used as the type of a word. In this thesis, I used the base dictionary
form of a word (known as a lemma) for the categorisation of types. The reason of choosing
lemmas over other linguistic elements (such as stems) is that the lemmatisation process
takes into account the morphological analysis of a word to find its basic dictionary form.
As a result, a lemma is the basic form of all possible inflectional forms, whereas a stem
is not. As such, using lemmas is a more sensible choice concerning representing types. I
used the NLTK implementation of the WordNetLemmatizer (Bird et al., 2009) to extract
lemmas from words.

5.6.2 Parse-level diversity

Whilst word-level diversity examines lexical difference, parse-level diversity focuses on
structural variety within model outputs. Parse-level diversity examines the number of
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sb-hd_mc_c

there_expl hd_optcmp_c

hd-cmp_u_c

be_th_cop_is
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(a) Syntactic derivation tree.
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(b) Phrase-structure tree.

Figure 5.8: Syntactic derivation and phrase structure trees for “There is a blue square”.

different constructions a model can generate, and the construction variety between model
outputs. In parse-level diversity evaluation, the model outputs are first parsed into
derivation trees in which key information about grammar construction in the input is
enclosed. From the derivation trees, we can obtain a set of grammar rules that occur in
the model outputs. The outputs are then mapped to vector representations based on the
grammar rules that are present in individual parse trees. This vectorisation step converts
a natural language sentence into an embedding which represents grammar rule presence
in the original sentence. Parse-level diversity is calculated as the sparsity of the vector
cluster, weighted by the number of different constructions seen in this output group.

5.6.2.1 Derivation trees

A derivation tree, or a parse tree, is an ordered, rooted tree that represents the syntactic
structure of a sentence. Derivation trees encode important syntactic information about
linguistic inputs. In this work, I used the DELPH-IN syntactic derivation tree (Ivanova
et al., 2012, 2013) as an instance of the derivation trees. The syntactic derivation tree is
a head-driven phrase structure grammar (HPSG) derivation tree. The rationale behind
choosing the syntactic derivation tree over other representations is that the syntactic
derivation structure provides fine-grained, complete information to rebuild a sentence or
replay an HPSG analysis. Figure 5.8 compares the syntactic derivation tree of the sentence
“There is a blue square” with its phrase structure analysis. The syntactic derivation
tree differs from the traditional phrase structure tree mostly in the granularity and the
level of hierarchy encoded in their representations. Traditional phrase structure trees
usually provide information about lexical nodes and shallow grammar entries (labelled with
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“S”, “NP”, “VP”, etc). In contrast, the syntactic derivation trees not only encode lexical
information, but also present hierarchical construction rules of syntactic components.

A syntactic derivation tree is composed of identifiers for grammar entities, including
grammar rules and lexical entries. There are three types of nodes in a syntactic derivation
tree: the root node which denotes the abstract root of a parse, the phrasal nodes which
store information about grammar rules, and the leaf nodes which contain the input tokens
and their fine-grained lexical information. For the syntactic derivation tree illustrated
in figure 5.8a, phrasal nodes denote grammar rules exhibited in the sentence, such as
sb-hd_mc_c (head + subject, main clause), hd-cmp_u_c (head + complement), and
aj-hdn_norm_c (nominal head + preceding adjunct). Leaf nodes denote lexical entries in
the input, such as a_det (“a”), blue_a1 (“blue”), and square_n1 (“square”).

For the calculation of parse-level diversity, the phrasal nodes are most relevant as they
contain the entity names of specific grammar rules and the locations where the rules are
applied.

5.6.2.2 Vectorisation

At the vectorisation step, model-generated sentences are mapped to vector representations.
The mapping is performed based on whether a specific grammar rule is present in a
highlight’s derivation tree.

Suppose a generation model outputs a number of sentences y1, y2, . . . , yV for the test set
containing V test samples. The derivation trees parsed from the outputs are T1, T2, . . . , TV .
By iterating over the derivation trees and finding all the phrasal nodes, we can obtain a
set of unique grammar rules that appeared in the nodes, denoted as r1, r2, . . . , rD.

For each model-generated caption yi, we initialise a D-dimensional vector vi. Each
component in vi is decided as below:

vi
j =

8
<

:
1, if rj in Ti

0, otherwise
(5.3)

where j 2 [1, 2, . . . , D].
The resulting vector vi of a caption yi is a D-dimensional vector consisting of 0s and 1s

as its components. The value of each vector component indicates the presence of a specific
grammar rule in the caption yi. After the mapping for all model-generated outputs, we
have a cluster of V vectors with dimension D.

5.6.2.3 Parse-level diversity

To calculate how diverse a set of model outputs are with respect to grammatical construc-
tions, we can examine how compact the vectors obtained from the outputs using equation
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5.3 are, and how many constructions the model can generate. The more compact the
obtained vectors are, the more similar the grammatical constructions of the model outputs
are.

I first calculate the sparsity of the group of grammar rule vectors which are obtained
from the model outputs. The sparsity of a group of vectors is calculated as the mean
square distance of the vectors to the centroid vector (the average of all vectors). Here
the Euclidean distance between vectors is used as the geometric distance metric.

Sparsity(v1, . . . ,vV ) =
1

V

VX

i=1

(distEuc(v
i,v))2 (5.4)

where v is the centroid vector of v1,v2, . . . ,vV , and distEuc(vi,v) is the Euclidean distance
of vectors vi and v:

distEuc(v
i,v) =

vuut
DX

j=1

(vi
j � vj)2 (5.5)

where D is the dimension of vector vi.
Recall that the variance describes the level of variability around the expectation and

is calculated as the expected value of the squared difference between every element and
its expected value. Therefore, Sparsity(v1, . . . ,vV ) is equivalent to the variance of the
Euclidean distance of all vectors in the cluster.

The parse-level diversity (denoted as DIVpl) of the outputs of a model is calculated as
follows:

DIVpl = Sparsity(v1, . . . ,vV ) ⇤ log(D) (5.6)

DIVpl reflects a model’s ability of generating structurally different candidates. The
bigger the value DIVpl is, the higher parse-level diversity the outputs of a model have.

5.6.3 Results

Model inspection. Table 5.2 presents the word-level and parse-level diversity scores
obtained by LRCN1u on the full range of datasets. The evidence suggests that the diversity
of inferred captions is largely sensitive to the inherent variability of captions within each
dataset. In the case of simpler datasets such as Exist-OneShape, the model exhibits a
tendency to adopt uniform sentence structures when generating captions, as illustrated by
the low parse-level diversity score of 0.289 in table 5.2 on this particular dataset. More
complex datasets such as the two Quant variants clearly exhibit higher parse-level diversity
compared to other dataset variants. From this it can be inferred that caption diversity
benefits from the inclusion of the diverse and heterogeneous language constructions found
in more complex datasets.
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Type Variant DIVwl DIVpl

Exist OneShape 0.356 0.289
MultiShapes 0.368 0.696

Spatial TwoShapes 0.526 0.340
MultiShapes 0.493 0.389

Quant Count 0.527 2.809
Ratio 0.499 3.645

Table 5.2: Word-level and parse-level diversity scores for the LRCN1u model obtained
on Exist-OneShape, Exist-MultiShapes, Spatial-TwoShapes, Spatial-MultiShapes,
Quant-Count and Quant-Ratio. DIVwl and DIVpl refer to word-level and parse-level
diversity scores, respectively. The word-level diversity scores were calculated with a sliding
window size of 15 words.

5.7 Discussion

In this chapter, I introduced the first task scenario for the GFD evaluation framework,
facilitated by the ShapeWorldICE benchmark. The synthetic environment provided by
ShapeWorldICE played a crucial role in creating a controlled setting for a diagnostic
evaluation of the models. This setup allowed for a detailed study of their behaviours across
different levels of visual and linguistic complexity.

The in-depth examination of the GFD evaluation framework on two image captioning
models illuminated the complex inner workings of these models, offering understanding into
their performance based on various criteria. The grammaticality assessment, conducted
with the ERG, revealed an early competency in both models to produce captions that are
grammatically well-formed, regardless of the linguistic complexity of the training data.
A contrast between the faithfulness evaluation and traditional metrics showcased the
limitations of BLEU and SPICE as reliable measures in revealing caption faithfulness.
Their dependency on comparisons with reference captions led to an insufficient capture of
the genuine faithfulness of a generated caption to its corresponding world model. Finally,
the exploration of caption diversity underscored that diversity is not only model-dependent
but also reliant on the intrinsic variability of captions within each dataset. More complex
datasets with diverse and heterogeneous language constructions promoted greater diversity
in the generated captions.

The experimental findings in this chapter exposed the strengths and weaknesses of
the two image captioning models, showcasing the effectiveness of the GFD evaluation
framework in the context of this task. Additionally, this research highlighted the potential
of synthetic data in facilitating diagnostic evaluations of image captioning models. The
ShapeWorldICE benchmark, with its completely controlled data generation setup,
provided an ideal platform for conducting fine-grained inspection of model performance.
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Chapter 6

FHiG: Football highlight generation and
evaluation

In chapter 5, I discussed the task of image captioning using synthetic data and its
GFD evaluation framework. I will move on to another generation task - Football
Highlight Generation (FHiG). I consider this task an appropriate next step for the
ShapeWorldICE evaluation work. As discussed in chapter 5, ShapeWorldICE’s
synthetic scenes enable a finely controlled evaluation which could shed light on models’
strengths and limitations. In a synthetic setting, the visual ground truth is strictly con-
trolled. It is therefore possible to perform a very fine-grained, diagnostic evaluation for
aspects that are of particular importance for us. This is especially true for the faithfulness
evaluation, where access to the ground truth is essential. However, this synthetic setup
limits its use in real-world scenarios. The FHiG task bridges the requirements of a
controlled generation setup and a real-world scenario, due to the semi-structured nature
of its input.

In the subsequent sections, I will first give a formal definition of the task in section 6.1.
I will then introduce the dataset that is specifically curated for the purpose of this task
in section 6.2. Similar to the ShapeWorldICE work, a GFD evaluation framework is
proposed for the football highlight generation task. Baseline model implementation and
experiment results are presented in sections 6.3-6.7, followed by a discussion in section 6.8.

6.1 The task of football highlight generation

The task of football highlight generation (FHiG) falls into the broader research area of
data-to-text generation. In a data-to-text scenario, generation systems are expected to
predict an output y in a natural language form given an input x, which is usually in the
form of semi-structured data (such as diagrams and tables). FHiG is an instance of the
data-to-text task, in that the input of FHiG is match statistics and the output is a match
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highlight. Here a match highlight is a natural language description of an important event
in a football game, usually containing 1-3 natural sentences. Note that in this chapter I
will use the phrase match result and match statistics interchangeably - they both refer to
the outcome of a football match.

Given an event x in a football match, we denote W (x) as the set that contains all the
information available for x. W (x) can be considered as the underlying world model for
the event x.

Define I(x) as the information that is used to generate a sequence y = y1, y2, . . . , yM

that describes the event x. From the definition of I(x), we have I(x) ✓ W (x). We refer
to y as a highlight of a football match as the event x is usually chosen from a list of
noteworthy events during a match. The task of football highlight generation can then be
formalised as:

y = G(I(x)) (6.1)

where G is the generation function. I will present a few approaches that are used as
the generation function for this task in section 6.3.

The world model W (x) can be represented as a set of attributes associated with the
event x:

W (x) = e1 : v1, e2 : v2, . . . , eN : vN (6.2)

where ei is an attribute (e.g., “event type”) and vi is the value of the attribute ei.
There are two types of attributes that are associated with a particular event x. I use

primary attributes to refer to the attributes that are event-specific and are different for
events of the same match. Among the primary attributes for an event x, a key attribute is
the event type. I focus on four major event types during a football match: goal, red card,
half time and full time.

• Goal. The primary objective of a football game is to score goals. When a player
successfully puts the ball into the opposing team’s net, it results in a goal.

• Red card. During a football game, when a player commits a malicious offence,
the referee has the authority to issue a caution in the form of a yellow card. If the
offence is severe or if the player persistently violates the rules, the referee may issue
a red card. A red card results in the player being expelled from the field, leaving
their team with a numerical disadvantage.

• Half time. Half time, also referred to as the halftime interval or simply “the break”,
is the mid-game period between the two halves of a football match. It takes place
midway through the game, typically after 45 minutes of play.

• Full time. Full time refers to the completion of a football match, which consists
of two halves of 45 minutes each. Additional stoppage time may be added by the
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referee to compensate for interruptions. After the completion of the second half and
any additional time, the referee blows the final whistle, signifying the end of the
match. The final score and outcome of the game are determined at full time.

These four events are specifically chosen as they typically showcase the most significant
and exciting moments of a football match. Goals are often the most celebrated and
captivating moments in a football match, as a well-executed goal demonstrates the
offensive prowess, teamwork, and striking ability of the scorers. Additionally, the issuance
of a red card by the referee for serious offences or repeated rule violations results in the
player being sent off the field, creating a numerical disadvantage for their team. This can
significantly impact the direction and progression of the game. As a red card introduces
more uncertainty and excitement to a football game, it has the potential to be a pivotal
turning point of the match. In football games, half time scores and full time scores are
typically announced to provide updates on the progress and outcome of a match. The
announcements of these scores allow spectators to stay informed about the current state
of the game. They provide valuable information about the performance of the teams
and contribute to the overall experience and understanding of the match. Given their
significance, these four event types are well-suited to be included in a match highlight as
they encompass pivotal moments that have a significant impact on the outcome of the
game.

The other primary attributes of an event x are dependent on the value of their event
type. I list below the other primary attributes that are collected for each event type:

Goal: the time of the goal, the player who scores the goal, and the team that the
player plays for.

Red card: the name of the player who gets the red card, and which team the
footballer is playing for.

Half time: the scores of both teams at half time.

Full time: The scores of both teams at full time, and the final outcome. If the
match does not end in a draw, the winning team is also recorded.

Attributes that are shared across all events in the same football match are referred to
as secondary attributes. Some examples of the secondary attributes are: the name of a
stadium that a football game is held and its location, the kickoff time, the name of the
home team, and the name of the away team.
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6.1.1 Related work in data-to-text generation

Data-to-text generation refers to the task of generating natural language descriptions
conditioned on structured input data (Reiter and Dale, 2000). This task can be considered
as the most traditional form of NLG, which refers to the process of generation information
in linguistic form from some underlying representation of information. The underlying
representations are typically structured non-linguistic data, often in the form of tables,
graphs, and knowledge bases.

Tasks and datasets. Early data-to-text tasks focused primarily on the generation
of textual summaries derived from database records. Alongside text generation, systems
for these tasks also conducted data analysis. A notable example of such generation tasks
is weather forecasting (Goldberg et al., 1994; Reiter et al., 2005), where meteorological
data is transformed into detailed weather reports. Automated journalism, also known as
robo-journalism (Kondadadi et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2016a; Yao et al., 2017a; Yan, 2022),
is another instance of data-to-text generation tasks. Automated journalism systems are
designed to generate news articles in real time by processing incoming data records, such
as financial data or sports statistics, and moulding them into structured articles using
pre-set templates.

In recent years, data-to-text generation has attracted significant research interest, with
numerous large-scale datasets being proposed. These datasets, each with its unique focus
or generation constraints, have introduced new dimensions to the data-to-text generation
task.

One notable dataset is ToTTo (Parikh et al., 2020), a large-scale, table-to-text genera-
tion dataset constructed from Wikipedia articles. Tables in these Wikipedia articles were
extracted and subsequently annotated by crowd workers, offering a distinct generation
challenge. Moving from tables to biographies, the Wikibio dataset (Lebret et al., 2016)
couples info-boxes extracted from Wikipedia biographies with the corresponding first sen-
tence of each article, presenting a diverse range of entities and properties for NLG systems
to navigate. The RotoWire dataset (Wiseman et al., 2017) focused on the basketball
domain, comprising basketball game statistics along with their associated summaries. In
the domain of biological data, the KBGen dataset (Banik et al., 2013) posits the tasks
of generating text from knowledge bases, pairing sets of triples from a knowledge base
with corresponding descriptive text. These triples themselves originate from biological
databases that elucidate protein actions within cells. Similar to KBGen, the WebNLG
dataset (Gardent et al., 2017) investigates the task of text generation from RDF triples.
Lastly, the E2E dataset (Novikova et al., 2017), centred around the hospitality sector,
focused on the generation of restaurant descriptions from attribute sets. The attributes
encompass multiple facets of a restaurant such as name, food type, price range, customer
rating, and location.
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The introduction of these large-scale datasets, in their respective unique ways, has
undeniably facilitated the research and application in the domain of data-to-text generation.

Existing models. Early work divides the generation process into components, each
addressing a particular problem in generation. The most common breakdown of the task
is a tripartite pipeline of text planning, micro sentence planning and linguistic realisation
(Reiter and Dale, 1997). Some studies categorised the generation considerations into
six main component problems, including content determination, document structuring,
lexicalisation, aggregation, referring expression generation (REG) and surface realisation
(Dale and Mellish, 1998; Reiter and Dale, 2000). These components are considered to be
essential questions that have to be addressed by a complete NLG system.

In the light of recent advancements in deep learning models and the emergence of large-
scale datasets, the issue of data-to-text generation has been the subject of extensive study.
Despite a commonality in the deployment of neural architectures among most modern
models, they display considerable divergence in terms of the overarching generation process
employed. These models can be broadly divided into two categories: those following a
modular pipeline approach, and those utilising an end-to-end framework.

The modular approach echoes the traditional NLG design, where the generation process
is delineated into individual components, each tasked with a specific function within the
workflow. Models following this approach (Gehrmann et al., 2018; Shao et al., 2019;
Puduppully and Lapata, 2021; Su et al., 2021) typically involve a separate planning step,
whilst utilising the neural architectures.

On the other hand, some models opt for an end-to-end architecture. Examples of these
models include DataTuner (Harkous et al., 2020) and the chart-to-text model by Obeid
and Hoque (2020), both of which present a neural encoder-decoder model for automatically
generating natural language from structured data. Similarly, the model proposed by
Marcheggiani and Perez-Beltrachini (2018) employs an encoder-decoder architecture but
replaces the traditional encoder with a graph convolutional network to directly exploit the
input structure.

Moreover, pre-training methods for data-to-text tasks have also been explored. Ribeiro
et al. (2020) investigates the effectiveness of various pre-training strategies, while the
work by Chen et al. (2020) proposes a knowledge-grounded pre-training approach, which
encompasses generating knowledge-enriched text from a massive knowledge-grounded text
corpus obtained from the web.

6.2 FHiG: A corpus for football highlight generation

To facilitate the exploration of the above task, I construct a football highlight generation
dataset (called the FHiG dataset). Constructing a dataset like this entails addressing
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several important considerations. The initial question would be: Why create a new dataset?
Given the aim of this thesis to explore the feasibility of fine-grained evaluation, existing
data may not suffice for the purpose of this thesis, as it may lack the desired levels of
cleanliness and control. By constructing a dataset with a meticulous balance between
control and real-world relevance, we can ensure precise knowledge of the data we employ
and its inherent properties.

The FHiG dataset is constructed under the following requirements:

1. The data is collected in the football domain;

2. The dataset has match statistics available as the underlying world model;

3. The information (i.e., statistics) of an event is paired with a textual highlight, which
can be used as the reference of the generation.

Within the football domain, data of the English Premier League (EPL) matches from
season 2019/20 to 2021/22 has been curated to form the FHiG dataset. The data collection
pipeline of the FHiG dataset consists of two modules: a match statistics collection module
and a match highlight collection module. I will illustrate the two modules in the following
two sections.

6.2.1 Collecting match statistics

The collection of match statistics includes obtaining match fixtures and retrieving match
results from reliable sources, in this case the official English Premier League (EPL) website1.

First, I obtained fixture data for each EPL season, which contains information for each
football game including location, date and kick-off time, the home team, and the away
team. Then I collected match results reported in the EPL results database2, concerning
events of “goal”, “red card”, “half time” and “full time”.

6.2.2 Collecting match highlights

As mentioned in section 6.1, a match highlight is a sequence of words describing an
important event during a football match. As the word highlight implies, it is usually a
summary of the key information of an event. To obtain such event summaries, I collected
the football tweets posted by the official English Premier League account3 for all EPL
seasons since 2019.

I consider the EPL tweets suitable for use as match highlights in this task for the
following reasons:

1https://www.premierleague.com
2https://www.premierleague.com/results
3https://twitter.com/premierleague
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• The tweets are collected from the official account of EPL. It is reasonable to believe
that those tweets have a higher level of reliability and objectivity compared to reports
from other unverified sources.

• In most cases, the text content of a tweet can contain up to 280 characters or Unicode
glyphs. This word limit encourages the tweets reported by the EPL account to be
concise and comprehensive.

• Tweets from the same account tend to be consistent in terms of vocabulary use and
language style over time. This helps to make sure that our data splits will be of the
same distribution.

• Most tweets from the EPL account use a diverse yet relatively formal vocabulary
compared to other football-related accounts on Twitter, so they are less likely to
contain undesirable features such as abusive words or colloquial phrases.

• The Twitter platform provides research-friendly APIs to retrieve historical public
tweets, which facilitates the collection of useful football tweets.

For the rest of this chapter, I will use the word highlight to refer to a tweet collected
from the official EPL account that describes a football event of interest.

The overall process for collecting match highlights is composed of data scraping, data
filtering, tweet aligning and tweet pre-processing.

Data scraping. The Twitter research APIs facilitate easy retrieval of public tweet
contents. I scraped all tweets from the official EPL account from 2019 to 2022. Apart
from the main text of tweets, I also obtained relevant metadata such as twitter IDs and
timestamps to facilitate later processing.

event tweets

goal
John Lundstram at the double! He races in at the far post to slot in.

Tammy Abraham drives a low ball through the 6-yard box and Christian Pulisic taps home.
Gerard Deulofeu calmly strikes the ball down the middle to give Watford a lifeline.

red card
Christian Kabasele is shown a second yellow card for a foul on Josip Drmic.

Son Heung-min is sent off for a challenge on Andre Gomes.
Simon Francis is sent off after being shown a second yellow for a foul on Jota.

half time
Tammy Abraham’s early lob gives Chelsea the advantage going into the break.

A lively opening half with chances for both teams to find the net.
Frank Lampard’s men have had the bulk of possession but no way through for either side yet.

full time
Second half goals from Sergio Aguero see Man City come from behind to secure all 3 points.
George Baldock cancels out Son Heung-min’s opener to send the Blades up to 5th in the PL.

Richarlison’s volley ensures Everton pick up their first PL away win of the season.

Table 6.1: Examples of tweets describing four event types.

Data filtering. The scraped data contains all the tweets posted by the EPL account
during the three EPL seasons from 2019 to 2022. I first filtered out the tweets that are
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not directly relevant to the EPL matches of interest. Each match has a kick-off time and
a duration, which form a time window during which the match happened. I extracted
the time window for each match in the three seasons using its kick-off time and duration.
Then I screened all the scraped tweets and excluded those whose timestamps do not fall
into any match time window that is extracted in the above step. For the remaining tweets,
I used string match to find those tweets that describe information about four event types
(i.e., goal, red card, half time and full time). Figure 6.1 shows some example tweets that
describe the four types of match events.

Tweet aligning. Recall that a tweet describing a match event is called a highlight.
After the above steps, I have obtained match highlights for three EPL seasons. To find the
match information that each highlight is related to, a process of aligning is performed for
each highlight. The aligning process for a highlight consists of a series of steps. Firstly, the
timestamp of the original tweet is used to match the highlight to a set of possible matches
that kick off on the specific date. The hashtag at the end of the highlight is then used to
align the highlight to a specific match (the hashtag is usually in the format of #AAABBB
where AAA is the abbreviation for the home team and BBB is the abbreviation for the
away team).

Tweet pre-processing. In this step, all tweets are further processed to remove URLs,
emojis, etc. Unicode characters are handled by mapping a Unicode string into the closest
possible representation in ASCII text. Mentions (e.g., “@premierleague”) are replaced
with their display names (e.g., “Premier League”) on their Twitter profiles. After the
pre-processing step, only the clean texts (i.e., no emojis, no URLs, no mentions) and their
corresponding tweet IDs of the tweets are kept in the dataset.

To the best of our knowledge, the FHiG dataset is the first dataset that focuses on the
particular task of match highlight generation in the domain of English Premier League
games. The FHiG data offers the advantage of bridging the requirement for a controlled
generation environment and real-world applications. This is facilitated by the semi-
structured nature of its input and the availability of naturally occurring human-written
text in the generation output side. The data allows for obtaining truth representations
that closely approximate the real ground truth, enabling fine-grained evaluation against
these representations. Consequently, the truth representations can serve as a surrogate for
diagnostic evaluation, particularly in assessing faithfulness.

It is worthy noting that this match highlight collecting process can be easily applied to
other EPL seasons to obtain either more training data or data from a particular year of
interest.
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6.2.3 Dataset statistics

Following general practice in machine learning research, I divided all the collected football
data into three splits: training, validation and testing. The details on data statistics of
the train/val/test splits are presented in table 6.2.

FHiGtrain FHiGval FHiGtest

#Instances 3,011 600 600
#AvgLen 16.3 16.6 16.7
#MaxLen 39 40 35

Table 6.2: Data statistics of the FHiG dataset. Each instance is a (statistics, highlight)
pair for a specific event. #AvgLen denotes the average number of tokens per highlight.
#MaxLen denotes the maximum sentence length in each data split. The vocabulary size
of the entire dataset is around 5k.

6.3 Baseline models

With the newly curated FHiG dataset, I implement baseline models of two main categories:
template-based models and transformer-based models. The rationale behind the selection
of these two categories is to include inherently different model architectures, in the hope
that such evaluations will allow the exploration of the effectiveness of the GFD framework.
This will be built on in subsequent sections.

6.3.1 Template-based models

As defined in section 6.1, given a set of information I(x) about a football event x, the task
of football highlight generation aims to find a generation function G that automatically
generates a highlight for the event x using the information contained in I(x).

The first category of generation models utilised are template-based models. Template-
based generation uses pre-constructed templates and generates outputs by mapping the
non-linguistic input information directly to linguistic surface forms (Reiter and Dale,
1997). I will first describe how the template libraries are built to enable template-based
generation in section 6.3.1.1. With the template libraries in place, I will give details on
the implementation of template-based model variants in section 6.3.1.2.

6.3.1.1 Building template libraries

I collect two libraries of football highlight templates: Tsimple and Textended. Each library is
a list of match highlights that can be used to describe one of the four types of football
events (i.e., goal, red card, half time and full time). The two template libraries differ in
the number of templates they contain.
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Three native speakers with good knowledge of the English Premier League were asked
to write multiple sentences to describe a football event using as simple language as possible.
The simple sentences are collated to form the Tsimple template library. Then the three
volunteers went on to generate more sentences for each event. At this stage, they were
encouraged to use more complex vocabulary and more creative language structures to
describe the events. The templates gathered at this step and the templates that are in the
Tsimple library are combined to form the Textended template library.

library event type sentence length

Tsimple

goal 6.3
red card 8.6
half time 10.0

full time (win) 9.0
full time (draw) 10.3

Textended

goal 8.9
red card 11.4
half time 15.9

full time (win) 12.8
full time (draw) 12.8

Table 6.3: Average sentence lengths for different types of templates collected in Tsimple and
Textended.

After template building, the Tsimple template library contains 6 templates for the event
“goal”, 7 templates for “red card”, 6 templates for “half time”, 6 templates for “full time
(win)” when one of the teams wins, and 6 templates for “full time (draw)” when it is a
draw, resulting in a number of 31 templates in total. As an extended version of Tsimple,
the Textended template library contains 72 templates in total, including 16 templates for
“goal”, 16 for “red card”, 14 for “half time”, and 14 and 15 for “full time (win)” and “full
time (draw)” respectively. The average sentence lengths for each type of templates are
summarised in table 6.3.

Table 6.4 gives examples of the templates from the simple library and the extended
library used in this work. The full lists of simple and extended templates can be found in
appendix A.

6.3.1.2 Generating match highlights using templates

The template-based models generate match highlights by simple slot filling in the pre-
written templates. Given the event information I(x), a template-based model first retrieves
the event type e from I(x). Then the model randomly samples an instance t from a set
of available templates that are associated with the event type e. A target highlight y is
generated by directly filling up the slots in the template t with relevant information stored
in I(x).
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event template

goal simple: [time] - goal for [team] by [player].
extended : [player] guided it into the net for [team] at [time].

red card simple: [time] - red card for [team]’s [player].
extended : [player] walked off with their head down following a red card at [time].

half time
simple: Half time scores: [home team] [home score] - [away score] [away team].
extended : The players headed into the changing room for a break, with the

scores at [home team] [home score] - [away score] [away team].

full time

simple: Full time scores: [home team] [home score] - [away score] [away team].
[winning team] wins.

extended : The fans of [winning team] celebrate as the final whistle is blown.
[home team] [home score] - [away score] [away team].

Table 6.4: Examples of simple and extended templates for the four types of match events:
goal, red card, half time and full time. Segments in square brackets (e.g., [player]) will be
filled in with information from match statistics during realisation.

I calibrated two template-based models: the first model SimTem is built upon the simple
template library Tsimple, whilst the other model ExtTem uses the larger-scale template
library Textended. Experiments on the two template-based models can shed light on the
effects of template size and complexity on model performance.

6.3.2 Transformer-based models

Alongside the two template-based models, I also implemented model variants based on the
state-of-the-art transformer deep learning model structure (Vaswani et al., 2017). Trans-
former models adopt a self-attention mechanism that differently weighs the significance of
each position in the input sentence. They have increasingly become the model of choice
due to their high levels of performance on a wide range of NLP tasks, and their facilitation
of effective training parallelisation.

Whilst template-based models utilise the original event information in I(x) to directly
fill up template slots, transformer-based models face a challenge in directly incorporating
semi-structured statistics as input. The information within I(x) needs to be linearised
into a token sequence to enable its utilisation as input for transformer-based models.

As defined in section 6.1, the world model of an event (i.e., statistics) is a list of
records that contain unique attributes and their corresponding values. The underlying
statistics for an event x can be formally defined as I(x) = {e1 : v1, e2 : v2, . . . }, where
ei : vi is a record consisting of an attribute ei (e.g., “event type”) and its value vi. The
linearisation of I(x) aims to translate the collection of discrete (attribute, value) pairs
into a sequence representation which is suitable to use as an input to neural models.
There is a large amount of literature regarding converting non-linear data into linear
representations (Wiseman et al., 2017; Lebret et al., 2016; Parikh et al., 2020). I adopted
a similar linearisation approach to Parikh et al. (2020). A record’s internal attributes and
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values are combined using a special token “<sep>”. Then the record (“ei <sep> vi”) is
encapsulated in a pair of delimiters “<cell>” and “</cell>”. Encapsulated records are
concatenated to form a sequence. The final sequence is in the form of “<cell> e1 <sep> v1

</cell> <cell> e2 <sep> v2 </cell> . . . ”.
On the model side, I chose two recent transformer-based models, T5 (Raffel et al.,

2020) and Bart (Lewis et al., 2019), and utilise multiple variants for each model for
comparison. It is important to note that the models implemented in this thesis are chosen
for their suitability for completing the tasks and revealing the effectiveness of the proposed
evaluation framework. However, the GFD evaluation framework can be easily applied
to other models as it is a model-independent framework. Details of the model variants
implemented for the FHiG task are presented below:

T5. The T5 model (Raffel et al., 2020) is fine-tuned on the training split of the FHiG

dataset. The fine-tuned checkpoint is optimised using the Adam optimiser (Kingma and
Ba, 2014) for 25 epochs with a learning rate of 1e-4 and a batch size of 16. I tried different
setting for hyperparameters such as weight decay and the number of warm-up steps, and
found that the values of those hyperparameters have an impact on how fast the model is
trained, especially at the beginning steps, but do not have a strong impact on the final
learning performance. For this reason, I set both weight decay and warm-up steps to 0
for ease of model implementation and future replication. At inference time, I used beam
search (Green et al., 1977) with a beam size of 5. An early stopping strategy was adopted
so that the decoding process terminates once the end-of-sentence token is generated. I
also employed an n-gram similarity penalty of 3, which assures that all trigrams can only
occur once in a model-generated sentence.

T5Early. The T5Early model is a T5 model trained on the FHiG training data, but
without significant hyperparameter fine-tuning or model selection. The T5Early model
and the T5 model are trained on the same data. The only difference between the two
models is that the checkpoint of T5 is well-selected using the validation split with extensive
hyperparameter tuning, whilst T5Early is an intermediate checkpoint of a T5 model that
is partially trained for only 2 epochs.

Bart. Another baseline I implemented is based on the Bart model (Lewis et al., 2019).
The Bart model is fine-tuned on the FHiG training data with extensive hyperparameter
tuning and model selection. The final checkpoint stored was trained for 5 epochs with a
learning rate of 1e-4 using the Adam optimiser and a batch size of 16 with an accumulation
step of 4.

BartEarly. As the name suggests, BartEarly is a partly trained Bart model on the
FHiG data without deliberate model fine-tuning. The BartEarly checkpoint is trained
for 2 epochs with a learning rate of 1e-4.

The implementation of the four model variants is based on the HuggingFace transform-
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ers library (Wolf et al., 2020). I use the base version of the T5 model and the Bart model,
initialised from their pre-trained weights. The T5-base checkpoint has 220 million param-
eters. The Bart-base model has 140 million parameters. The maximum input/output
sequence length is set to 64. All training processes are performed on an Nvidia RTX 8000
GPU.

6.4 Evaluating grammaticality for model outputs

As previously discussed in section 3.2.3, the ERG needs to be modified to adjust to the
football domain. This includes adding football-specific words and phrases to the standard
ERG vocabulary, and adding mal-rules to resolve grammar conflicts with regards to
subject-verb agreement rules in British English and in American English.

6.4.1 Modifications to the ERG

It is a general practice to incorporate new vocabulary when dealing with data in a new
domain. I manually add common football-specific vocabulary (for example, “backpass”,
“own goal”, “hat-trick”, “stepover”) to the ERG standard lexicon file to “adjust” the ERG
to the specific domain of FHiG.

Another phenomenon that tends to cause failure for ERG parsing with the FHiG

data is the subject-verb agreement in the data. This agreement error always occurs
when the subject of a sentence is a singular collective noun. Singular collective nouns
(for example, “family”, “team”, “committee”) have the form of a singular noun, but refer
to groups that are composed of individuals. Proper names of football teams (such as
“Manchester City”, “West Ham United”) are also examples of such collective nouns.

With regard to subject-verb agreement, the rules for singular collective nouns are not
always consistent. They can be treated as either singular nouns or plural nouns depending
on the context, and thus are used with singular or plural forms of verbs respectively.

Generally speaking, British English and American English handle subject-verb agree-
ment for singular collective nouns and noun phrases differently. In British English, a
collective noun or noun phrase may be used as a singular or a plural noun depending on
whether the speaker feels that the concept of the noun (or noun phrase) is being referred
to as a single unit or as a collection of individuals, whilst in American English, a singular
collective noun or noun phrase will almost always be used with a singular verb.

The standard 2020 release of the ERG treats a singular collective noun as a unit and
expects a singular form of main verb to accompany it. This handling of singular collective
nouns tends to trigger an agreement error when parsing the English Premier League
football tweets using the ERG.
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For the British dialect of English, proper name subjects such as Arsenal or Manchester
United would show plural agreement with the verb. The standard version of the ERG
needs to be modified to handle those plural agreement examples in FHiG. To this end,
the relevant inflectional mal-rule in the 2020 version of the ERG is lifted out4, along
with the robust lexical entries for the already inflected verbs “be”, “have” and “do”. Such
relaxation to the grammar allows more robust handling for plural agreement examples,
accommodating the British setting regarding such use. The modified version of the ERG
(denoted as ERGmod) will be used for grammaticality evaluation for the FHiG task.

6.4.2 Parsability with the modified ERG as a proxy

Similar to the approach in section 5.4, the parsability of model outputs with the modified
ERG (ERGmod) is used as a proxy for grammaticality. Including the above modifications,
the coverage of ERG is considerably more inclusive than without. When parsing the gold
standard references (the collected tweets) using the modified ERG, I receive an overall
success rate of 96.0%. I examine the sentences that do not pass the ERG parsing, and
present some failed sentences and the possible reasons for parsing failure in table 6.5. The
table indicates that the ERG tends to rule a sentence as ungrammatical if there is niche
usage of sports specific language in the sentence (e.g., examples #1 and #2). In some
cases (e.g., examples #3 and #4), the collected tweets use colloquial sentence forms which
makes them not grammatical in a standard textbook sense but somewhat acceptable in a
tweet reporting context.

No. Tweet Reason

1 Kevin De Bruyne’s cross finds Raheem Sterling at the missing determinerback post who heads low across goal and into the net.

2 Harry Kane’s low ball across goal is tapped in by Lucas missing determinerMoura to give the hosts the lead.

3 Torreira capitalises on a scramble in the box before missing objectslotting into the net.
4 Sadio Mane lashes in to give the champions an early lead. missing object

Table 6.5: Example tweets that fail the ERG parsing. Segments that potentially caused
parsing failures for the tweets are highlighted in red in the original sentences.

At first sight, the 4% gap to full coverage for the FHiG data may look like a trade-
off in coverage due to the heavy reliance on hard-coded grammatical rules in the ERG.
However, for any kind of automatic grammaticality evaluation, there will indubitably be
false positives and false negatives. The FHiG data deals with real-world football tweets,
so it is unsurprising that there are a few tweets that do not parse perfectly with the ERG.

4I greatly appreciate Dan Flickinger’s help in providing the relaxed version of the ERG.
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Figure 6.1: Grammaticality scores for different models.

The decisions regarding the necessity of further relaxation to the grammar rules and how
much of the relaxation is viewed as appropriate need careful consideration. I argue that
the important question here is not to make the evaluation module as “tolerant” as possible
to any kinds of data, but to design it in a way so that the evaluation module serves as a
quantitative indicator for the grammatical quality of an input. The ERG-based approach
proposed in this work is effective enough to examine sentences for grammaticality, and it
has the advantage of every sentence that passes the parsing being coupled with a list of
most probable parse trees for further investigation. This makes it less of a “black-box” as
all the rules that are used to make a parsing decision can be explicitly found in the ERG
specifications. We know exactly what we are evaluating and the possible reasons that a
sentence fails parsing.

6.4.3 Evaluation results of grammaticality

The grammaticality scores for all model variants are illustrated in figure 6.1. All models
achieve a parsing success rate of higher than 0.975. This demonstrates that both the
transformer-based models and the template-based models generate grammatical outputs
in the majority of cases.

It is important to note that the generation models achieved higher grammaticality
scores compared to the reference data, which received a grammaticality score of 0.960. One
possible explanation for this disparity is that the references collected from human-written
tweets inherently employ a more diverse vocabulary and incorporate a wider range of
expressions when reporting on football events. As a result, they may include informal
phrases, jargon, and infrequently used words, leading to a lower grammaticality score but a
higher diversity measurement. This observation aligns with the diversity evaluation results
presented in the later section 6.6. This suggests that a relatively lower grammaticality
score does not always necessarily indicate poor performance. An extreme case of such
observation is associated with the SimTem generation system, which achieved a perfect
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grammaticality score of 1.000 but relied solely on a small set of pre-written templates
for generation. This further supports the earlier assertion discussed in chapter 3 that a
single metric cannot adequately evaluate all aspects of text generation quality. Instead, it
is crucial to carefully examine and evaluate each generation aspect individually to gain
meaningful insights about model behaviours.

It is worth noting that early checkpoints T5Early and BartEarly of two transformers
models obtain grammaticality scores of 0.997 and 0.983, respectively. This result indicates
that recent transformer models are able to generate grammatically well-formed language
sentences from a very early stage of training.

6.5 Evaluating faithfulness for model-generated high-

lights

The FHiG data falls into the closed world of a restricted domain, and provides match
statistics for each event as an approximate ground truth. It is therefore possible to
generalise the faithfulness evaluation framework to the case of FHiG.

In this chapter, I will discuss which aspects of faithfulness will be examined for this
task and explain how the intrinsic differences between the ShapeWorldICE task and the
FHiG task necessitates changes in evaluation design. I will also introduce the approaches
used to examine those aspects in detail and present evaluation results and analysis.

6.5.1 Another look at faithfulness

In the FHiG task, the generation of a highlight is grounded by the match statistics, which
is the world model in this task. For faithfulness evaluation, the key information contained
in a model-generated highlight is checked against the underlying match statistics. If we
are to consider a model output as being faithful to its grounding, the information in the
model output should be consistent with the underlying statistics.

What are the properties that we are interested in when evaluating the faithfulness
of a football match description? If someone scores a goal, we might want to check if a
model gets the name of the player correctly. We would also like to know which team the
player plays for, and more essentially, if the event concerned is indeed about goal (not
other types of events). For full time events, we want to check if the team names and
their respective final scores are correctly generated by a model. Alongside the question of
the information that we are interested in, we also need to consider if that information is
verifiable using the data we have. The underlying world model (i.e., match statistics) that
we have in FHiG is a partial ground truth. In other words, we do not have access to all
information of the match, but a subset of ground truth facts demonstrated in the form of
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match statistics. Therefore, the details that we investigate should be verifiable using the
information contained in the world models in the FHiG dataset. Furthermore, we also
need to consider how to formalise the concept of “faithfulness” so that a computational
solution can be found.

Two aspects of information in this task are particularly interesting for examining
faithfulness5: event type and named entities. I regard the most essential requirement
of faithful generation to be that a model generates sentences that describe the correct types
of events. On top of this, a generated highlight should correctly predict the named entities
that contain factual information about the notable objects at an event, such as team
names, player names, stadium information, etc. The first component of such a faithfulness
evaluation should check the correctness of event type prediction in model outputs. The
second component should examine the correctness of the named entities generated by the
models.

6.5.2 A classifier for event type

The first property that I investigate in faithfulness evaluation is whether a model is able
to generate match highlights that fall into correct event types. A highlight would not be
considered as being faithful if it wrongly predicts the event type that it is supposed to
describe.

To evaluate how faithful a model’s outputs are in terms of event type, I implement
a classifier that can predict the type of event described in a sentence. Given a highlight
generated by a model, the event type classifier (ETC) predicts an event type label for
the highlight. The event type label falls into one of the provided categories “goal”, “half
time”, “red card” and “full time”.

Consider a generation model which outputs a list of candidates ŷ1, ŷ2, . . . , ŷV for the
test set of FHiG. For the i-th highlight ŷi, the ETC predicts an event type label t̂i for the
highlight:

t̂i = ETC(ŷi)

where i 2 1, 2, . . . , V and V is the total number of model outputs.
Here the classifier function ETC can be the T5 model (Raffel et al., 2020), the BERT

model (Devlin et al., 2019), or any other classification approaches. I implemented a
pre-trained T5 model as the backbone for the classifier due to its pioneering performance
on NLP tasks. The T5-based event type classifier is fine-tuned on the FHiG training set
with a learning rate of 1e-4 for 18 epochs. After fine-tuning, the event type classifier yields

5I also explored another aspect of faithfulness, which examines the correctness of relations between
objects in the model outputs. However, the results from this exploration were not satisfactory. For detailed
discussions on the negative results, please refer to section 6.7.2.
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Figure 6.2: Classification accuracies predicted by the event type classifier for different
shuffling choices on the reference highlights. The x-axis denotes the number of reference
instances that have been randomly shuffled.

an accuracy of 0.980 on the validation data split.
To calculate the faithfulness score of a model’s outputs with regards to event type,

the predicted event type labels are checked against the actual event types stored in the
underlying world models. The faithfulness score with regards to event type (denoted as
Fetc) of the model outputs can then be calculated as follows:

Fetc =
#(ti = t̂i)

V

where ti is the actual event type expected for the i-th highlight, and V is the number of
model outputs.

To verify the effectiveness of the event type classifier, I gradually shuffle the first
n (n = 0, 100, 200, . . . , 600) instances of the 600 reference highlights in the val split whilst
keeping the remaining 600� n instances in the original order. Note that when n = 0, all
the references are kept in their original order (i.e., no shuffling). When n = 600, all the
references are randomly shuffled.

The ETC classification accuracy of all shuffling choices is illustrated in figure 6.2. It is
evident that the classification accuracy of ETC declines as the number of shuffled references
increases. When all references are randomly shuffled (n = 600), the classification accuracy
drops to 0.535, which is close to a random guess. This quantitative analysis justifies the
credibility of the event type classifier on the FHiG-style data built in this work.

6.5.3 A hybrid model for named entity matching

The event type classifier acts as a crude sanity check for the faithfulness of model outputs,
as event type is the most essential information that is associated with a match event.
Another component of faithfulness evaluation for FHiG is a hybrid model for named entity
(NE) matching between model predictions and ground truth facts.
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Named entities are definite noun phrases that refer to specific types of individuals
(Grishman and Sundheim, 1996; Nadeau and Sekine, 2007). The named entities of interest
in the FHiG context are objects that contain information about identifiable facts in a
football match. They are usually instances of named entity classes such as person, location,
organisation and number.

Given a list of outputs generated by a model, the first step of faithfulness evaluation
with regards to named entity matching is to extract all the named entities in those outputs.
I adopt a hybrid approach which contains a pipeline of EntityRuler, a rule-based named
entity recognition (NER) module, and EntityRecognizer, a statistical NER module. The
implementation of both modules is based upon the pre-trained SpaCy6 model checkpoint
“en_core_web_sm”. SpaCy provides an extensive NER label scheme that includes person,
norp (nationalities or religious or political groups), fac (buildings, airports, highways, etc),
org (organisation), gpe (geopolitical entities), loc (non-GPE locations), product, event, work
of art, law (named documents made into laws), language, date, time, percent (percentage),
money, quantity, ordinal (“first”, “second”, etc), and cardinal (numerals that do not fall
under another type).

Figure 6.3: An example of a FHiG highlight and its NER results.

EntityRuler is a pipeline component in SpaCy for rule-based NER and is not trainable.
To adapt the EntityRuler to the FHiG domain, I create a custom named entity list
for football-specific entities and add them to the pattern dictionary of EntityRuler.
The custom patterns include team names and their nicknames (e.g., “West Ham United”
and its nickname “The Hammers”, added as org), and stadium names for each team
(e.g., London Stadium for West Ham United, added as loc). EntityRecognizer is a
transition-based NER component that identifies non-overlapping labelled spans of tokens.
Given a model-generated highlight, the rule-based NER module first scans the input text
and identifies the boundaries of all textual mentions that match entries in its pre-defined
NE inventory, and then identifies the types of the named entities. The statistical NER
module is then run to extract named entities that missed the first round of identification by
the rule-based component. Figure 6.3 gives a visualisation of the named entities identified
in the sentence Virgil van Dijk powerfully heads home from Mo Salah’s corner and puts
Liverpool in complete command.

The named entities extracted from the model predictions are then compared to the
match statistics (i.e., world model) of the relevant events using a relaxed string matching.

6https://spacy.io
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The named entity matching (NEM) score (denoted as Fnem) is defined as the overall
accuracy of named entities extracted from model outputs.

The final faithfulness evaluation reports two scores: Fetc from the event type classifica-
tion module, and Fnem from the named entity matching module. I did not combine the
two scores as the two scores investigate different aspects of faithfulness evaluation. Simply
interpolating them into a single score does not make practical sense. On the contrary, as
the core of this thesis is about fine-grained diagnostic evaluation of selected NLG tasks,
keeping individual evaluation scores in the final reporting is useful to pinpoint specific
areas of model strengths and limitations.

6.5.4 Evaluation results of faithfulness

model Fetc Fnem

T5 0.993 0.934
T5Early 0.958 0.874
Bart 0.978 0.811

BartEarly 0.912 0.775
SimTem - 1.000
ExtTem - 0.996
REF 0.980 0.975

Table 6.6: Faithfulness scores for different models on the FHiG data. Event type classifi-
cation (Fetc) accuracies and named entity matching (Fnem) scores are reported. REF refers
to reference highlights provided in the FHiG test set. Note that Fetc is only suitable for
evaluating models that are trained on the same data as the FHiG references. The event
type classifier requires further fine-tuning to be able to generalise to other types of text
(e.g., candidates predicted by the template-based models).

The T5 and Bart models are able to correctly predict most of the key information (e.g.,
event type, player name, team name) in their outputs. T5-based models exhibit a slightly
better overall faithfulness than the Bart-based models. Early checkpoints of those two
models exhibit worse results for both aspects compared to the fine-tuned models. This
indicates that the faithfulness of event type and named entities increases as transformer
models are trained.

A frequently observed phenomenon in T5-based and Bart-based model predictions is
hallucination, a phenomenon that has been observed in a number of existing works (Lee
et al., 2019; Rohrbach et al., 2018). Examples of hallucinated outputs from the T5 model
are listed below:

• For a goal event, the model often generates a phrase “doubles [team]’s lead ”. However,
the numerical statement needs to be further checked and is most of the time incorrect
(i.e., the new goal does not double the team’s lead).
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• For a red card event, the T5 model sometimes generates an adverbial phrase “after
visiting the RRA” when there is no clue in the provided data regarding if such
behaviour was present before a red card was issued to a player by a referee.

• For “full time” events, the T5 model occasionally describes the winning outcome of a
team as “[team] comes from behind to claim all three points”. However, a close look
at the match statistics would reveal that the winning team was never “behind” the
other team during the match.

• For “half time” and “full time” events, the model sometimes hallucinates about the
players who scored during the match.

There is a significant difference between hallucination and inference in outputs. Both
phenomena involve the generation of new information that is not directly obtained from
the input. Inference is generally considered as a desirable model behaviour. Models with
such ability are able to produce information that is not explicitly stated in the input,
but is a logical implication of available evidences and previous knowledge. Contrarily,
hallucination happens when a model generates false information based on what it picks up
from the biases in the training data.

The T5 model exhibits some level of inference ability. For example, when “Sheffield
United” is given as the team name in the input, the model sometimes generates its
abbreviated version (i.e., “Sheff Utd”) in the outputs. More surprisingly, the model is able
to use “the Blades” (the fan nickname for Sheffield United) as a team name to describe an
event related to Sheffield United. This learnt mapping of team names and their nicknames
is the desirable type of inference that we would want models to have.

It is non-trivial to verify whether a piece of new information contained in a generated
candidate is a correct inference that demonstrates desirable learning ability of a model,
or a hallucinated statement where a model generates false information based on what it
learnt from data bias. This is understandable, as even when humans evaluate such tasks, it
is straightforward to check if some explicit information is correct, but it can become hard
to decipher some out-of-scope information that might be implicitly encoded in the input.

6.6 Evaluating diversity for model-generated highlights

I focus on two levels of diversity evaluation: word-level diversity and parse-level diversity.

6.6.1 Word-level diversity

I implemented the moving average type-token ratio (Covington and McFall, 2010, MATTR)
as the word-level diversity measure (refer to section 5.6.1 for details). The size of the
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Figure 6.4: Syntactic derivation and phrase structure trees for “And it ends in a draw ”.

sliding window was set to 30 when calculating the MATTR scores.

6.6.2 Parse-level diversity

Parse-level diversity can be considered as a form of syntactic diversity that operates at the
construction level by comparing grammar constructions within model-generated sentences.
The evaluation of parse-level diversity for FHiG follows a similar approach as for the
ShapeWorldICE task, maintaining consistency in the evaluation methodology.

As described in section 5.6.2.1, model outputs are first parsed into syntactic deriva-
tion trees (Ivanova et al., 2012). These trees encapsulate important information about
the grammar constructions present in model outputs. The syntactic derivation tree
and its phrase structure counterpart for the sentence “And it ends in a draw ” are illus-
trated in figure 6.4. Phrasal nodes in the syntactic derivation tree denote grammar rules
exhibited in the sentence, such as cl_cnj-frg_c (fragment clause with conjunction), mrk-
nh_cl_c (marker+clause), sb-hd_mc_c (head+subject, main clause), and hd-cmp_u_c
(head+complement). Leaf nodes denote lexical entries in the input, including and_conj
(“and”), it2 (“it”), end_v1 (“ends”), in (“in”), a_det (“a”), and draw_n1 (“draw”). In the
calculation of parse-level diversity, the most relevant nodes are the phrasal nodes. These
nodes contain the entity names of specific grammar rules and indicate the locations where
these rules are applied.

From the derivation trees, the grammar rules present in the model outputs are extracted.
These model outputs are then mapped to vector representations, based on the presence
of grammar rules in individual parse trees (refer to section 5.6.2.2 for more information).
This vectorisation process converts a natural language sentence into an embedding that
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represents the occurrence of grammar rules in the original sentence. Following that, the
parse-level diversity, denoted as DIVpl, is computed as the sparsity of the vector cluster,
weighted by the number of distinct constructions observed within this output group.

6.6.3 Evaluation results of diversity

model word-level parse-level
T5 0.762 13.3

T5Early 0.759 14.9
Bart 0.786 11.9

BartEarly 0.755 12.7
SimTem 0.764 21.2
ExtTem 0.823 22.2
REF 0.888 29.8

Table 6.7: Diversity scores for different models on the FHiG data. Word-level and parse-
level diversity scores are reported. A window of 30 is used to calculate the MATTR for
word-level diversity. REF refers to reference highlights provided in the FHiG test set.

The word-level and parse-level diversity scores for different models are presented in
table 6.7. From an initial glance, the T5 model and the early checkpoints (T5Early and
BartEarly) have a word-level diversity score that is close to that of the simple SimTem

model. The ExtTem model demonstrates a comparable word-level diversity to that of
the human references provided in the original test data. In the collection process for the
extended templates, annotators were encouraged to “think about the natural way you
would describe an event”. When asked this, annotators tend to use more vivid phrases to
describe a specific event. For example, “hit the back of the net”, “score a screamer”, and
“guide it into the net” are used to describe the event where a player scores. The annotators
also tend to add typical information about the surrounding environment or emotional
responses that can be inferred from the type of an event. For example, instead of simply
saying “[player] receives a red card”, annotators provide “[player] is adamant that they
should not have received a red card” and “they have left [team] with a lot to do”. The
ability to paraphrase certain facts and add referred details accompanying events provide
potential directions for future model development.

When moving onto analysing the parse-level diversity, I find that T5-based and Bart-
based models yield poorer scores compared to the scores obtained from the template-based
models SimTem and ExtTem. Furthermore, the fine-tuned variants for transformer-based
models do not exhibit any improvement over the partly trained models, and the parse-level
diversity scores fall with more training steps. A potential reason for this inverse trend in
performance is a perverse incentive for the models to mimic phrases that are commonly
found in the training data. As an example, there is a tendency in the T5 model outputs to
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frequently repeat certain phrases such as “double someone’s lead” and “give someone the
lead”. It has been reported in the literature (Dai et al., 2017; Lindh et al., 2018; Zhou and
Lampouras, 2020) that neural models are prone to generating generic and uninteresting
candidates. This is because most of these models are trained with a cross-entropy loss,
which optimises the maximum likelihood of the predicted probability distribution, but also
unfavourably rewards disproportionate replication of common phrases seen in the training
data. A great number of approaches have been proposed to improve generation diversity
(Zhou and Lampouras, 2020; Guu et al., 2018). I did not further experiment with those
additions as this thesis is primarily focused on providing insights and useful tools for the
evaluation of NLG models.

As previously emphasised, parse-level diversity calculates the sparsity of a vector cluster
derived from a model’s outputs, weighted by the total number of grammar constructions
that the model can generate. This calculation solely relies on the model’s outputs and
does not require references for the test samples or specific training data for a particular
task. Consequently, parse-level diversity can be compared across tasks and used as a
benchmark to measure the inherent variation in generation diversity between models
trained on different tasks and data. Comparing table 5.2 and table 6.7, it becomes evident
that generation models trained on the real-world FHiG data exhibit a greater level of
parse-level diversity in their outputs compared to models trained on the ShapeWorldICE

data, which was generated using a fixed set of pre-determined construction rules.

6.7 Negative results and failed attempts

In this section I report some failed attempts and negative results on FHiG. Although
the content in this section does not directly contribute to the final thesis, I decided to
include these discussions here as they might be useful for people who are working on
similar data-to-text tasks or across related domains.

6.7.1 Data augmentation attempts

When curating the FHiG data, I tried multiple methods to increase the dataset size.
A straightforward approach is to scrape more EPL tweets from previous seasons, as
discussed in section 6.2. Another method that I tried is back-translation (Federmann
et al., 2019; Sennrich et al., 2016; Edunov et al., 2018). Back-translation is a widely used
paraphrasing technique that can be used for data augmentation. It works by translating
instances in a language into an intermediate language, then translating the translations
back into the original language. It is an effective method for generating similar instances
for existing data (Suzuki et al., 2017; Thompson and Post, 2020; Zhou and Bhat, 2021). I
choose English-French-English and English-Chinese-English translation pipelines due to
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the fact that machine translation between those language pairs generally yield a better
performance benefiting from large amounts of parallel training corpora.

sent 1
It is a nightmare start for Norwich as Grant Hanley inadvertently diverts Divock
Origi’s cross into his own net.

en-fr

f : C’est un début de cauchemar pour Norwich puisque Grant Hanley détourne
par inadvertance la croix de Divock Origi dans son propre filet.
b: It’s a nightmare start for Norwich since Grant Hanley inadvertently hijacks
Divock Origi’s cross in his own net.

en-zh

f : Ÿ/NorwichÑi¶�À�‡:Grant Hanley‡✏-⌃Divock OrigiÑAW∂
0ÍÒÑQÃ⇥

b: This is the beginning of Norwich’s nightmare because Grant Hanley
accidentally moved Divock Origi’s cross into his network.

sent 2
Raheem Sterling produces a clinical low finish after Kevin de Bruyne breaks
forward in the middle and puts him through.

en-fr

f : Raheem Sterling produit une finale clinique basse après Kevin de Bruyne en
avant au milieu et le met à travers.
b: Raheem Sterling produces a low clinical final after Kevin de Bruyne in the
middle and puts it through.

en-zh

f : Raheem Sterling(Kevin de BruyneŒ-Ù≤«ªv©÷⇢«K��ß�Ü�
*N4äå⇣œÑ4äå⇣œ⇥

b: Raheem Sterling, after Kevin de Bruyne ran through the middle and let him
pass, produced a low clinical completion.

Table 6.8: Examples of back-translation for two FHiG sentences. en-fr denotes English-
French translation, and en-zh denotes English-Chinese translation. f refers to forward
translation, i.e., from English to the other language. b refers to back translation, i.e., from
the other language back to English.

I implement back-translation models using the transformer “translation” pipeline (Wolf
et al., 2020), with model checkpoints specifically trained for English-French and English-
Chinese translation tasks7 (Tiedemann and Thottingal, 2020).

However, the outcome of back-translation is far from satisfactory. Table 6.8 illustrates
a few examples from the translated football highlights. Football-specific vocabulary is a
case where back-translation tends to fail. Most general-purpose translation systems are
trained on general corpora of web articles that contain articles of all domains. However,
some words that are commonly seen in football reports (such as “foul”, “strike”, “fire”, “far
corner”, “finish”, “feed”) are polysemic and have specific meanings in the context of football,
which can be different from their uses in non-football texts. For example, “strike” as a
noun in the football context means “the action of kicking a football, especially hard so
that it travels a long distance”. Another common use of the word refers to “the action

7The model checkpoints used for English-French back-translation are Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-en-fr

and Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-fr-en. The model checkpoints used for English-Chinese back-translation are
Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-en-zh and Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-zh-en.
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to refuse to continue working because of an argument with an employer about working
conditions etc”8. For this polysemic ambiguity, a general-purpose neural translation model
may fail to understand the context of the sentence “What a strike! ”, as the word “strike”
can be interpreted either way when the domain constraint is not sufficiently encoded in
the translation process.

To address this problem, translation models that can better accommodate football
language are needed. Although there is little existing work in football-specific translation
models, there has been some attempts at pre-training sports-specific language models.
SportsBERT (Srinivasan and Mashetty, 2020) is a BERT-based transformer model trained
on sports news articles, covering a wide range of domains such as basketball, hockey,
football, cricket, soccer, tennis, etc. Its tokeniser is trained to include more sports-related
tokens to its vocabulary. A potentially fruitful method to explore would be to use
SportsBERT’s pre-trained weights to initialise current neural translation models, and then
fine-tune translation models on FHiG-style parallel data. As this exploration requires
extensive work in constructing large amounts of multilingual parallel data in the football
domain, I will mark this exploration as future work.

6.7.2 An information extraction (IE) based method for relation

triple matching

In the faithfulness evaluation in section 6.5, I first look at the correctness of event type, and
then evaluate named entities (such as team, player). I wanted to explore another aspect of
faithfulness, which examines the correctness of relations between objects described in the
model outputs. More specifically, I am interested in examining the subject-predicate-
object (SPO) triples enclosed in the model outputs. To this end, I use the state-of-the-art
OpenIE toolkit (Angeli et al., 2015) to extract SPO triples from model outputs, and
evaluate the triples against the underlying world models by relaxed triple matching.

Note that the representation used to encode objects and relations is not hugely important
here. It can be in the form of SPO triples, parse trees or abstract meaning representations
(Banarescu et al., 2013, AMRs). I choose to extract SPO triples using OpenIE because the
SPO triples predicted by OpenIE directly use the words in the original sentences (without
over-abstraction), which allows certain level of surface information to be kept in the triples.
This was expected to facilitate direct fact-checking of objects and their relations.

However, this attempt was not satisfactory. The main bottleneck lies in OpenIE’s
insufficient extraction of SPO triples. For long sentences with clauses, OpenIE often
ignores part of the sentences, which causes significant information loss from the missing
segments. For example, for sentence A sensational opening half for Liverpool, who are

8Definitions obtained from the Cambridge Dictionary. https://dictionary.cambridge.org.
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out of the blocks for the 2019/20 PL season in some style, OpenIE only extracts a single
triple (block, be in, style) from the dependent clause, completely ignoring the information
contained in the first half of the sentence. This indicates that the existing information
extraction tools are not good enough for the FHiG data curated in this work. This is
potentially due to the lack of training data in the particular football domain for existing
tools. I will leave the investigation of better information extraction methods to future
work, as this is beyond the scope of this thesis.

6.8 Discussion

In this chapter, I explored the application of the GFD evaluation framework within
the closed domain of football highlight generation. Unlike the fully synthetic setup of
ShapeWorldICE, the FHiG dataset aimed to test the generalisation ability of the GFD
evaluation framework in real-world scenarios.

The evaluation of grammaticality exemplified the challenges posed by the inherent
variability of language use and its nuanced interpretations. While a grammaticality
evaluation using the ERG was achievable for the FHiG data, significant modifications were
necessary to handle football-specific vocabulary and the divergent handling of subject-verb
agreement in British English and American English.

The empirical findings from the faithfulness evaluation indicated that despite having a
partial ground truth representation (i.e., world models), evaluating faithfulness remained
a challenging task and required substantial adjustments to the evaluation approach.

Diversity evaluation showed significant variation in lexical and syntactic diversity
among outputs generated by different models. However, none of the model outputs were
comparable to the diversity exhibited in human-written references. Transformer-based
models achieved lower diversity scores compared to template-based models, likely due
to the generic generation commonly observed in neural generation models trained with
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) objectives (Dai et al., 2017; van Miltenburg et al.,
2018).

The empirical results also highlighted the subtle tension between grammaticality and
diversity. Whilst human-written references exhibited a higher level of diversity than
model-generated sentences, they received the lowest grammaticality score. A possible
explanation for this disparity is that the references collected from human-written tweets
inherently employ a more diverse vocabulary and incorporate a wider range of expressions
when reporting on football events. As a result, they may include informal phrases, jargon,
and infrequently used words, leading to lower grammaticality scores but higher diversity
measurements. Similar results were also observed in the GFD evaluation for the subsequent
TIAGE task (see chapter 7).
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Furthermore, the contrast between the parse-level diversity measurement outcomes for
the ShapeWorldICE task and the FHiG task underscores the impact of training data
on the diversity of model outputs. Specifically, models trained on the real-world FHiG

data demonstrated a higher level of diversity (at both the word level and the parse level)
in their generated text. In contrast, models trained on the ShapeWorldICE data, which
was synthesised using a fixed set of construction rules, exhibited lower diversity levels.

It is worth noting that while this chapter primarily focused on the football highlight
scenario, the methodology employed here is not restricted to this particular use case. It
can be readily extended and applied to other closed-world scenarios, provided there is a
reasonable level of access to underlying world models.
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Chapter 7

TIAGE: Topic-shift dialogue generation
and evaluation

This chapter expands on the use of the GFD protocol for NLG evaluation to another
scenario: open-domain chit-chat dialogue generation with a specific focus on topic shifting1.
In the following, I will first introduce the task of topic-shift dialogue generation in section
7.1, followed by a thorough discussion of related work in section 7.2 and an introduction
of the TIAGE dataset specifically curated for this task (see section 7.3). The baseline
models utilised in this task are introduced in section 7.4. Finally, the GFD evaluation
approaches implemented for this particular task are described in sections 7.5-7.7.

7.1 The task of topic-shift dialogue generation

Dialogue generation in NLP refers to the task of generating human-like responses in a
conversational setting. It involves creating a system that can understand the context of a
conversation and generate appropriate and coherent responses. This field has witnessed
significant progress over the years, driven by advancements in natural language processing,

1Acknowledgement: The work presented in this chapter builds upon my conference paper titled “TIAGE:
A Benchmark for Topic-Shift Aware Dialog Modeling”, which was accepted and published in the Findings
of EMNLP 2021, co-authored with Zhenghao Liu, Chenyan Xiong, Zhiyuan Liu and Ann Copestake (Xie
et al., 2021).
I would like to acknowledge the contributions of my co-authors in shaping this research. Chenyan Xiong
played a significant role by suggesting the research question and engaging in valuable discussions about
potential exploration directions. Zhenghao Liu provided assistance with model parameter tuning inquiries.
Zhiyuan Liu and Ann Copestake contributed valuable comments and participated in discussions that
influenced the final narrative of the paper. All experiments and analyses presented in the paper represent
my own work.

The published paper primarily focused on introducing topic-shift modelling in dialogue settings. In this
chapter, I further expand upon the paper by addressing the following aspects: 1. The adaptation of the
GFD evaluation protocol to the topic-shift dialogue generation setting; 2. Providing a comprehensive
account of evaluation approaches and presenting empirical results; 3. Conducting an extensive survey of
existing dialogue datasets, which serves as an additional contribution of this chapter.
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Hi, how are you? 

Yeah. What have you been 
up to recently? 

I am doing great. Spook is fine too.

My cat. He is my favorite.

Sorry, who is Spook again? I forgot.

Glad he is well.

I finally had some spare time, 
so I tended my rose garden.

Topic A

Topic B

Figure 7.1: An example of topic-shift behaviours in human conversations. Topic-shift
utterances are highlighted in green and in italic. Changing the topic helps keep the
conversation going on.

machine learning, and deep learning techniques.
Dialogue generation tasks can be broadly divided into two categories depending on the

level of domain constraint: task-oriented dialogue which focuses on assisting users with
specific tasks, such as making restaurant reservations or booking flights, and open-domain
chit-chat which involves creating conversational agents that can engage in open-ended
conversations with users. The topic-shift dialogue generation task in this thesis falls under
the broader umbrella of open-domain dialogue generation. The generation of a response in
this task is still open-ended and is domain independent, and is in the form of chit-chat. In
this case, the specific task constraint is a specific emphasis on topic shifting - the generated
response should not only continue the dialogue, but also be able to shift the dialogue topic
in another direction. This particular requirement differentiates this task from the general
setting of dialogue generation, and represents a novel angle of inquiry in the context of
GFD evaluation.

The task of topic-shift dialogue generation can be formally defined as generating a topic-
shift response sTS given a dialogue history XT . In this formal format, given a specific turn
T in a dialogue, we denote all its previous utterances as the context XT = x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xN

where xi is the i-th utterance in the dialogue context, and N is the context length. The
task of dialogue generation can be considered as automatically generating a response given
the context XT . Denote a topic-shift response as sTS = s1, . . . , si, . . . , sL where si is the
i-th token in the response and L is the sentence length. Similarly, an on-topic response is
denoted as sNTS = s̄1, . . . , s̄i, . . . , s̄M where s̄i is the i-th token in the response and M is
the sentence length. As stated earlier, the emphasis of this dialogue generation task is to
generate a response that changes the current conversational topic, whilst maintaining the
overall flow of dialogue. This particular requirement represents a specific constraint on
open-domain dialogue generation, testing a model’s ability to swiftly and naturally change
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topics in a dialogue.
This task presents a significantly different challenge to the previously discussed tasks.

Firstly, chit-chat dialogue generation involves weaker grounding from the input content,
as conversation participants have more freedom to steer the conversation in a multitude of
directions. In comparison, the input information in the other tasks provides a stronger
grounding for generated content. Secondly, this dialogue task specifically focuses on
modelling topic-shift behaviour in a dialogue setting, which imposes a specific task require-
ment, greatly influencing the generation process. These factors influence the criteria for
determining high-quality generated outputs, providing fruitful results for investigation in
the context of GFD evaluation.

7.2 Related work

This section first provides an overview of existing literature on topic and topic shift. Then,
I survey existing dialogue datasets, presenting their basic statistics and features.

7.2.1 Topic and topic shift

7.2.1.1 Seeking a working definition of “topic”

In human conversations, Brown and Yule (1983) observed that speakers tend to “speak
topically” by aligning their contributions with recent elements of the discussion. However,
the existence of an agreed-upon, working definition of “topic” remains uncertain.

The definition of “topic” has been a subject of extensive debate in linguistics. Early
discussions of this notion rooted in psychological and cognitive terms. von der Gabelentz
(1869) referred to “topic” as the “psychological subject” in a conversational interaction. He
equated the psychological subject of a sentence with what a speaker desires the listener to
think about: “und ich nenne das, woran, worüber ich den Angeregten denken lassen will,
das psychologische subjekt” (von der Gabelentz, 1869). Some linguists described topic as
“the centre of shared attention”. According to Gundel et al. (1993), the entities in focus at a
given point in discourse are likely to continue as topics in subsequent utterances. Similarly,
Chafe (1994) defined topic as the totality of semi-active information at a particular time.
Another perspective, proposed by Berthoud and Mondada (1995), argued that discourse
topic can be defined in terms of “aboutness”, representing what a portion of the interaction
is about.

In the realm of communication, the concept of “topic” typically refers to the entity
that a speaker identifies as the subject of the given information in conversation. Within
this context, topic and comment are usually considered as interconnected concepts, where
the topic represents the subject or theme which is being discussed, and the comment
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represents the information which is being expressed about that topic. This interconnected
relationship is commonly referred to as a topic-comment structure in the literature.

Despite extensive debates attempting to define the concept of topic, a recurring
observation found in the literature is the prevalent use of the term without a definition
that goes beyond a lay or intuitive understanding. Goutsos (1997) asserted that there is a
significant lack of consensus on the notion of topic. Grobet (2002) shared this criticism
directed towards the literature studying topic, highlighting its reliance on weak, vague
and intuitive definitions.

It is important to note that in this thesis, instead of attempting to provide a precise
definition or formalisation of the concept of “topic” in conversations, the focus is on
exploring a specific aspect that is inherent in human conversations: topic shift. The
subsequent section will delve into the discussion of related work on topic shift.

7.2.1.2 Topic shifts in human conversations

Human conversations naturally encompass multiple topics and exhibit fluent transitions
between them. In real-life scenarios, people change topics in conversations for various
reasons. They may change topics to avoid lengthy discussions, dodge personal questions,
or when a current topic triggers discomfort. In a chatbot scenario, the need to shift
topics usually arises when the chatbot has exhausted the available information on a
particular topic or has a specific goal to accomplish, such as booking a flight or providing
recommendations to the user.

Wardhaugh (1985) argued that conversations typically involve shifts from one topic to
another, sometimes even mixing multiple topics simultaneously. This implies that speakers
in a conversation do not restrict themselves to a single topic throughout; instead, they tend
to shift to new or related sub-topics. Brown and Yule (1983) described topic shift as the
change of subject within a conversation, where speakers introduce new topics to enhance
the interest and effectiveness of the discussion. Similarly, McCarthy (1991) emphasised
the significance of topic shifting in sustaining conversation flow and avoiding silence.

Identifying topic changes can be challenging as it often relies on the analyst’s intuition.
Extensive research has been dedicated to investigating strategies and markers that indicate
topic shifts. Early studies in discourse analysis (Brown and Yule, 1983) suggested that a
variety of adverbial phrases, such as “what about”, “on a different note” and “changing the
subject” are frequently used as discourse markers to indicate topic changes in conversations.
These markers can also be used as features for a discriminative classifier (Galley et al.,
2003) or observed variables in a probabilistic model (Dowman et al., 2008). However, it
is important to note that in practice, the discourse markers that are most indicative of
topic change often vary significantly depending on the specific domain of the data (Purver,
2011). This dependency on domain poses a limitation for methods that solely rely on
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Dataset Year Category Data source Annotations #Dialogues
#Turns per

dialogue

CALLHOME American
English Transcripts (Kings-
bury et al., 1997)

1997 telephone
conversa-
tion

telephone con-
versation tran-
scripts

speaker details, channel
quality, etc

120 N/A

Santa Barbara Corpus of
Spoken American English
(Du Bois et al., 2000)

2000 audio tran-
script

audio recordings
and transcripts

metadata about speaker de-
tails

60 N/A

ISL Meeting Transcripts
(Burger et al., 2002)

2002 group
meeting

meeting tran-
scripts

annotations for spontaneous
speech events and disfluen-
cies

112 N/A

ICSI Meeting Corpus (Janin
et al., 2003)

2003 group
meeting

meeting record-
ings and tran-
scripts

dialogue acts, speech quality 91 N/A

SLX Corpus of Classic
Sociolinguistic Interviews
(Strassel et al., 2003)

2003 interview audio recordings
transcripts

sociolinguistic variable sur-
vey

8 N/A

NIST Meeting Pilot Cor-
pus (Garofolo et al., 2004)

2004 group
meeting

meeting tran-
scripts

metadata about topics,
meeting forums, partici-
pants, recording conditions,
etc

19 N/A

NPS Internet Chatroom
Conversations (Forsyth and
Martell, 2007)

2007 chit-chat online chatrooms dialogue acts, PoS tags 15 N/A
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NXT Switchboard Annota-
tions (Calhoun et al., 2009)

2009 telephone
conversa-
tion

telephone con-
versation tran-
scripts

focus/contrast, dialogue
acts, prosodic annotations

2,400 N/A

MPC Corpus (Shaikh et al.,
2010)

2010 chit-chat crowd-souring communication links, di-
alogue acts, local topics,
meso-topics

14 520

Twitter Conversation
Dataset (Ritter et al., 2010)

2010 micro-blog
conversa-
tion

Twitter N/A 1,300,000 N/A

Cornell Movie-Dialogs Cor-
pus (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil
and Lee, 2011)

2011 movie
script

movie scripts characters, metadata about
genre, release year, cast lists,
etc

220,579 N/A

Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus
(Lowe et al., 2015)

2015 task-
oriented

Ubuntu chat logs N/A 930,000 8

Reddit Corpus (Schrading
et al., 2015)

2015 micro-blog
conversa-
tion

Reddit subreddit categories 21,133 N/A

OpenSubtitles (Lison and
Tiedemann, 2016)

2016 movie
script

movie/TV show
subtitles

metadata about release year,
language, duration, genre,
etc

322,000 N/A

DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017) 2017 chit-chat English learners’
writings

dialogue acts, emotion
classes

13,118 7.9

Frames (El Asri et al., 2017) 2017 task-
oriented

crowd-sourcing dialogue acts 1,369 14.6
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DSTC7 (Galley et al., 2019) 2018 micro-blog
conversa-
tion

Reddit N/A 2,364,228 <2

Persona-Chat (ConvAI2)
(Zhang et al., 2018a)

2018 chit-chat crowd-sourcing personas 10,907 14.8

MultiWOZ (Budzianowski
et al., 2018)

2018 task-
oriented

crowd-sourcing dialogue states, dialogue
acts

8,438 13.68

Empathetic Dialogues
(Rashkin et al., 2019)

2019 chit-chat crowd-sourcing emotion labels 25,000 4.31

Wizard of Wikipedia (Dinan
et al., 2019)

2019 chit-chat crowd-sourcing topics 22,311 9

Topical-Chat Dataset
(Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019)

2019 chit-chat crowd-sourcing annotations about reading
set utilisation and sentiment

11,319 22

DialoGPT (Zhang et al.,
2020b)

2019 micro-blog
conversa-
tion

Reddit N/A 147,116,725 <2

Blended Skill Talk (Smith
et al., 2020)

2020 chit-chat crowd-sourcing skill annotations regarding
knowledge, empathy, per-
sonal situations and per-
sonal background

⇠5,000 11.2

Table 7.1: Survey of existing dialogue datasets. #dialogues denotes the number of dialogues contained in a dataset, and #turns per
dialogue denotes the average number of dialogue turns in a dialogue in each dataset.
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these markers, as it can be challenging to adapt them to new domains or settings.

7.2.2 Survey of existing dialogue datasets

I conducted an extensive survey of dialogue datasets released before the year 2021, and
summarised their features and statistics in table 7.1. Please note that the surveyed datasets
exclusively focus on English dialogue datasets. Although there are undoubtedly valuable
dialogue datasets curated for other languages, this thesis specifically concentrates on
language generation tasks using the English language. It is important to clarify that this
survey does not aim to provide a complete overview of all dialogue datasets. Instead, its
purpose is to serve as a resource for dialogue researchers who are seeking suitable data to
support their research work in the field of dialogue generation.

Early dialogue-related datasets primarily consist of transcripts from spontaneous phone
conversations (Kingsbury et al., 1997; Calhoun et al., 2009) and meeting recordings
(Burger et al., 2002; Janin et al., 2003; Garofolo et al., 2004). These transcripts are usually
automatically transcribed from audio recordings and then checked by human annotators.
However, they often contain incomplete utterances resulting from interruptions during
phone or meeting conversations. Many of these datasets provide annotations that can be
used for discourse analysis, such as dialogue acts, named entities, etc.

Other sources of dialogue data include subtitles and scripts from movies or TV shows
(Lison and Tiedemann, 2016; Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and Lee, 2011), and online con-
versation threads from micro-blogging service platforms (Schrading et al., 2015; Ritter
et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2020b). With the advent of crowd-sourcing techniques, numerous
large-scale conversational datasets have been curated, each with its respective specific
task focus. In domain-specific and task-oriented dialogue settings, conversations revolve
around a predefined domain or goal (Lowe et al., 2015; Budzianowski et al., 2018). In
such scenarios, the chatbot is designed to operate within the specified domain or objective,
ensuring it stays aligned with the predetermined requirements. On the contrary, other
datasets (Forsyth and Martell, 2007; Shaikh et al., 2010; Li et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018a)
concentrate on open-domain dialogue, typically in a chit-chat environment. These works
differentiate themselves by their unique research focuses, such as incorporating external
knowledge-base grounding (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019), incorporating persona features
(Zhang et al., 2018a), or combining multiple dialogue generation skills (Smith et al., 2020).

The surveyed works comprise a wide range of conversation forms. Of these, a significant
number of the datasets listed in figure 7.1 comprise multi-party conversations, which consist
of dialogues among a group of individuals engaged in discussions on specific issues. These
conversations can take place in various settings, including in-person meetings (Burger
et al., 2002; Janin et al., 2003) or online chatrooms (Forsyth and Martell, 2007; Shaikh
et al., 2010). Other datasets consist of two-party conversations, which can be in the form of
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Persona 1 Persona 2
I am an engineering student I am a mother

I enjoy spending time with my friends I have a son and a daughter
I really enjoy watching classic films I love the Harry Potter books

My mother is the greatest chef in the world Winter holidays have always been my favourite
I stand out among my surroundings I enjoy the outdoors

Table 7.2: Example persona profiles selected from the Persona-Chat dataset.

phone conversation transcripts (Kingsbury et al., 1997; Calhoun et al., 2009), social media
conversation threads (Ritter et al., 2010; Schrading et al., 2015), or specially crowd-sourced
dialogues (Zhang et al., 2018a; Rashkin et al., 2019; Dinan et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2020).
These conversations typically involve interactions between two individuals and serve as
valuable resources for studying various aspects of dialogues characterised by a bipartite
structure.

7.3 The TIAGE dataset

In this section I introduce the TIAGE dataset. I start off by explaining why I consider
the Persona-Chat dataset (Zhang et al., 2018a) as a suitable data source for this project.
Topic-shift labels were manually annotated based on the Persona-Chat dataset to facilitate
the topic-shift dialogue task. I will also discuss the human annotation process of the
topic-shift labels in TIAGE, and analyse data statistics and conversational patterns in
this dataset.

7.3.1 The Persona-Chat dataset

Introduction to Persona-Chat. The Persona-Chat dataset (Zhang et al., 2018a) is a
chit-chat dialogue dataset with pre-scripted persona profiles. It was introduced as part of
the Second Conversational Intelligence Challenge (ConvAI2). The dataset aims to enhance
dialogue modelling by incorporating user personas. Each dialogue in the dataset consists
of two participants, each assigned a persona profile - a set of sentences describing a user’s
background, interests and preferences. The dataset comprises 1,115 unique pre-defined
personas, ensuring results comprise a wide range of user characteristics and preferences.
Examples of persona profiles used in Persona-Chat are presented in table 7.2. During
data collection, annotators were required to carry out conversations based on the persona
profiles they were assigned. A dialogue consists of multiple conversational turns between
the users, with each turn connecting two utterances from separate participants. Dialogues
in the Persona-Chat dataset cover a large variety of topics and have a minimum dialogue
length of 6 turns. These characteristics combine to make this dataset suitable for analysing
topic-shift behaviours in conversational dialogues.
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The entire Persona-Chat dataset contains a total of 162,064 utterances over 10,907
dialogues, 131,438 utterances (8,939 dialogues) of which are used for training, 15,602
utterances (1000 dialogues) for validation, and 15,024 utterances (968 dialogues) for
testing.

Persona-Chat has been instrumental in developing personalised dialogue systems and
improving the contextuality of conversational agents (Wolf et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020).
It has been widely used to train and evaluate dialogue systems, providing a benchmark
assessment of dialogue models’ ability to generate coherent and contextually appropriate
responses, taking into account the user’s persona and goals.

Rationale for the choice of data source. I constructed TIAGE by augmenting the
Persona-Chat dataset (Zhang et al., 2018a) with topic-shift human annotations. I consider
Persona-Chat as a suitable dataset for topic-shift annotation for the following reasons:

1. The Persona-Chat data was collected online in a textual form by mimicking chit-chat
scenarios. As such, it reflects real-world conversations and the chit-chat setting
allows for more topic shifting turns in dialogues, which aligns with the focus of this
research.

2. Dialogues in this dataset contain more than 10 dialogue turns, and longer dialogue
contexts tend to exhibit a conversational flow with more topics.

3. Despite the fact that some participants in Persona-Chat may have rushed into
changing topics to quickly exchange their profile information, I observed that most of
the participants still manage to change topics in a natural and coherent way, making
this dataset a sensible choice to study topic-shift behaviours.

While acknowledging that Persona-Chat is a suitable choice for this project, it is
important to recognise that it is not without limitations. For example, the dataset contains
typos, and informal language usage such as slang, abbreviations, and misuse of punctuation.
These aspects have an impact on the evaluation of grammaticality (discussed in section
7.5).

7.3.2 Annotation process

To annotate the topic shifts within the data, I randomly selected 500 dialogues (7,861
dialogue turns) from the original Persona-Chat dev/test datasets. I asked annotators
to examine each dialogue turn and indicate whether the conversational topic is changed
in that turn. In the annotation pool, there were a total of 25 human annotators who
are fluent in English and have sufficient linguistics knowledge on topic shift behaviours
in discourse studies. Each dialogue was randomly distributed to, and annotated by two
independent annotators.
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Dialogue 1 TS Label
[Speaker1] Hi! How are you this evening? N/A
[Speaker2] Good. I spent all afternoon walking my dogs. I’ve three

Labradors.
0

[Speaker1] Cool, that’s a lot of dogs. Do you like music? I love it. 1

Dialogue 2 TS Label
[Speaker1] I think you are great. You are my best friend. N/A
[Speaker2] My best friend is a bear, bears don’t have friends, that’s

why they’re my favourite.
0

[Speaker1] Webster’s dictionary defines weddings as the fusing of
two metals with a hot torch.

1

Table 7.3: Annotated dialogue examples in TIAGE.

During the annotation process, all annotators were given identical annotation guidelines,
and were talked through the general aim of this annotation task (without injecting too
much unnecessary information to avoid unfavourable bias). They were then asked to
annotate each dialogue turn indicating whether they think the conversational topic has
changed. One consideration for the annotation process was the fact that topic is co-
constructed. As such it is very limiting to analyse a turn for itself when trying to identify
topic transitions. To facilitate the recognition of slowly transited topics, annotators were
encouraged to take into account both the previous two turns and the following two turns
of the target dialogue turn when making a decision. This assisted decision making for
cases where topics are slowly developed and transited. Appendix B gives more details of
the annotation guidelines used in the annotation process for TIAGE.

Following the annotation process, I obtained a dialogue dataset with gold standard
topic-shift labels at each dialogue turn. The Cohen’s Kappa score (Cohen, 1960) for
all annotations is 0.482. Table 7.3 showcases examples of labelled dialogues selected
from TIAGE. To the best of our knowledge, TIAGE is the first dataset that focuses on
topic-shift behaviours in open-domain dialogue data.

7.3.3 Dataset analysis

This section presents dataset statistics of TIAGE and an analysis of the topic-shift patterns
observed in the annotated TIAGE dialogues.

2The Cohen’s Kappa score falls within the range of 0.41 to 0.60, indicating a moderate level of
agreement, which confirms the quality of human annotations in TIAGE.
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WeakSupotrain WeakSupodev

#Dialogues 7,939 1,000
#Instances 108,711 13,788
#AvgTurns 14.7 14.8

(a) The weak supervision data split.

Annotrain Annodev Annotest

#Dialogues 300 100 100
#Instances 4,767 1,546 1,548
#AvgTurns 15.6 15.5 15.6

(b) The human-annotated data split.

Table 7.4: Data statistics. #AvgTurns denotes the average number of turns per dialogue.
Each instance is a (context, response) pair around a specific dialogue turn. The average
number of tokens per utterance is 11.8. In the human-annotated data split, the average
number of topic-shift turns per dialogue is 3.5. The vocabulary size of the entire dataset
is around 18K.

7.3.3.1 Dataset statistics

As shown in table 7.4, TIAGE provides weak supervision data and human-annotated data
to train dialogue models. Weak supervision data is selected from the original Persona-
Chat training set and helps adapt NLG models to Persona-Chat-style data. The weak
supervision data consists of 8,939 dialogues and is split into two sets: WeakSupotrain

and WeakSupodev. Human-annotated data consists of 500 annotated dialogues with
topic-shift annotations at each dialogue turn. I split them into 300 Annotrain, 100 Annodev

and 100 Annotest dialogues respectively. As each dialogue has multiple dialogue turns, I
extracted (context, response) pairs as instances for all turns in each dialogue.

7.3.3.2 Analysis of topic-shift patterns

From examining the range of topic-shift utterances labelled by human annotators in
TIAGE, I observed an interesting pattern of [comment; topic shift]. In this pattern,
the response that initiates the change in topic typically begins with a brief comment
on the previous dialogue context, followed by a sentence that introduces a different
conversational focus. The comment usually corresponds to the sentiment previously
expressed in the dialogue. This pattern resonates with findings in pragmatics research
(Brown and Levinson, 1987; Goldsmith, 2007). Correspondingly, according to Leech (1983),
there exists a politeness principle that aligns with conversational maxims formulated by
Paul Grice (Grice, 1975). Leech outlined six specific maxims: tact, generosity, approbation,
modesty, agreement, and sympathy. Politeness, particularly tact, involves strategically
avoiding conflicts and demonstrating consideration for others.

Among the six maxims, two are particularly relevant to the observed topic-shift patterns
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in TIAGE. The approbation maxim emphasises expressing beliefs that convey approval of
others, seeking to make others feel good by demonstrating solidarity. The other maxim,
the sympathy maxim, aims to maximise sympathy and minimise antipathy between oneself
and others. This involves employing speech acts such as expressing commiseration and
offering condolences. These actions also align with Brown and Levinson (1987)’s positive
politeness strategy, which emphasises attending to the interests, wants, and needs of the
listener.

Where these concepts can bring value to the discussion of topic-shift patterns in TIAGE

is in the formulation of new topic responses. When speakers introduce a new topic, it is
a common positive politeness strategy to first respond to the content uttered by other
speakers (Leech, 1983, 2014). This pattern holds potential value for dialogue systems
seeking to generate topic-shift utterances in a natural and coherent manner. Prior to
introducing a new topic, it is favourable for dialogue systems to first generate a comment
regarding the previous topic that expresses either approbation (e.g., “great”, “that’s cool”)
or sympathy (e.g., “that’s too bad” or “I’m sorry to hear that”). This demonstrates the
systems’ attentiveness to the users’ interests and needs.

7.4 Baselines

I built a T5-NLGTS response generator using the pre-trained T5 model (Raffel et al., 2020).
I initially trained the T5 model on the WeakSupotrain data for transfer learning. After
this step, the model is more accustomed to the specific Persona-Chat language style. I
then further fine-tuned the model on the topic-shift instances (i.e., where topic shifts
occur) in the Annotrain data for specific topic-shift adaption.

I simultaneously ran this task on a number of topic-insensitive NLG models to provide a
basis for comparison. These baselines were chosen due to their state-of-the-art performance
on dialogue tasks. I trained a T5-NLG model on the WeakSupotrain data without any
topic-shift signals. I also implemented the DialoGPT model (Zhang et al., 2020b) fine-tuned
on the same data as another baseline.

For implementation, I used the small version of DialoGPT and the base version of
T5. My implementation was based on the HuggingFace Transformers library (Wolf et al.,
2020). All models were optimised using the Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with
a learning rate of 5e-5 and a batch size of 64. I set the maximum input sequence length to
512. The training was carried out using 1 Nvidia RTX 8000 GPU and took around 15
hours.
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No. Reference response Reason
1 So are you enjoy fall? verb tense
2 I like that show to. Grey’s Anatomy is my favorite. mixed up spelling
3 I afraid of snakes, you? sentence fragment
4 I love to go running, it’s my favorite passion. comma splice

Table 7.5: Examples of reference responses that failed the ERG parsing. Segments that
potentially caused parsing failures for utterances are highlighted in red in the original
sentences. A sentence fragment is an incomplete sentence used in place of a complete
sentence, typically lacking either the subject or predicate necessary to make it an inde-
pendent clause. Comma splice refers to an inappropriate language use in English where a
comma is used to join two clauses that have no appropriate conjunction.

Models G Fts DIVwl DIVpl

DialoGPT 0.962 0.457 (0.509) 0.787 18.7
T5-NLG 0.984 0.527 (0.456) 0.677 13.3
T5-NLGTS 0.987 0.540 (0.544) 0.697 14.2

Ref 0.895 0.632 (1.000) 0.826 23.2

Table 7.6: GFD evaluation scores obtained by baselines for the topic-shift dialogue
generation task. G denotes the grammaticality score. F ts denotes the faithfulness score
obtained using the RetroTS-T5 classifier. Scores in parentheses represent faithfulness
results obtained through human evaluation regarding topic-shift occurrences. DIV wl

denotes the word-level diversity score, whilst DIV pl denotes the parse-level diversity score.
Note that evaluation scores for reference responses (in the row Ref) were calculated only
for comparison purposes. The GFD framework remains a reference-less approach, meaning
that the evaluation for models with the GFD does not rely on any references.

7.5 Evaluating grammaticality of model-generated re-

sponses

As mentioned earlier, the Persona-Chat dataset, which the TIAGE dataset is built upon,
was collected through crowd-sourcing in a casual chit-chat setting. Consequently, the
language usage in this dataset reflects the way people communicate in informal online
conversations. This distinction sets this corpus apart from the data I examined in the
previous two tasks, namely image captions generated using a formal semantic engine and
football tweets from the official EPL account.

7.5.1 Parsability with the ERG as a proxy

Continuing in line with the previous two tasks, the grammaticality of model-generated
dialogue responses is evaluated by assessing the parsability of these sentences with the
ERG.

I parsed the reference responses in the TIAGE test set, and obtained a success rate of
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89.5%. This indicates that 89.5% of the references were successfully parsed using the ERG.
Table 7.5 illustrates a few examples of reference responses that failed the ERG parsing.
Note that these references were directly chosen from the original Persona-Chat dataset
and were created by crowd workers in the data collection process of Persona-Chat. The
reference instances that failed the parsing commonly exhibited grammatical mistakes such
as:

• Verb tense and form. Some ill-formed utterances exhibit errors in verb tenses or
forms. For example, the sentences “so are you enjoy fall?” (example #1 in table
7.5) and “do you exercising a lot?” demonstrate mixed-up tenses and incorrect verb
forms, resulting in ungrammatical sentences.

• Sentence segment. A sentence segment refers to an incomplete sentence that is used
in place of a complete sentence. Typically, an incomplete sentence lacks a subject or
a main verb, which is necessary for it to function as an independent clause. In some
cases, a sentence segment may have a subject and a main verb, but other elements
of the sentence are missing, making the sentence grammatically incorrect. Example
#3 in the illustration table is an example of this common grammar mistake.

• Run-on sentence or comma splice. A run-on sentence refers to a sentence that
continues without proper punctuation or conjunctions to separate two independent
clauses. A comma splice refers to the incorrect usage of a comma to join two clauses
that lack an appropriate conjunction. Example #4 in the table is an example of
comma splice mistakes. This particular error is the most commonly observed in the
Persona-Chat utterances.

• Typo. Another type of error commonly found in the reference sentences is typos.
For instance, confusion between words such as “to” and “too”, as well as “an” and
“and”, can lead to ill-formed sentences.

As previously discussed, the Persona-Chat dataset was collected through a crowd-
sourcing platform, where annotators followed given instructions to complete annotation
tasks. Due to the informal nature of the online chit-chat setting, and the inherent data
quality issue associated with crowd-sourced datasets (Aker et al., 2012; Daniel et al., 2018),
the sentences in the resulting Persona-Chat dataset exhibit various imperfections. These
include spelling errors, incorrectly used punctuation, incomplete sentences, and other
grammar-related mistakes. These empirical findings highlight that the use of the ERG to
measure grammaticality is not limited to assessing model outputs, but can also provide an
insight into the grammar-related quality of human-written “gold-standard” references.
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7.5.2 Evaluation results of grammaticality

The second column in table 7.6 presents the grammaticality scores obtained by baseline
models. It is evident that all three models - DialoGPT, T5-NLG, and T5-NLGTS - achieved
grammaticality scores of more than 96.0%. This indicates that the baseline models are
able to generate grammatically well-formed sentences for the TIAGE generation task. The
T5-based models (T5-NLG and T5-NLGTS) exhibit slightly higher grammaticality scores
than the DialoGPT model. Fine-tuning the T5-NLGTS model specifically on topic-shift
utterances resulted in only a slight effect on the grammaticality of the generated responses,
as indicated by the grammaticality measurement results of 0.984 and 0.987 for the T5-NLG

and T5-NLGTS models, respectively.
It is worth noting that the grammaticality score of the reference responses written by

human annotators is lower than those generated by the baseline models. This difference
can potentially be attributed to the imperfect data quality inherent to crowd-sourced data,
as discussed in the previous section.

7.6 Evaluating the faithfulness of model-generated re-

sponses

The faithfulness evaluation for the previous two tasks, image captioning and data-to-text
generation, primarily focuses on grounding faithfulness. That is, the input information of
the two tasks imposes strong groundings for the generation process, and the faithfulness
evaluation of a generated sentence is evaluated by examining its consistency with the
grounding information. However, in the context of a general chit-chat dialogue, dialogue
history only poses weak grounding for what should be generated as a response. Most
existing dialogue research examines this weak grounding of dialogue history through
generation qualities such as relevance and coherence. Using these metrics to qualify
faithfulness aims to reveal how well a generated utterance is connected with the overall
context in the dialogue history, and they are valuable for measuring on-topic dialogue
generation.

However, in the specific case of topic-shift dialogue generation, a model is required to
generate an utterance that deliberately changes the current conversational topic. This
posits a specific challenge, in that an ideal response should have a different focus to the
dialogue history, making the evaluation of relevance and coherence less relevant in this
particular case.

To this end, the faithfulness evaluation proposed for the TIAGE task focuses on
task faithfulness. More specifically, as the task requirement is to generate a topic-shift
response, the faithfulness evaluation examines whether a model-generated utterance fulfils
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the essential requirement of the task, i.e., generating a response that changes the current
dialogue topic. In other words, a model-generated sentence is considered as faithful to the
task if the sentence does change the conversation topic to a different direction.

7.6.1 A classifier for topic shifts

For the dialogue contexts X1, X2, . . . , XV contained in the test set of Annotest, a generation
model outputs a list of candidates ŷ1, ŷ2, . . . , ŷV for the V dialogue contexts, respectively.
The topic-shift classifier is designed to automatically predict whether there is topic shifting
occurring at a specific dialogue turn. Formally, for the i-th generated response ŷi, the
topic-shift classifier (denoted as TSC) predicts a label t̂i based on Xi and ŷi:

t̂i = TSC(Xi, ŷi) =

8
<

:
1, if there is a topic shift between Xi and ŷi

0, otherwise
(7.1)

The faithfulness score (denoted as Fts) of a dialogue model’s outputs with regards to
topic-shift occurrence can be defined as:

Fts =

PV
i=1 t̂i
V

where t̂i is the topic-shift label predicted by the topic-shift classifier for the i-th pair of
dialogue context and response, and V is the number of model outputs.

I implemented three baseline models as the topic-shift classifier. The first model,
GenEnc uses the GEN encoder (Zhang et al., 2019a) to separately encode dialogue context
and response into embeddings to estimate the topic-shift intents. GenEnc uses a cosine
similarity threshold of 0.25 to filter out (context, response) pairs, and classify them as
topic-shift occurrences. The other two classifiers were developed utilising the state-of-the-
art BERT and T5 models. Specifically, I implemented a BERT-wiki727 model (Devlin
et al., 2019) trained on the WIKI-727K dataset (Koshorek et al., 2018). I also employed
a T5 model (Raffel et al., 2020) fine-tuned on the Annotrain data with topic-shift labels
as the retrospective T5 topic-shift classifier (denoted as RetroTS-T5). I used the base
version of BERT and T5 models, initialised from their pre-trained weights.

Topic-shift classifiers were first tested on the human-annotated Annotest split. The
classification performance of the three classifiers is presented in table 7.7. Precision, recall,
and F1 scores were also computed for human-generated annotations for comparison. The
human annotations attained an F1 score of 0.644, illustrating the inherent complexity
in judging topic-shift occurrences in conversations. Of the three classifiers, RetroTS-T5
significantly outperformed the others and matched the level of human performance. This
suggests that topic shifts in Persona-Chat dialogues exhibit certain patterns that the
RetroTS-T5 classifier can capture from the topic-shift annotations. Consequently, I will
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Model Precision Recall F1 score
GenEnc 0.337 0.199 0.250

BERT-wiki727 0.412 0.020 0.038
RetroTS-T5 0.631 0.673 0.651

Human 0.687 0.607 0.644

Table 7.7: Classification performance obtained by the topic-shift classifiers. The evaluation
results associated with Human in the bottom row were reported under the situation
where annotations from one annotator were used as gold standard references and were
compared with annotations from the other annotator.

use the RetroTS-T5 classifier for the automated evaluation of faithfulness in this task.
Given that the highest-performing classifier for detecting topic-shift occurrences,

RetroTS-T5, achieved only an F1 score of 0.651 on the Annotest split, its use as a
calibrator for faithfulness evaluation may potentially introduce errors into the evaluation
process. With this in mind, I carried out an additional human evaluation to assess topic-
shift occurrences, with the aim to examine and validate the effectiveness of the topic-shift
classifier in evaluating faithfulness for the TIAGE task.

7.6.2 Evaluation results of faithfulness

The faithfulness scores achieved by the three NLG models - DialoGPT, T5-NLG and
T5-NLGTS - are presented in the third column of table 7.6. Scores in parentheses correspond
to human evaluations for topic-shift occurrences. Results from human evaluation indicate
that only about half of the responses generated by the three models exhibit a shift in topic,
with T5-NLGTS producing the most topic-shift utterances. This observation is echoed in the
evaluation results derived from the RetroTS-T5 classifier. However, the classifier failed to
correctly identify topic-shift occurrences in the Ref responses. These reference responses,
consisting entirely of utterances that initiate a change in topic, should logically have a
perfect faithfulness score of 1. This, unfortunately, was not captured by the RetroTS-T5

classifier. There is a notable gap between the faithfulness score predicted by RetroTS-T5

and the result from human evaluation for the reference responses, suggesting a deficiency
in the reliability and effectiveness of the RetroTS-T5 classifier.

7.7 Evaluating diversity of model-generated responses

When undertaking the diversity evaluation for this task, the most appropriate approach
was on the same lines as the diversity evaluations for the previous two tasks. As such, I
investigated the syntactic diversity of model-generated dialogue responses through two
vectors: word-level diversity and parse-level diversity.
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7.7.1 Word-level diversity

I consider word-level diversity as the first level of diversity analysis. Word-level diversity,
denoted as DIVwl, is defined as the normalised type-token ratio (TTR) of model-generated
responses (refer to equation 5.2 in section 5.6.1). The size of the sliding window was set to
30 when calculating the MATTR scores.

7.7.2 Parse-level diversity

The parse-level diversity, denoted as DIVpl, examines the diversity of syntactic construc-
tions in model-generated sentences. It is calculated in the same way as in equations 5.4-5.6
in section 5.6.2. A higher value of DIVpl indicates a greater parse-level diversity in the
outputs of a model, indicating a broader range of grammatical constructions.

7.7.3 Evaluation results of diversity

The word-level and parse-level diversity scores obtained by the baseline models are presented
in the last two columns of table 7.6. Both the word-level and parse-level diversity scores of
the DialoGPT model were higher than the two T5-based models. The word-level diversity
score for the human-written reference sentences was 0.826, which surpassed the word-level
diversity scores of all the baseline models. Moreover, the references achieved a parse-level
diversity score of 23.2, which was over 60% greater than the score obtained by the T5-NLGTS

model. These findings suggest that the dialogue responses written by humans generally
exhibit a wider range of word usage and a more diverse set of grammatical constructions in
comparison to the outputs produced by the GPT-based and T5-based generation models.

7.8 Other tasks with TIAGE

In addition to the topic-shift dialogue generation task, I further investigated another task:
topic-aware dialogue generation. Although this work is not directly related to the GFD
evaluation of this thesis, I decided to include the explorations here as they illustrate the
potentials of using the TIAGE data for other topic-shift related dialogue scenarios.

7.8.1 Topic-aware dialogue generation

Given a dialogue context XT , the goal of the topic-aware dialogue generation task is
to generate a topic-shift response sTS if a change of topic is considered as favourable,
or an on-topic response sNTS if otherwise. The topic-aware dialogue generation task
differs from the topic-shift generation task in that topic-aware generation asks models to
identify the need to change topics by themselves, and then generate topic-shift or on-topic
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Model Precision Recall F1 score
TSManager 0.340 0.170 0.220
RetroTS-T5 0.709 0.657 0.682

Human 0.687 0.607 0.644

Table 7.8: Classification performance obtained by the TSManager model, compared to
that of the RetroTS-T5 classifier. The evaluation results associated with Human in the
bottom row were reported under the situation where annotations from one annotator were
used as gold standard references and were compared with annotations from the other
annotator.

Model BLEU-2 METEOR ROUGE_L CIDEr
DialoGPT 0.063 0.077 0.134 0.125
T5-NLG 0.082 0.087 0.159 0.175
TADial 0.082 0.087 0.162 0.177

Table 7.9: Evaluation results of topic-aware dialogue generation on all instances in Annotest.

responses according to the generated prediction, whilst topic-shift generation aims to
generate topic-shift responses given any dialogue context.

Models. Three baselines were built for comparison. The first two baselines are T5-NLG
and DialoGPT models fine-tuned on the WeakSupotrain data.

Alongside the construction of these models, I implemented a pipeline system (denoted
as TADial) with the particular purpose of generating topic-aware responses. The first step
is to decide whether a change of topic is necessary at a specific dialogue turn. To predict
topic-shift signals based on the dialogue context XT , I implemented a T5-based topic-shift
manager (denoted as TSManager) and fine-tuned it on the Annotrain data. The major
difference between TSManager and the RetroTS-T5 classifier introduced earlier is that
RetroTS-T5 has access to both the dialogue context and the response, whilst TSManager
makes topic-shift predictions based solely on the context.

Subsequently, I went on to train two T5-based response generators: T5-NLGTS and
T5-NLGNTS. The two response generators produce either a topic-shift or an on-topic re-
sponse by switching between one another, guided by the topic-shift signals from TSManager.
T5-NLGTS aims to generate topic-shift responses, and T5-NLGNTS is fine-tuned on non-
topic-shift instances to generate on-topic responses.

Results. I first examined the TSManager classifier by its performance when predicting
topic-shift labels. Table 7.8 reports the classification results of the TSManager classifier on
the Annotest set. Looking at the results, there is a clear gap in classification performance
between RetroTS-T5 and TSManager. I posit the reason for this being that the predictive
setting of TSManager is inherently more difficult than RetroTS-T5, as it is asked to predict
topic-shift labels based solely on dialogue context.

Following these results, I then tested TADial and two topic-insensitive baselines on all
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instances in Annotest. The results from table 7.9 indicate that TADial with a dedicated
topic-shift management component does not yield better performance than the T5-NLG

model, which is simply trained on dialogue instances with no topic-shift labels. This
indicates that, mostly likely due to the deficiency of TSManager signals, hard-wiring a
topic-shift management component into a generation pipeline falls short at the task of
improving generation results. It remains a challenging task to produce well-timed and
good-quality topic-shift signals based on dialogue context only, which hinders overall
topic-aware dialogue generation.

It is worth noting that the evaluation of the topic-aware generation task is based on
n-gram methods, including BLEU-2, METEOR, ROUGE_L and CIDEr. I did not further
explore GFD evaluation for this task, as the primary purpose of these experiments was
to demonstrate the versatility of the TIAGE annotations across various scenarios. The
intention was to provide preliminary explorations that could shed light on potential use
cases with TIAGE. A more in-depth examination of model evaluation will be left for
future work.

7.9 Discussion

This chapter explores the application of the GFD framework to the TIAGE benchmark,
which focuses on topic-shift response generation in an open-domain chit-chat setting. This
setting posed a challenging environment for the GFD evaluation framework, particularly
for the faithfulness evaluation. Whilst the evaluation of grammaticality and diversity
could be effectively generalised to the case of TIAGE, the adaption of the faithfulness
assessment was less satisfactory.

The evaluation of grammaticality of the generated responses indicated that machine
learning models can produce grammatically well-formed sentences with high consistency.
An interesting revelation was the relatively lower grammaticality score achieved by the
human-written references. This could be attributed to the colloquial language typically
used in casual dialogues, complicated by the inherent data quality issues often found in
crowd-sourced datasets (Hossain and Kauranen, 2015; Daniel et al., 2018).

This chapter also examined the faithfulness of model-generated responses, which took a
slightly different approach compared to the previous tasks. Instead of focusing on grounding
faithfulness, the TIAGE task necessitated an evaluation of task faithfulness, considering
the topic-shift constraint imposed by the task. I operationalised the faithfulness evaluation
of topic-shift generation through analysing topic-shift occurrences, thus translating the
task requirement of generating topic-shift responses into a measurable parameter. Despite
these efforts, the faithfulness evaluation did not reach a satisfactory level of reliability.
The empirical findings presented in section 7.6 indicated the substantial challenges and
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limitations in applying the faithfulness evaluation in the GFD framework to the particular
task of TIAGE.

The diversity evaluation revealed a significant contrast between human-written and
machine-generated responses. Human-written responses demonstrated wider vocabulary
use and more diverse syntactic constructions. This observation aligns with the findings
from the FHiG task.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Summary of main ideas and results

This thesis explores the evaluation of NLG tasks, proposing a decomposition approach
to evaluating NLG models for grammaticality, faithfulness, and diversity (GFD). The
versatility of the GFD framework is empirically investigated using three distinct NLG
tasks: synthetic image captioning, football highlight generation, and topic-shift dialogue
generation.

In chapter 1, I raised several pivotal questions that this thesis aims to explore. In
concluding this thesis, I will provide some reflections on these questions, drawing on the
investigations undertaken in the preceding chapters.

Evaluation in the context of NLG. Evaluation, at its core, involves the systematic
application of scientific criteria to ascertain the value and merit of a subject. It serves two
primary purposes: it affords insights into the subject being evaluated, and it facilitates
reflection on existing methodologies, thus directing future research paths. This thesis
delves into the intricacies of NLG evaluation, and suggests a dissection of the evaluation
process into individual contributors. The decomposition approach employed in this thesis
operates along two orthogonal axes:

Firstly, the focus of the evaluation is broken down into three distinct qualities: gram-
maticality, faithfulness, and diversity (GFD). Each of these qualities represents essential
aspects of text generation outputs. Among the three evaluation aspects, grammaticality
and diversity focus on lexical and syntactic properties of a text, whereas faithfulness
examines the alignment of a model-generated text with the intended content and task
requirements.

Secondly, to investigate the adaptability of the GFD framework across different NLG
scenarios, I applied the framework to three distinct tasks: synthetic image captioning
(ShapeWorldICE), football highlight generation (FHiG), and topic-shift dialogue gen-
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eration (TIAGE). The three NLG tasks encompass vastly different domains, leading to
inherent variations in language usage. Furthermore, the grounding level of task inputs and
the availability to the underlying ground truth differ significantly across tasks, presenting
varying degrees of challenge for evaluation. Specifically, the synthetic configuration of
ShapeWorldICE provides a fully controlled environment for GFD evaluation. The
FHiG task serves as a logical next step from the synthetic image captioning task, as it
involves real-world inputs whilst providing partial access to the underlying ground truth.
The TIAGE task represents a specific form of dialogue generation, with an emphasis on
generating topic-shift responses. This task presents an intriguing and challenging scenario
for GFD evaluation due to its open-domain chit-chat nature and the imposition of a
topic-shift constraint in task requirements.

By decomposing NLG evaluation into examining three text qualities on three distinct
tasks, a grid structure of evaluation is formed, accounting for the variations in generation
requirements and task differences. This grid organisation enables a detailed, systematic
examination of generation qualities across various NLG scenarios.

The choice of essential qualities within an evaluation framework. In evaluation,
different stakeholders may hold divergent views on what constitutes the “merit” of a subject.
Seen from this perspective, the selection of evaluation aspects is inherently a contested
matter. However, there are still fundamental guidelines that should be followed when
conducting NLG evaluation. Specifically, the selection of granular qualities should be
guided by the core objective of facilitating a meaningful evaluation.

As a starting point towards addressing this problem, I attempted to present an
overview of notable factors that could potentially contribute to overall text quality (refer
to section 2.1.1). Among these factors, I highlighted three specific aspects - grammaticality,
faithfulness and diversity - that serve as fundamental calibrators to gauge the quality of
model-generated text. Furthermore, I have operationalised these three concepts such that
computational approaches can be devised to assess how well these aspects are represented
in the text.

The main contribution of this thesis is the principled GFD framework with an opera-
tionalised evaluation of grammaticality, faithfulness, and diversity. This is the outcome of
my attempt to discover commonality within evaluation across various generation cases,
whilst appreciating the inherent nuances within NLG evaluation. In my perspective, break-
ing down NLG evaluation into investigating these three qualities represents a meaningful
initial effort towards a “glass-box” NLG evaluation.

Generalisation ability of the proposed framework. One of the key questions that I
sought to answer throughout this research was the feasibility of a comprehensive, automated
evaluation of the three salient, well-defined metrics across carefully selected tasks, and
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to what extent these metrics can be generalised across such tasks. The grammaticality
and diversity evaluations demonstrated a commendable level of generalisation across tasks,
albeit with necessary adaptions, such as modifications to the ERG which was utilised for the
grammaticality and diversity assessments. However, the faithfulness evaluation presented
a significant challenge. Despite considerable efforts in tailoring it to fit individual tasks,
the empirical results demonstrated in chapters 5-7 suggested that establishing a universal
evaluation schema for assessing faithfulness remains an extraordinarily challenging task,
even with carefully delineated task designs and focused evaluation objectives.

As the generation environment aligns more closely with real-world scenarios, it becomes
increasingly difficult to obtain complete access to the underlying ground truth representa-
tions. Consequently, the task of evaluating generation systems becomes significantly more
challenging. This is particularly the case for the faithfulness evaluation. In a well-controlled
environment such as the ShapeWorldICE task, evaluating the faithfulness of a model’s
outputs to a grounding world model is straightforward. However, when it comes to text
generation from semi-structured data, the partial availability of the underlying truth
representations leads to a partially achievable assessment of faithfulness. Furthermore,
in an open-domain chit-chat setting, the task of defining faithfulness becomes extremely
complex in itself. Even with the intentional task constraint of topic-shifting and an attempt
to translate the evaluation of faithfulness into the analysis of topic-shift occurrence as a
means of operationalisation, the task remains non-trivial due to the lack of underlying
truth models. This required resorting to manual annotation as a form of evaluation,
despite which the faithfulness evaluation was still far from satisfactory and failed to
provide reliable insights regarding the faithfulness in model outputs. This underscores the
inherent complexity of NLG evaluation and the need for extreme caution when addressing
the problems it presents. It calls for meticulous examination and thoughtful consideration
in both defining and operationalising evaluation metrics, particularly when the grounding
truth becomes less accessible or when working in more complex real-world scenarios.

Another dimension of generalisation concerns the applicability of the GFD framework
across languages. Although initially developed for English, the GFD evaluation framework
proposed in this thesis is inherently language-independent and can readily be adapted for
other languages, provided that suitable grammar engines are available.

Insights gained from the evaluation attempts. An empirical analysis of the
three tasks and their corresponding generation models indicates that state-of-the-art
neural models possess the capacity to generate grammatical outputs after undergoing
training for a small number of epochs on the training data. The disparity in parse-level
diversity scores between the synthetic ShapeWorldICE data and the real-world datasets
(FHiG and TIAGE) suggests that the linguistic diversity inherent in the training data
significantly influences the constructional diversity of a model’s outputs. In contrast to the
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real-world datasets, ShapeWorldICE captions, generated from a fixed set of pre-defined
construction rules, exhibit limited language variability, leading to a decrease in the diversity
of outputs generated by models trained on such data.

The faithfulness evaluation arguably poses the greatest challenge when applying the
GFD evaluation framework to real-world generation tasks. While adjustments can easily
be made to the evaluation of grammaticality and diversity to suit a specific task, the
assessment of faithfulness is not easily generalisable across tasks, especially in situations
where the access to the representation of the underlying ground truth is restricted.

Additionally, as empirically demonstrated in section 5.5, current holistic automatic
metrics (such as BLEU and SPICE) present certain limitations in assessing the faithfulness
of model outputs. The effectiveness of BLEU as an NLG metric has been questioned
in existing literature (Reiter, 2018), particularly for tasks where the output content is
not narrowly constrained, like dialogue (Liu et al., 2016). However, this thesis does not
suggest the GFD evaluation framework as a replacement for existing automatic evaluation
methods. Instead, it underscores the importance of reflecting on the prevailing NLG
evaluation paradigm and offers an initial attempt to delineate the contributors to text
quality and their evaluation across unique generation environments. The work presented in
this thesis should be seen as a complementary evaluation framework to standard practices.
When combined with diagnostic NLG datasets, the GFD framework can provide valuable
insights into model capabilities and limitations, enhancing standard evaluations.

This thesis also highlighted the subtle tension between grammaticality and diversity.
For instance, a higher grammaticality score achieved by a generation model compared to
human-written references does not necessarily indicate superior generation outputs, but
rather points to a potential lack of diversity in the generated sentences. It is therefore
crucial to recognise that relying solely on a specific evaluation metric may not provide a
comprehensive understanding of the actual model performance.

Furthermore, this thesis empirically demonstrated the inherent differences between
rule-based evaluation approaches and statistical evaluation approaches, a topic addressed
in multiple sections of previous chapters (see section 3.2.2 and section 7.6). Rule-based
evaluation approaches, such as the ERG parsing for grammaticality evaluation, use pre-
defined rules and are principally data-independent. However, the adaption of rule-based
metrics to a new domain requires expert knowledge, which is non-trivial to incorporate
in many scenarios. In contrast, statistical evaluation approaches, such as the event type
classifier for FHiG, can remedy these issues, as they can be automatically trained using
specifically curated data. However, the reliability of evaluation methods in this genre is
greatly affected by the quality and the representativeness of the data that is used to train
the evaluation models. Although the construction of these statistical models does not
necessarily rely on domain-specific expert knowledge, it does require large amounts of
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suitable data to be curated. There is no one-size-fits-all answer regarding which category
of evaluation methods is most useful. The selection of evaluation methods depends on the
target domain and the availability of pre-defined rules or high-quality training data.

This thesis also emphasises that evaluation design should be considered at every phase
of a research project, starting from its inception. The choice of evaluation metrics warrants
thorough examination and discussion during the experimental stage and should be carefully
explained and analysed in any subsequent publications. This level of transparency is vital
to ensure replication across different studies. It is through the pursuit of more refined
definitions and detailed dimensions of NLG evaluation that we can establish a foundation
for meaningful model comparisons. Without such commonality, our comparisons would be
akin to comparing apples with oranges, lacking consistency and congruity.

8.2 Looking forward

The work presented in this thesis provides a provisional agenda towards a fine-grained,
systematically structured NLG evaluation. This section outlines several prospects for
expanding upon the work detailed in the previous sections.

To begin with, it is worthwhile to consider alternative approaches for implementing
the three metrics. For instance, in the GFD evaluation framework, the ERG served as
the underlying grammar engine for text parsing, which was subsequently employed in
metric assessment. In future research, an insightful avenue for exploration would involve
experimenting with different dependency grammars, such as the Universal Dependencies
(Nivre et al., 2020, UD v2), to enhance our understanding of the GFD framework’s
robustness. Another promising area for investigation pertains to the parse-level diversity
evaluation. In this thesis, the calculation of parse-level diversity scores solely relied on
the occurrence of language constructions found in parse trees. A valuable extension could
involve incorporating factors like frequency and the hierarchy of parse tree nodes in the
diversity assessment, offering a more refined perspective on diversity measurement.

The scope of the GFD evaluation framework can be further expanded. The current
research examined three qualities, grammaticality, faithfulness, and diversity, which are
essential requirements for good-quality generation outputs. However, the evaluation
framework can be enhanced by incorporating additional qualities, such as relevance and
informativeness (see discussion in section 2). Incorporating these concepts into the existing
GFD framework would be a highly desirable addition.

Next, the phenomenon of hallucination exhibited in neural model outputs could be
further investigated. Differentiating between hallucinations and plausible inferences, as
explored in sections 3.3.3 and 6.5.4, remains a compelling research challenge, deserving of
more intensive scrutiny. The possibility of penalising for hallucination in neural model
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outputs with the faithfulness metric could also be further explored.
Furthermore, the evaluation framework outlined in this research remains relevant in the

context of large language models (LLMs). The GFD framework can be readily applied to
evaluate synthetic texts generated by LLMs. In addition, the diversity evaluation approach
introduced in this study focuses on analysing word usage and text constructions. This
approach has the potential to effectively differentiate between texts generated by distinct
groups, such as LLMs, native first-language writers (L1) and second-language learners
(L2). The topic of identifying human-generated vs model-generated texts has been actively
explored in recent workshops and shared tasks1.

Moreover, the GFD evaluation results offered insights into model limitations, providing
a useful compass for subsequent model inspection and development. For instance, in
the ShapeWorldICE generation task, I reported the evaluation results of two existing
models on three basic visual compositions. Future efforts could delve into discerning
at what point image captioning models start to exhibit learning ability on each type of
ShapeWorldICE dataset, and the influence of strategies such as data blending and
curriculum learning on model performance, as investigated for the VQA task in Kuhnle
et al. (2018). Furthermore, empirical findings from the TIAGE experiments uncovered
that it remains a challenging task for dialogue models to predict high-quality topic-shift
signals based solely on dialogue context (see section 7.8.1). Assessing the necessity and
appropriateness of initiating a topic change is inherently a challenging task, thus presenting
an appealing research question to probe further. It is my aspiration that my work on the
TIAGE task, besides providing a platform for testing the GFD evaluation protocol - which
is a contribution to this thesis in itself, also lays the groundwork for further exploration of
topic-shift tactics in dialogue generation models in the NLG field.

1For instance, the ALTA 2023 Shared Task: https://www.alta.asn.au/events/sharedtask2023/. The
goal of this task is to build automatic detection systems that can discriminate between human-authored
and synthetic text generated by LLMs.
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Appendix A

Templates for generating football
highlights in FHiG

A.1 Simple templates

Event type: goal
[time] - goal for [team] by [player].
[player] scored for [team] at [time].
[time] - [team] celebrated as [player] scored.
[team]’s [player] scored at [time].
At [time], [player] scored for [team].
[team] scores! Scored by [player] at [time].

Event type: half time
Half time scores: [home] [home_ht] - [away_ht] [away].
The first half ended [home] [home_ht] - [away_ht] [away].
The first half of the game ended [home] [home_ht] - [away_ht] [away].
At 45 minutes the scores were [home] [home_ht] - [away_ht] [away].
[home] vs [away] - half time score [home_ht] [away_ht].
At half time the scores were [home] [home_ht] - [away_ht] [away].

Event type: full time - one team wins
Full time scores: [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away].
Full time scores: [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away]. [win] wins.
The game ended [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away].
The game ended [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away]. [win] wins.
Final scores of the match: [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away].
[win] wins. Final scores: [home] [home_ft] [away] [away_ft].
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Event type: full time - draw
The final score ended drawn at [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away].
The game ended with a [home_ft] - [away_ft] draw for [home] and [away].
And it ends in a draw. [home] [home_ft] [away] [away_ft].
The game finished on a draw. [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away].
At the final whistle it’s [home] [home_ft] [away] [away_ft].
A [home_ft] [away_ft] draw for [home] and [away].

Event type: red card
[time] - red card for [player] of [team].
[team]’s [player] received a red card at [time].
At [time] [team]’s [player] received a red card.
Red card for [player] of [team] received at [time].
Red card for [team] at [time]. [player] is sent off.
[player] got red carded at [time] for [team].
[team]’s [player] is given a red card at [time].

A.2 Extended templates

Event type: goal
[time] - goal for [team] by [player].
[player] scored for [team] at [time].
[time] - [team] celebrated as [player] scored.
[team]’s [player] scored at [time].
At [time], [player] scored for [team].
[team] scores! Scored by [player] at [time].
At [time] [player] hit the back of the net for [team].
[player] guided it into the net for [team] at [time].
The net rippled from [player]’s goal for [team] at [time].
Jubilation for [team] as [player] scored at [time].
[player]’s goal for [team] sent the crowd wild at [time].
[player] scored at [time] to lift the spirits of [team].
[player] scored a screamer for [team] at [time].
[team] celebrates as [player] guides the ball into the net at [time].
[player] volleyed it into the top right corner to score for [team] at [time].
[time] - [player] celebrates with the other [team] players as he scores.

Event type: half time
Half time scores: [home] [home_ht] - [away_ht] [away].
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The first half ended [home] [home_ht] - [away_ht] [away].
The first half of the game ended [home] [home_ht] - [away_ht] [away].
At 45 minutes the scores were [home] [home_ht] - [away_ht] [away].
[home] vs [away] - half time score [home_ht] [away_ht].
At half time the scores were [home] [home_ht] - [away_ht] [away].
The players headed into the changing room for a break, with the scores at [home]

[home_ht] – [away_ht] [away].
The players headed into the dressing room for a break, with the scores at [home]

[home_ht] - [away_ht] [away].
The players headed into the changing room for a break, with half time scores at [home]

[home_ht] – [away_ht] [away].
The players headed into the dressing room for a break, with half time scores at [home]

[home_ht] – [away_ht] [away].
The ref blew the half time whistle, and the players made their way off the pitch. Half

time scores: [home] [home_ht] - [away_ht] [away].
At half time there is nothing in it between [home] and [away]. [home_ht] - [away_ht].
The managers have 15 minutes to change the course of this game. The break begins at

[home] [home_ht] - [away] [away_ht].
What a half of football. The players deserve a break and head into half time with the

scores at [home] [home_ht] - [away_ht] [away].

Event type: final time - one team wins
Full time scores: [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away].
Full time scores: [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away]. [win] wins.
The game ended [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away].
The game ended [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away]. [win] wins.
Final scores of the match: [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away].
[win] wins. Final scores: [home] [home_ft] and [away] [away_ft].
At the final whistle the scores were [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away]. [win] wins.
Full time scores: [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away]. [win] walked away victorious.
The game ended [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away] and [win] walked away victorious.
The final whistle was blown, and the final score ended [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft]

[away]. [win] celebrated with the fans.
[win] walk away with all three points. Final scores: [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft]

[away].
And it’s all over! [win] snatch 3 points to move top of the table. The final results were

[home] [home_ft] and [away] [away_ft].
[win] celebrates a hard won victory. [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away].
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The final score of a dull match was [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away]. [win] victorious,
but only just.

The fans of [win] celebrate as the final whistle is blown. [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft]
[away].

Event type: final time - draw
The final score ended drawn at [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away].
The game ended with a [home_ft] - [away_ft] draw for [home] and [away].
And it ends in a draw. [home] [home_ft] [away] [away_ft].
The game finished on a draw. [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft] [away].
At the final whistle it’s [home] [home_ft] [away] [away_ft].
A [home_ft] [away_ft] draw for [home] and [away].
Both teams walk away with one point. Full time scores: [home] [home_ft] - [away_ft]

[away].
And both teams share the points with the final score [home] [home_ft] [away] [away_ft].
A [home_ft] - [away_ft] draw at 90 minutes. The players of [home] and [away] shake

hands and leave the pitch.
A thrilling draw played out by [home] and [away]. Final score: [home_ft] - [away_ft].
A point each for [home] and [away]. We finish with the scores at [home_ft] - [away_ft].

Event type: red card
[time] - red card for [player] of [team].
[team]’s [player] received a red card at [time].
At [time] [team]’s [player] received a red card.
Red card for [player] of [team] received at [time].
Red card for [team] at [time]. [player] is sent off.
[player] got red carded at [time] for [team].
[team]’s [player] is given a red card at [time].
[team]’s [player] headed off the pitch at [time] with a red card.
[team]’s [player] headed off the pitch with a red card at [time].
[time]. [team]’s [player] headed off the pitch with a red card.
The referee pulled a red card out for [team]’s player at [time].
[player] walked off with their head down following a red card at [time]. [team] went

down to 10 men.
[player] is adamant that they shouldn’t have received a red card for that challenge.

They’ve left [team] with a lot to do.
[team] protests as [player] is sent off for a red card foul at [time].
[player] for [team] receives a red card for a leg-breaking tackle.
At [time] stadium erupted as [team]’s [player] received a red card.
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Appendix B

Annotation guidelines for the TIAGE

dataset

Here I present the annotation guidelines used for the human annotation process in the
TIAGE work.

Task description. chit-chat systems are expected to have the ability to proactively
change conversational topics when necessary. For occasions when a chat agent runs out of
things to say or the current discussion is starting to get boring, topic shifting is a common
tactic to keep the conversation going on. This work aims to model topic-shift phenomenon
in open-domain dialogue settings. To achieve this, a new dialogue dataset with topic-shift
signals is needed.

Data annotation. For each utterance in a dialog, annotators are asked to decide
whether the topic of the conversation changes when transiting from the current utterance
to the following response. If there is a topic shift, annotators should label the response
with “1”, otherwise label it with “0”.

In conversations, the response of a speaker to the dialogue context usually falls into
one of the following cases (see examples in Table B.1):

(a) Commenting on what the other participant just said (the most common scenario);
(b) Question answering;
(c) Developing the conversation to sub-topics;
(d) Introducing a relevant but different topic;
(e) Completely changing the topic.
Other tips for data labelling. A number of words and phrases are often used as

indicators for topic shifts, including but not limited to: but, speaking of, talking about,
anyway, by the way, that reminds me, before I forget, I want to mention, let’s talk about,
we need to discuss, funny you should mention that, not to change the subject but, changing
the topic slightly, totally unrelated, on a different/relevant note.
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[Speaker1:] My dad works for the New York Times.

[Speaker2:] Oh wow! You know, I dabble in photography; maybe you

can introduce us sometime.

[Speaker1:] Photography is the greatest art out there. ! not a topic

shift

(a) Commenting on the previous context.

[Speaker1:] Do you teach cooking?

[Speaker2:] No, since I’m a native of Mexico, I teach Spanish.

! not a topic shift

(b) Question answering.

[Speaker1:] Pets are cute!

[Speaker2:] I heard that Huskies are difficult dogs to take care of.

! not a topic shift

(c) Developing the conversation to sub-topics.

[Speaker1:] You are an artist? What kind of art, I do American Indian

stuff.

[Speaker2:] Yes, I love to draw. I love to eat too, sometimes too

much. ! topic shift

(d) Introducing a relevant but different topic.

[Speaker1:] What do you do for fun?

[Speaker2:] I drive trucks so me and my buds go truckin in the mud.

[Speaker1:] Must be fun! My version of that’s running around a library!

[Speaker2:] Do you have a favourite animal? Chickens are my

favourite. I love them. ! topic shift

(e) Completely changing the topic.

Table B.1: Different scenarios of dialogue response in conversations.
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